
Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2016 8:28 AM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

Subject : Putin and the precarious balance of fo rces 

Today's Allensworth notes had an amazing pair of analyses of the ,current upheavals in the siloviki 

Both accent the tenuousness of the equilibrium. 

Putin must feel like Stirlitz in the scene in the Gestapo cellar, arrangng matchsticks and trying to think what to tell 
each side so he does not fall and get torn apart 

-Original Message
From: Wayne Allensworth (b) ( 6) 
To: Wayne and Stacy Allensworth (b) ( 6) 
Sent: Tue, Aug 2, 2016 6:36 pm 
Subject: Internet Notes 2 August 2016 

Internet Notes 2August 2016 

Shulman OD the Silonkv \'Var (Balance and no clear wiooer mean DO coop) 

Afore from Stanovaya on the silovikx war (Dangerous for .socien~ and Putin) 

Solovev looks ahead (}.Jedvedev will sun•) 

11-likandrov wants Bastrv/..in to investigare his case 

Resignations at the SK 

Arrests o(mm:ors 

Nikandrov discovers the meaning of/ife 

Zolotov is mvarded Chech1n·a's highest honor 

The embargo and food prices 

Inflation/rising prices seen as liqqest problems 

The secret of the St. Princess Olga (Sechin and wife) 

Sbnlm.an on the Siloviky War (Balance and no cle ar winner mean .no coup) 

https://slon.ru/posts/71471 

Y ekaterina Shuhnan says she will try and explain what's happening in a general way, without all the details ofwm 
wocks/worked wrere, etc. 'What we are witnessng is not a coordinated campaign, not a battle against corruption, 
and it' s not a purge. The basic explanation for what we are witnessing is that a power struggle is talcing place 
against a backgromd of dwindling resources. There are additiona reasons: among them are a mmral change of 
generations- Putin' s fellow travehs have aged, ,,ibi:le younger officers have risen to be generals and have the 
anbitions ofgenerals. 
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An anti-corruption campaign differs from a purge only in terminology, but organizationally they are quite similar. 
Judging from campaigns around the world, you night expect to see a special conxnission, or specific legislation 
being passed. For a campaign, an ideological base is also needed, one that is declared ahead ofthe campaign,, not 
post-factum media reports. In ow- case, a not-so-successful exeartor in a campaign can hecome a target, as. the 
Gt}EBiPK' s Sugrobov did. 

In this new war, the value of"personal loyalty to the president" is lowered-all are equally loyal ii the sense that 
they mouth the same words. There has been no dfterence ofopnon on signifi.coo.t issues for a loog time. All are 
p<i:riots and statists. For a long tine it has been clear that there are no ..directives from the Kremin"' in any formal 
sense. There is oo unified ·'Kremm," either, but a collection ofbureancratic clans ofvarious de~ees of closeness 
to the center, all rfthem trying to guess what, exactly, is on the boss• s mind, and acting accordingly. 

The struggle is over administrative and financial resources and the "'dans" are interest groups. The boundaries of 
these groups do not correspond to institutional boundaries, so it is not entirely correct to speak about a clash 
between the FSO and the FSB or the FSB and MVD. That is a myth, like the myth ofthe "hberaf' 
and "hawkish= "Kremlin towers.» 

In every power department are mternal security urits that usually nclude personnel from the FSB, and within the 
FSB, that Internal Security Directocate (USB) is :ii conflict with others. \Ve have situations in wbx:h deputies ofthe 
heads of departments represent dlferent groups than their bosses-so far from all ofthem are creatures oftheir 
superiors. The bomdari.es and people in the groups can change-no matter how much we like to compare the 
Russian system ofpower ·with the mafia, they are not made up ofunits beholden to a patrcon unto death, but are. 
rather, collections of opportunists, opportunists ·with growing appetites. They are not unified by ideology, by plans 
to reform Russia, er love for the boss, but by a hq>e to get a piece ofthe pie. 'The seemingly stable party of"old 
friends ofPutin= er those who served with him in the GDR is erocing. The Ozero cooperatwe is being replaced 
wi:h the village "Yashcherovo" (Comment: The village near Putin's Valday residence. See the 13 July 
oote.s). 

Sin:e we are not tallcing about an anti-corruption campaign, and not a purge in the Soviet sense, we need to look 
for some features that define what we are witnessing. First, there is no lead agency doing the "cleansing,"" no 
campaign HQ. Right now, the FSB looks like the leading executer and "sword" rfthe campaign, but within the 
FSB, a reformatioo of the Economc Security unit (SEB) is going on against a background ofthe USB 
strengthening. The weakening ofthe Investigative Committee coud mean that the Prosecutor' s cffice is getting 
stronger. The struggle over controlling customs, a source oflarge:financial :flows, will be fierce--within the seniice 
as well as without. Second, there\vill be no final winner. In orderfor the system to maintain itselfin its. present 
fonn, it's necessary to sustain an mstable balance between key actors--no one can be allowed to defeat all the 
others. 

We can see how the system ofequilibrium worked in the formatioo of the National Guard. The Natsguard has 
400,000 in persomel, anned and close to the president The Internal Troops were taken from the MVD to form 
the base ofthe Nitsgnard, but the MVD was conl)ensated ,vith the FSKN and the FMS. By law, the Natsguard 
does not have investigative functioos, and its leader has become a member of the ·1arge"' Security Council, but not 
the s.tanding one (Comment: Though Zolotov was set to become a standing member, then Putin changed 
the order-but his official designation oo the SovBez didn't change for a ~hi.le after that There most 
ha-ve been some fierce "under the carpet" fighting rega.rding the appointment and Zolotov's growing too 
strong). At the sane time that the Natsguard was created, a refoon and strengthening ofthe FSB SEB began. 
Am several peopr from the Presidential Security Servic-e (the FSO SBP) were made governors. 

Another feature is that the criminal cases are not expanding below or very deeply, as with a purge, in an effort to 
cleanse the apparatus ofalien elements, or in a large scale aoti-caruption campaign.. In each case, individual 
suspects bring in concentric cirdes oftheir co-workers. and acqnantances, or in extreme cases their relatives, 
neighbors, anyone whose name can come out in an interrogation. 

... The attacks ofthe siloviky on each other have a certain precisioo about them-not so many Slifer and the aim is. 
not to sentence the targets to jail so much as to get them in a pre-trial detention center (to gather evidence on more 
influential people) or simply to reimve them from their posts. 

Ths is the process of the system' s evolution-the absence of any design or scenario, as strange as it seems, can 
lead to some puboc good. The absence of any mass impriso:nmelt and the promirent cases that gradually crumbe 
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oerore mey get to court wrn nor smsry rne sense ex JUSnce or me masses . .1:mt we nave to ac.lQ'l.O\\'leage mar me 
vegetarian temperament of our elites does prevent the kind ofscenario we see in Turkey after the failed coup. 

A situation where the siloviky are coping with a deficit of •1feed" and live in ,constant fear of each other is a parody 
ofa system of checks andpublic control that exists in a democracy. But ifs better than having all-powerful sil:ovicy 
woo fear nothing. 

In the kind ofwar we are ohser\ling, the participants are forced to show a mininnm result. All the sides in the 
battle use the press. We are used to calling those ieaks," and consider them shameful for honest journalists and 
for publications. But in reality, these "1eaks" make even the most political ofactors dependent on public opinion. If 
there is even a chance that your box ofvaluables and pictures will tam up in the press, you might want to live at 
least outwardly moce modestly. at least while you hold an official post. 

Bu: these positive consequences will be apparent only ifthere is oo dear w:inner-if, say, a new MGB is not 
formed (See the 6 July notes for talk of a "New MGBj, one that would purge al the rest. Fommately, the 
interests of the system" s security demand maintainng equilibrium, which is achieved only through competition. It is 
the appearance ofa clear winner, not a war of all against all, that could lead to an elite split and plans for a coup. 
A conspiracy wodd only make sense tmder concitions where the risks &e lower than a loss in an elite battle. In 
o~ words, ifthere is one absohte winner, the rest are losers, and the losers would conspire among themselves, 
t:hiik:ing that things could not be 1,vorse. Ifnobody is the clear cut winner, and this latest round is not the last, and 
all the players still have something to lose, then planning to seize power by force doesn't make sense. So 
uncertainty about the outcome of the struggle will have the support of all forces in the game. 

Comment: Ao excellent piece that is similar to my recent comments on the possibility ofa "Palace 
coup," the "horizontal'' and ",·ertical" axes of the "clan'' system, and the siloviky clash we ha,re been 
obsening. See, for example, the 15 and 18 July notes. One correction-in the 18 July notes I wrote 
[And there is also the lack of trust to consider-the circle of real trust is prett,· narrow, among what I've called the "vertic:tl 
axis" of clan relations (one's close.st liiends and relatires; a circle that is nuromng for Putin- see, for example, the IS July 
noies). Nobody wants to be the first tom.ake a move, only to beleftalone,turning out to bavewalked out onto a gang plank). 
That shoo.Id read "horizontal :uis"-the "vertical axis'' is ",bat I have caled the "just business" axis of 
clan relations, where "situational alliances'' are formed, then the players may later be at odds with one 
another a.s the situation changes. 

In this milieu, one can be seen as a member of more than "dan" simultaneously-Putin has had ties to 
a number of the chief "clans," standing at the center of a web of relationships. Bot i:n a crunch, 
the ''horizontal axis" is where ooe turns for support. J'ye written many times about how ",campaigns" 
are not really orchestrated-they unfold, with players reading the "signals" as best they can and 
opportunistically using the situation to go after rivals and settle scores-so not every a1Test or every 
case is directly related to the initial signal given-, which can complicate analysis. Sometimes, signals 
are misread. Putin is not in control of everything that goes on. And each _institution (theFSB, the FSO, 
the l\•IVD, the Defense l\•linistty, what have you) is a hive of "clan" groups. Personal ties matter more 
than ideology or institutional links. 

J..forefrom Stanovaya on the siloviky war (Dangerous for sodety-andPutin) 

http:ljintersectiooproject.eu/ru/article/securlty/voyny-silovikov-v-rossii-dlya-chaynikov 

StMovaya says we are witnessing the USecond World War" amoog silovik.-y-thefirst taking place in 2005-2007, 
pitting the FSO and the FSKN against the FSB. The FSO/FSKN (Murov and company together ,,,ith 
Cherkesov) forces saw to it that the Tri Kita contraband case was revived and used it against the FSB (Sechin
Pa!rushev and thei- allies). The FSB retaliated by arresting Cherkesov ally General Aleksandr Blibov. Putin made 
a Solomon-like decision to end the conflict by weakening both sides. In 2006, FSB ally Vladimi- Ustinov was 
reieved of his post as Prosecutor General. Investigations were taken away from the Prosecutor's office and the 
Investigative Conmittee (SK) was created under Putin classmateBastrykin. Cernin FSB generals were relieved 
oftheir positions (though it appears that some ofthose decisions were reconsidered; Comment: Putin ousted 
some FSB people, but they stil showed up for work after reportedly being fired. Kupryazhkin, who has 
aweared once again in the notes {See the 10 Jnne edition], "'as such a case as I recall). 
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The siloviky dashes quieted down for a time, but have taken off recently-the silO\iiky gained a lot of clout during 
the Ukraine crisis as Putin moved closer to them. So it' s nataral that the competnon among them flared up again 
When Zolotov left the Presidential Security Service (SBP) oftheFSO in 2013 and moved to theYIVD , a steady 
stream ofFSO people took important posts,-andsimultaneously, FSO chief Y evgemy Murov' s position 
weakened. The FSB came up wth kompromat oo Mnrov and bis son Andrey, partic:alarly ties to St. Petersburg 
businessman Mikhalchenko. Niikhalchenko was irrested in April and Murov retired (Comment: :My take was 
that :Mi.khalchenko's arrest signaled that Murov had been weakened). ~ovwas replaced by Dmitriy 
Kochnev, who had headed the SBP-Putin was thinking ofleaving him there. Mtrov's heir was supposed to have 
been Oleg Klimeti:ev, who had formerly headed the SBP. We don' t know why Putin changed his mind, but it is 
wcrth noting that a "heavyweight" did not get the job, but, rather, a dependable executive officer. One versiya has 
it that Putin feared the FSOers ganing too much iriluence. His bench ofpossible replacements was short- there 
wasn' t anyone personally beholden to him. Whatever the case, the diminished umfficial status ofthe FSO was 
partly made up for with the creatioo of the Natsguard. 

The FSB watched all that with cortradictory feelings. On the one hand, there had been a condifunal victory over 
theFSO. Murov was out and theMik:halchenko case implicatedBelyaninov. The expansion ofthe FSB meant 
cases against governors, the SK, the Culture Ministry-everyone became afraid. On the other hand, Zolotov grew 
stronger, he maintained his ties \vith the FSO and, and this was the main point, wih the president Putin now had 
his very own "power" resource. 

Bu: instead of an FSB-Natsgnard battle, a struggle within the FSB erupted between the USB and the SEB. The 
SEB accused. the USB ofexceediig its authority ii arresting Nilci:ta Belykh (Comment: I repeated the story 
yesterday about Putin not being informed abont the BeJykb arrest ahead of time and the USB 
supposedly be ing seen as going too far- which reportedly held up some FSB,appointments, especiall'y 
that ofTkachev, who ha.ndled the Belykh case as head of USB). But Sergey Korolev, fon:rerly head ofthe 
USB, beCIDDe head of the SEB. 

The new SEB leadership went after SK people----ru'.ld Bastrykin remained silent, p-obably recaDing the fate of 
Cherkesov, who lost bis post in the first silO\iiky "\Vorld \Var" .. . This looks like an endless soap aper~ but there 
are some tendencies we can take note of...The FSB and the Natsguard are gainng political weigbt. .. The MVD 
has lost influence, as has the FSO.. . The SKis under attack in spte ofBastrykin's dose relationship \vith Putin .. . 
The FSKN and the FMS are his.ta,•, as is Vilctor Ivanov... 

These tendencies are dangerous, oot only for society, which is suffering from ~power" initiatives, but for Putin as 
well There are too many silO\iiky, and they have power and korq,romat. If yon come to power with a group of 
dozens of the devoted, everything in your team seems under control 

Bti: when those dozens become an army ofthousands and part ofthe ..elders,, (Oierkesov, Mnrov, Patrushev's 
team) exit for nowhere or almost oowhere, then you are left with a mass ofhungry, out ofcontrol unprincipled, 
and--and this is the main point--n no way obligated to you young uwolves" who understand very well that Putin 
is 'Mth us today, but perhaps not tomorrow. The siioviky as a separate, privileged caste have a monopoly on force, 
and they will start to live their O\vn lives. And then Putin will find it much more corq,licated to rely on them ... 

Solovey looks alwid (Nfedvedev·will stay) 

https:ljnew.vk.com/id244477574?w=wall244477574 19684%2Fall 

Pttin is satisfied ,,4th the govemrrent and is inclined to keep Medvedev as premier after the next elec.tions. The 
Presidential Aclmi:i:i:stration will be headed by an especially trusted person·- Antoo Vayno. Sergey Ivanov will be 
a vice premier overseeing the silo'\liky and military industry with prospects for further growth. Volodin will chair the 
ne:rtDuma. 

Nikandrov wants Bastrykin to investigate his case 

http:ljwww.rbc.ru/politics/01/08/2016/579f9le99a79476aacbff809?from=main 

First Deputy Head ofthe Moscow SK Investigative Directorate Denis Nikandrov has requested (by letter to the 
SK) that Bastrykin and the SK take over his c.ase from the FSB (Comment: There had been some question 
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sent the case to the FSB, supposedly to avoid conftic-ts of interest. See, for instance, the 25 July notes. 
On Nikaodrov, see tbe 19, 24, 26, 27, and 28 July notes as weU). Nikandrov claims that his arrest is the 
resrut ofa conflict between Directorate '':vf' ofthe FSB SEB (Economic Security) and FSB Intemal Security 
(USB). An investigation by the FSB will not be objective. 

Resignations at the SK 

http://www.novayagazeta.ru/ news/1705658.html 

~ksey Kramarenko, a directorate head in the Moscow Central Administrative Okrog SK, has resigned. So has 
bis deputy, Aleksandr Khnrsilava, and Investigatoc of Especially Important Cases, Andrey Bychk:ov. The 
resgnations followed the F SB opening criminal cases (Exceeding official authority) against them .. . They are said to 
have been involved mthe release from detention of gangsters Kalashov (''Young Shalcroj and Andrey 
Kochuiykov ('The Italian') .. _On 19 July, Nikancrov, Maksimeruco, and Lamonov were detained in 
the "'Shakronl italian" affair. .. 

An-ests ofmayors 

htlps:Jlthemosco\,1times.com!artic~s!urlashO\•-5483 2 

This week, Evgeny Urlashov, the former mayor of Yaroslavl, sits in p-ison and awaits his sentence . An anticorruption 

activist. Urlashov was arrested in 2013 on bribery charges. He was a popular figure in the city of 600,000 people, 

winning a landslide victory against a Kremlin candidate in elections a year earlier. 

Authorities are accused of leading a political trial against Urlashov: he was. after all, getting too popular, and at a time 

when the Kremlin was fighting the bggest street protests in its post-Soviet history. The story of his success and 

downfall casts a sp;:,tl ight on an ever more vulnerable job in Putin's Russia: being mayor in a regional city. 

In Putin's third term, the Kremlin has been unceremoniously putting city mayors behind bars. From Yaroslavl to 

Makhachkala to Vladivostok, city authorities are feeling the heat. Since Putin came back to the Kremlin in 2012. 

Russia has arrested, detained or interrogated the mayors of more than 25 cities. Only a t iny minority of them were from 

owosition parties. and most were charged with bribery cases. 

Barely a few weeks go by without Moscow parading the arrest of yet another mayor. The last well-known victim of the 

purge was Vladivostok mayor Igor Pushkarev. On the night of the 1st of June, FSB arrested Pushkarev and brought him 

to Moscow. raiding his office and family home in the process. Pushkarev stands accused of sell ing state contracts to 

businesses owned by his relatives. 

~It's much easier to catch mayors taking bribes • says political analyst Evgeny Minchenko Mayors are responsible for 

municipal budgets. which are often severely under-funded and thus m:ire susceptible to corruption. 
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Governors, on the other hand. have more protection more Moscow and less visible contacts with budgets_ "They are 

assumed to be pol~ical figures." says political scientist Abbas Gallyamov. "Going after a governor reg.,ires Moscow's 

permission_· Firing and arresting mayors is also one way for governors to show they are doing their job_ 

At the same time, Russia's opposition has been able to have some considerable successes in mayoral offices. Anti

corruption campaig,er Yevgeny Roizman has managed to hold on to his position as mayor of Yekaterinburg. Until last 

year, Karel ia's Petrozavodsk was home to female owosition mayor Galina Shirhina_ And, famously, Urlashov was 

mayor of Yaroslavl, however briefly. 

~It was the only po fit ical position left for the opposition," says Aleksandr Kynev. a pofitical scientist at Moscow's Higher 

School of Economics_In 2005, Russia scrapped re9onal elections ri governors. meaning the Kremlin could appoint 

anyone it wants instead. City mayors were the one electable position, and candidates like Roizman were able to run 

successful, largely non-political campaigns - in Roizman's case on an anti-drug platform. 

The mayoral purge is not exclusively-centred on the opposition, however_ Even loyal candidates have been targeted_In 

2012, the Putin loyalist mayor of Astakhan Mikhail Stolyarov stood accused of election fraud. His rival, Just Russia 

candidate Oleg Shein, claimed he won the election and went on hunger strike. The fight for re-election lasted for a few 

months, even luring opposition leader Aleksey Navalny from Moscow to Astrakhan. Eventually, the owosition lost and 

Shein ended his hunger strike and Stolyarov became mayor of one of Russia's biggest cities_ The following year, 

however, Stolyarovwas arrested and charged with accepting a bribe of 10 million ru~es. 

W ~h September's parliamentary elections around the ,comer. the purge of regional mayors is. if anything. likely to 

intensify. For Russian officials. the message is clear: one step out of line, and corruµion charges could be j,ust around 

the comer. 

Nikandrov discovers the meaning oflife 

https:llthemosco,,'times.com!articl!slarrested-russian-investigator-finds-meaning-0f-life-thanks-to-yogi-cellmate-
548l:? 

One of Russia's most-publicized arrests in recent years is making headlines again, as the Moskovsky Komsomolets 

newspaper reported Sunday that Denis Nikandrov - the detained deputy head of Moscow's Investigative Committee -

is going through a 'miraculous transformation• in his cell. 

A ris ing star in Russian law enforcement. Nikandrovwas jaile.d on bribery charges on July 19. He is suspected of 

receiving a bribe ofup to $ 1 million for helping notorious thief-in-law l.akhary KalashCN, known as Shakro Molodoi, to gat 

out of orison. The case is considered bv manv to be a remarkable eoisode in the internal war raoino inside Russia's 
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security forces. 

The Moskovsky Komsomolets newspaper reported that the investigator's life changed after meeting his new cellmate_ 

who was purposely put into the same cell. 

Nikandrov. who rep:>rtedly fell into a deep depression during his first days in the infarrous Lefortovo p:ison_ is currently 

in a state of euphoria and claims that he has found the meaning of life. 

The man responsi~e for these changes is 30-year old Yevgeny, the cellmate who claims to be an experienced yoga 

practitioner and says he is in prison on charges of smuggling cannabis to Russia from India_ 

Nikandrov is practicing various breathing techniques and yoga positions, his prison cell is full of yoga literature and he 

has switched to, a healthy diet, the newspaper said. 

~1have learned how to live. I have started to understand my true nature: Nikandrov said. He also wrote about the 

changes in a letter to the head of Russia's Investigative Committee. according to the newspaper. 

The yoga practitioner was put in Nikandrov's prison cell by the prison administration on purpose. as a result of an 

ageement with the Federal Security Serv1-ce (FSB}. the newspaper reported, citing an unidentified source in law 

enforcement. 

~Nikandrov was in such bad condition that he could have committed suicide. And that would cause a scandal: the 

source said. 

As The Moscow Times previously reported, Nikandrov was unleashed on one high-profi le case after another over his 

short career and was rapidly promoted. He was involved in highly politicized cases such as gathering evidence against 

jailed tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky. 

Nikandrov's arrest is part of an ongoing &cleansing of the ranks," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said after his 

arrest_ 

Zdotov is awarded Chechnya's highest honor 

See yesterday's notes for my remarks on the Zolot(}I-Kadyrov relationship. 

https //themoscowtimes com.lnews/chechnyas-kadyrov-gives-rosgvardiya-head-highest-award-54827The head of 

Russia's newly formed National Guard has been presented with Chechnya's highest award by republic chief Ramzan 

Kadyrov, the lo-cal news agency Chechenskaya Respublika Segodnya reported Tuesday. 

Vikior Zolotov was presente"CJ the Order of Akhmat Kadyrov for "outstandjng services to the Chechen Republic.· The 

award was established in 2004, in memory of the first Chechen president, Ramzan Kacfyrov's father. Akhmat 

Kadyrovwas killed in a suicide attack on May 9, 2004 in the Chechen capitaJ of Grozny. 
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Kadyrov also awarded Zolotov with a certificate to mark his completion of a course alChechnya's International Center 

for Special Forces Training. 

The creation of the National Guard was announced ~ Russian President Vladimir Putin in April. The new force will take 

on a number of roles previously carried out by Interior Ministry troops, and will have more than 340,000 members in 

totaL Viktor Zolotov was the former chief of Interior Ministry's troops, and headed the president's security service 

between 2000 and 2013. 

The embargo and food prices 

https://themoscowtimes.com/news/ russian.counter-sanctions.raised-food-prices-31-54829 

Russia's embargo on Western food imports has caused prices to soar by 31 percent in the last two years. Russia' s 

Ministry for Economc Development announced Tuesday. 

Russia boycotted food imports from a number of Western countries in August 2014 in retaliat ion for sanctions on 

Moscow for its annexation of Crimea and ongoing role in the Ukraine conflict. 

~Food prices rose by 31 .6 percent in two years. one and a half t imes above the level of inflation: a njnistry spokesman 

said. claiming that the negative effects of the embargo had already begun to ease by the second half of 2015. 

Food price rises contributed 52 percent to national inflation in February 2015, but fell to 31 percent in June 2016. 

~e Russian market has managed to adapt to the new conditions. New suppliers were found in the first six months [of 

the embargo) and orders were made at lower price~. he said. 

The European Union extended economic sanctions against Russia until the end of 2017 in July, prompting Russian 

president Vladimir Putin to sign a decree extending Russia's food embargo for the same period. 

Inflation/rising prices seen as biggest problems 

https.//themoscowtimes.comfnews/russians-consider-poverty-rising-0rices-most-acute-problems-5483 1 

The maiority of Russians (70 percert) consider inftction and rising prices to be their most acute problems, the lnterfax 

news agency reported Tuesday. citing a poll by the ROMIR research group. 

Some 66 percent ci respondents said they are worried about poverty and low wages and 41 percent named 

unemployment as a mafor problem, ROMIR revealed. 
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More Russians are also concerned about the problem of corruption (36 percent), compared to 30 percent in 2014. 

The Russian economy plunged into a deep crisis in 2014 following Western sanctions imposed on the country over its 

role in the Ukraine crisis and falling global prices for crude oil. 

Russians saw their real wages fa ll sharply amid skyrocketing inflation and sev-eral mllion people were pushed below the 

p01erty line last year. 

In the first quarter of 2016. the poverty rate in Russia reached 15. 7 pircent, according to official statistics. A recent JX)II 

by Moscow's Higher School of Economics (HSE) revealed that more than 40 percent of Russian households struggle to 

buy buy food or clothes. 

The ROMIR poll was conducted armng 1,500 people in all Russian federal districts, lnterfax reported. 

The secret of the St. Princess Olga (Sechin and wife) 

Rosneft is suing Dozhd TV and Novaya Gazeta foc reporting on this story: https://slon.ru/posts/71593 

httns://www.occrp.org/en/investigalions/5523-the-secret-of-the-st-princess-olga 

In 2013. Oceanco, one of the top yacht builders in the Netherlands. launched a top-of-the-line creation, an 85.6 meter 

super-yacht with the designation Y708. 

The yacht's lavish 1nterior was desic,,ed bv the firm ofAlberto Pinto and its exterior l:N Russian desimer lqor Lobanov. 
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It boasts every conceivable amenity: Y708 can accommodate up to 14 guests in seven suites, one VIP cabin and three 

double cabins. 

The interior of the yacht is equipped with a gym, spa and elevator. A swimming pool on the aft deck transforms. as 

needed, into a helicopter pad. The upper deck has a jacuzzi surrounded by plush white sofas where guests can take a 

relaxing sprawl. After Y708 was delivered to its new owner, whose identity was shrouded in mystery the boat's name 

was changed to St Princess Olga. 

Today. St. Princess Olga ranks 72nd on the list of the world's largest yachts. according to the SupeFVachts website. 

The owner's name remained secret for severaJ years But reporters for Organized Crime and Corrupt ion Reporting 

Project (OCCRP) and Novaya Gazeta. by tracing the yacht's travels and matching them to posts on social media sites, 

believe they have identified a possille owner of the vessel. 

Igor Sechin 55 is considered one cl the most powerful men in Russia, after his lon~time friend and boss, Russian 

Federation President Vladimir Putin. Due to his toug, character and close ties to secret services. Sechin is sometimes 

referred to as Darth Vader by Russian and international media. 

Sechin has been working with Putin since the early 1990s. When Putin became the head of the Committee for Foreign 

Affairs in the SL Petersburg Mayor's Office in 1991, Sechin was app:iinted his chief of staff. The two became close. 

"When I moved to Moscow, [Sechin) asked [me] to take him with me. And I took him,· Putin wrote in his 

autobiography, "First Person•. 

It was the first of a series of coordinated career moves, with Sechin aJways fo llowing his boss. From 2004 ti ll 2008. 

Sechin worked as deputy chief of Putin's administration. When Putjn headed the government in 2008, Sechin was 

awointed deputy !)"ime minister. 

Since 2012. Sechin has been the chief executive officer of Rosneft, Russia's state-owned energy giant. 

Princess Olga may not be just a random name. 
vVhen Sechin divorced his first wife, Marina, the name of his new wife was kept a closely guarded secret. 
But in June 2016, the Russian news agency life.ru-which is considered to be close to the Kremlin
published a video from a private party held after the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF}. 
At that party, Sechin was accompanied by a young, attractive blonde woman. 
By comparing the woman's face in the video with accounts in social networks, OCCRP found profiles of 
Olga Rozhkova on Facebook and lnstagram. Novaya Gazeta later obtained documents which prove that in 
2011, Rozhkova changed her surname to Sechina. 
According to the photos from the social networks, Olga Sechina spends most of her time abroad. 
Since the beginning of 2016 she has visited the Maldives, Italy, Vietnam, India, Germany and France. But 
it looks like her favorite countries are Italy and France, especially the luxurious resorts on Sardinia and 
Corsica. 
In many of those photos, Sechina is on a yacht For example, on Aug. 27, 2014, Sechina published a photo 
on her lnstagram account from a yacht, where she is seen sitting with her friend on plush white sofas 
near a round jacuzzi. 
On July 5, 2015, Sechina published another photo on her lnstagram that show her sitting on a deck near a 
swimming pool. 
On Aug. 1, 2015, she published a photo from the same deck near the same swimming pool. 
Details seen in all three photos - the deck, the swimming pool, the jacuui, sofas and sun loungers -
correc;nond to thoc;p c;ppn on thP vacht St. PrincPss 01Pa. 
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Posts from Olga Semina's lnstagram accountthat display reatum ofayacbl thatshare strtlung similaritieslo the "St Princes1 Olga". 

Other photos posted on Sedlina' s social networks indicate that the yacht she uses is registered in the Cayman 

Islands, based on the flag. 

The yacht St. Princess Olga also belongs to a colll)any from the Cayman Islands. Serli.o Shipping Ltd. 

Sinilarity in stmcbral details and fittings are not the only evidence that the St. Princess Olga is used ah:nost 

excrusively by Sechin's \\'lfe. By matching the routes ofthe yacht with photos from the accounts af Secbina and 

othet: users, OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta (Here's the link to the Novaya article oo this: 

http://www.novayagazeta.ru/inquests/74021.html} fowid many correlations. 

For instance, on Jliy 13, 2016, Sechinapublished a photo ofherself aboard a vessel in Ibiza, Spain. 

Three days earlier, on July 10, the company Superior Design published on its F acebook page a photo ofthe St 

Princess Olga in Port Adriano, in the Balearic Islands near Ibiza 

On July 14, Instagram user @caroJfeith published a video ofthe same yacht near the Balearic Islands. 

Just about a year earlier, on July 19, 2015, Sec.him published a photo on her Instagram accountfrom Venice, 

Italy. The vessel tracking systems show that on ~ same date. the St. Princess Olga was in Venice. 

The examples stretch back several years. On May 4, 2015, Seclina published a photo on her Instagram from 

Capri, Italy. And once ag~ the St. Princess Olga was tracked near the island ex Capri on that same day. The 

saire was true in Corsica on June 14, 2014. 

Reporters for OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta found six exact matches between 2014 and 2016 when the routes of the 

yacht corresponded with Sechina's documented tr21els. The sheer number of yacht photos visible on Sechina's social 

networks during the time period indicates she was using St. Princess Olga constantly . 

The exact price of the St. P-rincess Dig.a could not be determined. The price of a truly luxurious y acht depends on 

manv thinos such as how the vessel's exterior is crafted or how its interior is desicr,ed and furnished But vessels of 
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sirri lar length and design are being sold at US$ 190 million. 

Operating a superyacht is expensiw making it a luxury for only the world's wealthiest people . According to Tower Gate 

Insurance, some ofthe average costs for a yacht include crew salaries. maintenance, insurance . and dockage fees. 

Fuel costs run about 500 liters per hour or almost US-$ 2000/hr. Tolj\/9r Gate's survey said owners can expect to pay up 

to 10 percent of the initial cost of the yacht in operational costs for a year_ By that estimate.the Princess Olga would 

cost as much as US$ 19 million per year to operate_ 

Sechina's husband Igor is one of the best-paid managers of the state-owned companies in Russia. Last year BBC 

reoorted that the board of directors of Rosneft apprc,,,ed a salary for Sechin that could be worth up to US-$ 11.8 million 

(including bonuses). He has not reported his income and his net worth is not known 

It is impossible to fully determine whether Sechin would have the earnings to buy and operate the St. Princess Olga b.Jt 

it would be unlikely based solely on his BBC reported salary_ 

It's theoretically possible to regularly rent such a yacht, although rents for similar-sized super-y achts equipped like the 

St. Princess Olga start at US-$ 1 million per week. 

In a letter to Novaya Gazeta. a Rosneft representative said the comp:iny "doesn't believe it is possible to answer 

questions related to the private life and property of its employees"_ 

The representative also warned that those who were involved in the 'lllegal gathering and usage of unwrified information 

might be held legally responsible." 

OCCRP and Novaya Gazeta collected the information from publicly cmilable social roodia profiles which were deleted 

after reporters asked about their content. 

The representative also said, in their opinion, that Novaya Gazeta and OGCRP were part of a smear campaign against 

the company but did not elaborate~ whom or why. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Sunday, July 31, 2016 4:35 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG} 

Subject: Scroll down to his posting from about 3:30 pm Sunday 7/31 

The graphic from Hromadske 
https://twitter.com/cjcmichel/status/759750993206804480 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:07 AM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana 

Subject: Shakro, the Presidential Administration, and the Donbass separatists 

This whole issue of Wayne Allensworth's notes {24 Juty 206) is interesting, but especially the 
following rtem, which mentions Shakro's ties to the Presidential Admlnistration and financing the 
separatists in the Oonbass. 
Also, if you haven't seen a blow-by-blow of the cafe shootout in Engfish, there is one in this rssue 
(summary of Moskovskiy komsomolets article) 
-NeHie 

"This Novaya Gazeta piece, among other interesting things, says that Bastrykin found out about the 
searches/arrests only minutes before the operation began: http://www.novayagazeta.ru/inguestsf73918.html 

''The case related to the Elements cafe .incident mentioned above was at first processed by FSB Counter
.intelligence, then passed on to Directorate M. The investigation turned up ties between the gangsters and SK 
personn.el--but not only them: "Shakro= carried out direct negotiations with members ofthe MVD GUUR (in 
charge ofcriminal investigations) and people in the Presidential Administration. Shakro had even discussed 
helping finance the Donbass .. . SK Investigator Andrey Bochkov was the chieffigure who allowed the digging 
up ofevidence against the SK officials Nikandrov, Mak:simenko, andlamonov-and Bochkov's boss is 

Aleksey Kramarenko, who is, according to an SK source, the FSB USB 6th Service' s man (Comment: 
Interesting- see the Orlova piece above). The 6th Service has helped FSB investigators and Directorate 
Min the case against Nikandrov and company (as well as others). 

- Original Messaqe-
From: Nellie Ohr 
To: 
Sent: Tue , Jul 26, 2016 9:00 am 
Subjec t: [U,Cm■1 Internet Notes 24 July 2016 

Internet -otes 24 July 2016 
The siloTi.k,· shakenps and related material (Strelkov on a radical reform of the silori~• block: A e:and failnre in me 
works?; Kash.in 1,onders whether a military c.oup is possible in Russia [No. but maybe a faked coup that stren~ens Putin•s 
control is possible); Zolotor md the sha.kenp at FSB; FSB n SK [Arraests at SK; ls it reallv Zolotov TS. Bastrykin or wots 
Basttykinhimselfbehind the arrests?)). 1 
FSB arrests deputy headof Moscow Investiyatfve Committee {The Kalashov caseJ. 4 
Belkovskiv on the SK arrests /Bascn1kin won't ~o: Bastnk m authorized the arrests- but did he initiate them?: Novava 

Gazeta sai•s Bastrvki.n foW'ld outaboul the operation af ainst his subordinates onh• minutes before it took olace· The 6Ja. 
Service o(FSJJ USJJ and the SK- Is itBortnikov. not Bastrvkm, who ls indmzrer?) 8 

The siloviky shakeups and related material (Strelkov on a radical reform of the siloviky block: A 
grand failure in the works?; Kashin wonders whether a military coup is possible in Russia [No, but 
maybe a faked coup that strengthens Putin's control is possible]; Zolotov and the shakeup at FSB; 
FSB vs SK [Arrests at SK; Is it really Zoloto,- vs. Bastrykin or was Bastrykin bimseH behind the 
arrest s?]) 
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Strelkov: hitp://n ovoros si a. pro/25ya nvarya/2188-igor-strelkov-reformy-kak-maraz m-sistemy.html 
The details remain unclear, but a full scale, radical reform ofthe power block is being planned It ,,.,m follow the 
American model, \\'1th a division between the federal level and the regional/municipal level At the federal level, 
a new power agency will be formed with part of the FSB and the Investigative Committee (SK) subunits. The 
criminal police will be at the regional and municipal levels. and will be financed at that level. The Natsguard will 
be above all this, with all ofthe "power resource" at its disposal:-naturally. it will remain strictly under federal 
level control The FSB will remain as a strictly counter-intelligence agency, ,,iithout any anti-terrorist functions 
or that ofprotecting the constitutional order. 
This will be the most radical reform since the 1920' s. And no good ,vill come ofit. This radical reform will 
come at the peak of a systemic crisis, including an economic and financial crisis, when the country is involved in 
two endless and unpredictable military conflicts. The reform process will be underway at a time ofinadequate 
financing, general uncertainty about the future, and the demoralization ofthe bureaucracy at all levels. The 
system is concerned only with its internal affairs. There won't be time for the bureaucracy and police to carry 
out their basic obligations. 
One hundred years ago, the Tsar was constantly changing the government, which had a negative impact on the 
domestic political situation while the country was at war-and the present plans will r-epeat that course. Ifs like 
trying to re-roof a house during a deluge. 
Even Medvedev understands that Russia is not the US. And that ifs not desirable to carry out radical refomJ.S 
in departments that are sorely needed at this time--even an idiot understands that. Nevertheless, the reforms 
are being worked out and coordinated ...Mutk:o heads Russian sport-the analogy is dear: we can expect not 
only defeat, but a grand failure ... 
Comment: We have read all kinds of rumors about changes undern•ay io the "power structures," 
including one claimi:ng that a "new ~fGB" would be formed (6 JuJy). 

Kashin on the possibility ofa military coup in Russia: https://slon.ru/posts/70908 
Comment: Kashin is saying some things here we have read before-mainJy, that the army in Russia 
is not an independent political force. 
The main political event ofthis year (thus far) was the failed military coup in Turkey-an authoritarian regime is 
always interested in such efforts, successful and unsuccessful, to overturn another authoritarian regime. During 
Putin' s time in power, revolutions and coups have influenced the Kremlin~s behavior domestically. The ..Rose 
Revolution" in Georgia and the first ~Maiden" in Ukraine shaped the Surkov-inspired moves ofthe mid-2000s, 
including the creation ofpro-Kremlin youth organizations, reforming media, and making corrections to the 
electoral system. Vle can't say whether there was actually a threat of a «color r,evohrtion" in Russia at the time, 
but the struggle against such a potential threat was serious-ifnot for Saakashvili and Yushchenko, maybe 
things would have been different in Russia. 

The "Arab spring" in 2011 may have forced Putin to re-think a possible second term for Jvfedvedev. 
The "Bolot:naya case"'"' and .. spiritual bonds" were the result ofa bunt on Arab squares far from Moscow. And 
the Moscow protests were seen by the Kremlin as evidence that not "tightening the screws" could lead to a 
repeat of events in Cairo and Tripoli ...As far as Maidan II-no second Maidan., no annexation of Crimea, no 
war in the Donbass ... 

So-is there a chance of an anti-Putin conp by the army, with a -repeat ofErdog.an's (in this case, Putin' s) using 
FaceTime to gather popular support? That's an obvious question-and it has an obvious answer: No. The 
risk of a military mutiny io Ru_ssia is minimal In Latin America, in Turkey, in the 1-.1id-East, the anny is an 
independent force, a state institution, the significance ofwhich goes beyond the limits -ofthe political system and 
in many ways determines political stability. Think Chile in 1973_ 
But Rus.sia' s army. in spite of \.vhat the propaganda says, does not have a centuries-old tradition. The army' s 
one hundred year anniversary will take place in 2018. Lenin and Trotsky created the army for one purpose-to 
strengthen the results ofthe Bolshevik: takeover. The army was created as the armed wing ofthe Party, andthe 
very notion ofits taking an independent step was ruled out-as it is today. For all its history, the chances ofa 
coup led by the army were zero. Any potential leader- and you can count them on the fingers of one hand 
(Tukhachevskiy, Zhukov, Rokhlin)-had no real chance ofmaking even a first half step in that direction. The 
Party and State Security were always stronger. 
In 1918, as the Reds mobilized the first army, the families ofthe troops were taken hostage--.and that sense of 
the army as a group ofarmed hostages remains to this day. The popular hero Shoygu is most of all a 
nnlrtir:11 rnmmi-.-.ar l ilci:> thi:> Ri:>il c-nmmi-.<:ar-. who nvi:>r -.aw thi:> fir-.t Snv ii:>t armv H i:> i<: not t hP IP:1.-lPr 
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of an officer corps that has its o,Yu interests and values. IfShoygu suddenly gets it in his head to make 
any moves against Pu~ he'll have to have a very tough conversation with Viktor Zolotov at least_ The system 
ofdefenses from unexpected political moves the Kremlin bas is itself an example ofthe art of defense_ 
The main irony ofthe Turkish coup attempt is that in projecting it onto the Russian experience, the thinking was 
not about anti-Putin tank divisions. In the aftermath ofthe coup attempt, the mainstream version ofwhat 
happened there that was making the rmmds in Russian media was that Erdogan had helped stage the event 
himselfin order to strengthen bis own grip on power and change the state system under the guise ofgoing after 
the coup plotters_ Whether that's true or not doesn' t matter-what matters is that we believe that this was not a 
plot against Erdogan, but a plot by Erdogan. What's most interesting to consider is whether Putin believes that. 
It would be very effective~ stage a coup that is meant to fail and then see through all the plans for political 
control that have been floated but not seen throu~like blocking foreign travel and the Internet 
No, the Russian army won' t try something like the T-urkish army did. But t1tere is notltutg stopping the 
Kremlin from staging the faked coup like the one our conspiracy theorists have said tookp/,ace.. . 
Comment: I"ve been wondering in these notes whether a Putin in bis "man of destiny" mode might 
consider doing something unexpected, dropping his usual caution. That wouJd depend, I think, on 
whether Putin believes he's being pushed into a corner and is being challenged personaJly. He's 
already made some steps that seem out of the ordinary-elevating Zolotov, creating tbel'iatiooal 
Guard, ousting Yakuniu. His tendency has been to revert back to caution after some big move. 
One very impo.rtaot question is whether, as Katrina Orlova has claimed, Zoloto,r is the power behind 
FSB Internal Security (FSB USB), a directorate that has played such a prominent role in recent high
profile cases and is apparently moving to take over the FSB Economic Security Service (FSB SEB). 
That wouJd mean Putin is allowing some serious further moves to weaken Bortoikov (the Kremlin is 
sa.id to be unhappy with him), and not focusing on re-establishing balance among the silovik·y after 
the creation of the Natsguard. 
This slon.ru 
piece by Pavel Chikov also claims that Zolotov is behind the shakeups at FSB SEB: https://slon.rufposts/ 
70908https:/1s1on .ru/postsn1106 
Many experts say that the Natsguard headed by Zolotov was created to provide for a balance and equilibrium 
among the power departments-the purge going on in the FSB, especially in its economic block, is connected 
by observers (Comment: '\Vhicb other obsen·ers apart from Orlova?) with Zolotov's taking over at the 
Natsguard. 
Comment: The piece goes on to say that the FSB has struck at the FSO-that's iu regard to the 
story ou the Mikhalcbeoko arrest and his connections to ex-FSO chief :M:urov (See the 15 July 
notes; FSB SEB '<K" reportedly arrested l\iltkb.alchenko). l\fy owu view has beeu that the arrest 
demonstrated that l\furo'7 bad been weakened. We have also seen claims that Zolotov wasn't 
terribly unhappy that his old boss was retiring-and the replacement for l\ifurov, Kochnev, came 
from the unit Zolotov had beaded for many years, the FSO's Presidential Security Service (See the 2 
Juue notes. It gets even more complicated, since one source claimed that Zolotov and Kochuev 
wereo.'t aU that dose). As far as the shakeup at FSB SEB, Pve offered a possible alternative 
explanation for that-the two cooperated against 1\IVD Ecouomk Security (GUEBiPK) in a battle for 
controlling money laundering channels, then fell out as they both wanted to seize the channels for 
themselves. See, for instance, the 12 JuJy notes. 
More on the FSB making arrests at the Investigative Committee ...First, from the 19 July notes: 

[FSB arrests deputy head ofMoscow lnvestigali1.•e Committee (The KaLashov case) 

http://wmv.tJ1emosoowtimes.com/news/£s1>-dl't.ain-deputr-head-of-russia.n-inTesti~atfre-comm.ittee-.S4644 

Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) have detained several employees of the Moscow department of the Russian 

Investigative Committee, including deputy head Denis Nikandrov, news agency lnterfax reported, citing a message 

from the agency. 

The FSB began a search of the committee's Moscow offices in connection with the case against notorious crime 

boss Zhakary Kalashov, or Shakro Molodoi. 
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'Toe FSB have carried out investigative actions against a number of staff members on the basis of exceeding their 

official powers. as well as receiving bribes from the criminal community." an FSB statement said, the Slon news 

website reported. 

Shakro Molodoi was arrested on June 11 on charges of extorting money from the owner of the Elements restaurant 

in Moscow, after a violent shootout in December 2015 left two dead. See the 15 July notes. 

A lead investigator on the second case against the Yukos gas giant Nikandrov was reportedly detained on Tuesday 

while receiving a bribe worth $1 million for Shakro's release. RBC reported. 

It was reported in 2013 that the Prosecutor General's Office begun a preliminary investigation into Nikandrov for 

abuse of power and coercion of witnesses to testify. 

In add1tion to the arrests, the FSB is searching the Investigative Committee's office in Moscow's center. 

Here's more: 
http://www.mk.rul soc-ial/2016/ 0 7 / 19/ pric hi noy-zad e rzh aniya-trekh-ru kovoditel ey-s kr -stala-vers iya-o-pokroviteIstve
bandit am. html 

r-.foskovslciy Koms omelets says that no other corruption scandal causes the kind of shock that this one does. Apart from 
Nikandrov, FSB officers arrested the SK's head oflntemal Se~urity, Mikha.ilMaksitnenko, and another top offi.cerinlntemal 
Security, Aleksandr Lamonov ... The entire case says a lot about contemporary Russia-it' s all about money and people 
disregard the law ... 

Ar this point, the MK pie.ce goes into a replay oftbe shootout at the Elements cafe-from the IS July notes: 

(\Vhen it opened in July 2015, the Elements Korean restaurant in central Moscow got good reviews - both for food and 

design. But that's not what the restaurant is famous for. 

Two women - the restaurant O\vner and a designer she hired to renovate .and fwnish it - disagreed over payment after the 

designer failed to meet the agreed deadline. As was reported at that time, the restaurant o\\<ner Zhanna Kim refused to pay the 

designer the 2 million rubles (S30,000) she was owed for designing the restaurant. 

What started as a usual financial dis.agreement led to one ofthe most notorious .armed fights in central Moscow since the 

1990s and to the arre.st of one ofRussia's most notorious criminals - thief-in-law Zakharv Kalashov - better known by the 

pseudonym Shakro MolodoL 

On Dec. 15, 2015, around 20 armed men oc.cupied the beautiful: rooms in the Eleme.nts restaurant. "Everyone shut up, no one 

leaves the. bwlding until we make. a deal," Zhanna Kim. a trendsetter, a socialite. and the restaurant owner, later recalled in 

various interviews. 

"It was a s.hakedo\vn," she said. As was reported later, Fatima Misikova, the designer, had reassigned the debt that Kim still 

owed her to mobster Andrei Kochuikov, kno,~n as The Italian and a high-ranking member of Shakro • s gang. 

What happened later received extensive press cover.ige. The Italian showed up with a simple me.ssage: if the debt is not paid, 

he would take over the restaurant. Zhanna Kim refused to pay him. 

She called the police and herla-'>J,7er- retired fnterior· Ministrv Colonel Eduard Budantsev. reportedly connected to law 
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Always armed with a Beretta that ·was personally awarded to him by the interior minister, he arrived quickly with his 

supporters. and demanded that the "unwanted guests" le.ave at once. 

Ac-cording to the Kommersant newspaper, The Italian told Budantsev , that he was sanctioned to "milk this cow" by Shakro. 

He then asked ifBudantsev had any respect for the law of thieves and,, afterhe~g an emotional"No," The Italian ordered 

his subordinates "to pack the bald one [Budantsev} into the car." 

In the fight that followed outside the restaurant two men were shot dead and several were wounded. According to some 

reports, Shakro also was at the scene, but his name later disappeared from interior ministry documents. 

Half a year later. a Federal Security Service (fSB} squad raided Sbakro' s mansion in an upmarket area near t..foscow. A \-ideo 

releasedbv the InteriorJ\.finistrv shows his wards on the eround with their arms on their h eads. The vtdeo shows Shakro on 

a chair in what looks like the kitchen. 

"I will not talk in front of the camera, are y ou kidding me? Don' t make a show out ofit. Tum offthe-c.amera and we'll talk," he 

says. 

' 1t's not a show, we need it," the officer's voice is heard answering. 

The criminal mastennind was later brought to the Moscow Central Investigation Department where he was qu.estioned, the 

ministry reported. 

Shakro will be aecused of organizing extortion from the Elements restaurant o,vner, who bad already filed a complaint, 

according to thelntetfax news agency. 

Shakro, a well-kno\vn Russian mob boss, re-emerged on Russia's crimin.al scene in 2014 afte.r serving.an 8-year prison tetm in 

Spain where he was convicted ofmoney-laundering and mas1enninding criminal organizations. 

He was also sente.nced in absentia to l& years in prison for murder in Georgia, and Georgia has repeatedly requested that 

Sbakro be exlradited, Gazeta.ru reported. After another famous mobster Aslan Usoyan was killed by a sniper in the center of 

Mo scow in 2013, Shakro has been regarded as a new leader ofRussia' s crime wodd. 

"It is personal for Shakro," his accomplice was quoted as saying by an unnamed source within law enforcement. "He 

inte1'Vened in the conflict between two ladies at his friend' s request. Nobody knew the-re would be problems, but in such cases 

something can always go \'\-Tong," the source told the Moskovsl..-y Komsomolets newspaper. 

"Do you consider yourself a thief-in-law?" Shakro is asked in the video. He. refuses to answerin front ofthe camera. But he 

once answered the same question during a con ve.rsation with law enforcement when he came back to Russia in 2014. «They 

call me that,'' he answered, smiling. 

ARosbalt report has the FSB SEB's Directorate M making the arrest http://www.rosbalt.ru/moscow/ 
2016/07/12/1531031.html 

l 
MK reports that when the period of detention was up for The Italian, the SK swprisingly didn' t 1?)• to extend it. and the 
gangster,'ll1as released. The- FSB learned ofa plan to get him out ofjail for ~I million. On 19 July, there we-re se.arches at the 
offices ofthe SK's investigative staff in Moscow, as well as the office ofits deputy head, Nikandro,·, and the offices oftwo 
SK officials. lamonov and Maksimenko. rvn<. adds an interestimr tidbit- Maksimenko' s \vUe officiallv earned Rl4.6 million 
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-------- ----- ----- - ---- --------.:;;, --- - --- - - -- ----· ------ ---· 
last year, a new SK record ... Nikanclrov began bis career in Volgograd, then in Moscow conducted a case .1gainst his former 
boss, ex-head of SK Investigations, Dmitriy Dovgiy. He was part of the Yukos case and an investigator in the-case against 
the Moscow Oblast Prosecutor's office (which was acting as a krysba for illegal gambling in the region) ....The arrests are 
likely related to the Kalashov case-the blow against the SK signals a new and serious split among the silovib.-y. 

Comment: I wrote quite a. bit o1.bout Dol'giy md the Moscow Oblut casino scandal The first 1ro1s part of the "silonk-y war" of 
the time, while the second pitted FSB people and the SK against the Prosecutor's offioe and :MVD officers in a. struggle onr 
controlling illegal gambling. ] 

Comment: So, is Bastrykin the target in a ne"' front of the latest "siloviky war"? 
Orlova on the FSB's "attack"' on the SK- Directorate ':\IL'"' ,vhich made the arres.t, is. part ofFSB SEB: 
http://www.the-american-interest.com/2016/0 7 /20/wh o~is-behind-the-fsbs-attack-o n -russias-inve sti gative-committee/ 

The FSB struck a massive blow at another powerful branch or the silovikl in Russia: the Investigative 
Committee. On Tuesday, the Russian Federal Security Service. armed with search warrants, busted into 
the Moscow offices of the Investigative Committee. The offices of the departmenrs head, Aleksandr 
Orymanov. his first deputy, Denis NiKandrov, the Interior Security •directorate head, MiKhail MaksimenKo, 
and his deputy, Aleksandr Lamonov, were all searched. The last three were arrested and are being held 
until trial. Drymanov has allegedly resigned according to several unconfirmed media reports. 
The FSB clafmed that the high-profile Investigative Committee officers were engaging in various illegal 
actfvities with a professional criminal (in Russian , a vor v zakone, or lhief in law) known as Young Shakro 
. who had been arrested the week before. Young Shakro is the successor of the notorious Russian mafia 
boss Grandpa Hassan, who was shot to death in Moscow in 2013. 

While the lurid details of cooperation between Russian mafia bosses and law enforcement agencies are 
captivating, what is really worth paying attention to is which FSB department busted into the Jnvestigative 
Committee's Moscow offices: as RBC reports. it was Directorate M of the Economic Security Service {SEB} 
of the FSB. Regular readers wil l know that the SEB has recently been the focus of attacks by another FSB 
department: the 6th Service or the the Interior Security Department (USB). the most secretive service or 
the entire FSB {cursed as '1he Gestapo" by some within the agency). 
As we have previously written 
. for the past several months, the 6th Service has been attacking the SES in a bid to get control av.er the most 
profitable slice of business in Russia: the banking, and financial sector. The 6th Service registered a 
victory when the head the SEB. as well as the head of the SEB's Directorate K (which directly oversees the 
sector in question) both resigned. Vladimir Putin issued. an executtve order less then two weeks ago, 
reassigning the head of the USB, Sergey Korolev, to head up the freshly decapitated SEB (See the 14 June 
and 15 July notes}. Apart from the resignations, the FSB's internal fight has resulted in much collateral 
damage: at least three governors have oeen arrested, and many businessmen have lost their enterprises, 
with Russian tycoon Mikhail Prokhorov being the most visiole recent victim. 
The 6th Service's recent successes can be attributed to the department reportedly being under the 
protection and unofficial supervision of General Viktor Zolotov. Zolotov, who is Putin's long-time head or 
securtty and who was recently appointed to lead the newly-formed, powerful National Guard. has become 
the Russian President's most trusted military man. It's fair to interpret what happened yesterday as an 
attack by Zolotov on the Investigative Committee's head. Aleksandr Bastrykin. with whom he has been 
tussling for influence for some time already 
:..(Comment: The article linked to has Bastrykio concerned that the Natsguard will weaken his SK, 
and Zolotov and Bastrykin are competing to demonstrate loyalty to Putin) Zolotov·s message is clear: 
the new centers or power are the SEB, the 6th Service of the USB. and the National Guard. 
This attack very much resembles an eprsode in 2014, when the 6th Service brought down General Denis 
Sugrobov. the head or the Economical Security and Anticorruption Department of the Interior Ministry, as 
well as his deputy General Boris Kolesnikov. in 2014. Sugrobov is still in jail awaiting trial , While Kolesnikov 
fell out of a window of the Investigative Committee headquarters in Moscow while under interrogation. The 
head of the 6th Service, Ivan Tkachev, who reportedly was behind the fight with Sugobrov and l<olesnikov. 
may soon head up Directorate K of the SEB, according to RBC (Comment: She is referring back to the 
GUEBiPK scandal; We have read that Tkachev's taking over at ''K" is not a done deal-and that be 
may wind up only as a deputy head. See the 15 July .notes). 
The current fight against Aleksandr Bastrykin looKs lil<e it might end as decisively as the fight with 
Sugobrov. The Investigative Committee's spokesman. Vladimir Markin. commenting on the arrests. 
sounded like a defeated man, "What happened with our so-called colleagues is a bitter shame And this 
affair. of course, throws a shadow over the entire Investigative Committee. But the self-purification work will 
go on." 
Aooarentlv the lnvestiaative Committee received Zolotov's messaoe-about who is the boss-loud and 
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clear. 
But-this next item has Bastrykin himselfbehind the arrests, claiming that be badbeen pl.arming a purge: 
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3043255 

Kommersant says Bastrykin opened the case--the case went to the Prosecutor, s office and Chayka deputy 
Victor Grin decided that the SK should not be investigating itself, so he sent the cas.e to the FSB .. . SK 
spokesman Vladimir Markin confirmed that the SK initiated the case and that the sdf-cleansing ofthe SK 
would move forward ... 

Bel.Jwvskiy o,t the SK arrests (Bastryki,1 wo1t't go; Bastryk in auth ork,ed t1t.e arrests-but di.d he 
initiate them?; Novaya Gazda says Bastrykuifound out about tlze opera.tum agai,i.st his 

sub.!J!dinates mJ.11 miNnes h1,1 for,e i,t t~ok_p_/,ace; TJie (/Jt Service of FSB USB and the SK; Is it 
D OruUKOV, JlOt JYa.srry,an, wli'o lS U1 aa11ger?) 

http://echo.msk.ru/programs/beseda/1805126--echo/ 

Belkovskiy backs up to the arrests ofNilcandrov and the others and says that though Nikandrov is young (3 7) 
be is already a very trusted Bastrykin subordinate. Belkovskiy thinks there is a "systemic conflict" underway 
behveen the FSB and the SK. There is no unity among the siloviky- tbis war among them will continue and 
grow as the base for "feeding" in the regime declines under Western sanctions. But the present FSB vs SK 
struggle '\vil1 not necessarily end with Bastrykin • s departure, as Putin likes to maintain a system of"'checks and 
balances" -Bastryl:in' s departure would mean the collapse of the SK in its cwrentform. It's one tbing to put 
some bigbly placedofficial on the spot by arresting bis subordinates, quite another to allow that official' s 
complete apparatus destruction. Putin doesn't like to let those kinds ofthings happen-and Bastrykin has never 
demonstrated any disloyalty to Putin. 

RBC comments: http://www.rbc.ru/newspaper/2016/07/20/578e349e9a79471881 b0ed76 
FSB sources say that the arrests were coordinated with Bastrykm-only he, as head of the SK, or one ofhis 
deputies, can authorize the arrest ofbeads ofregional SKs or people holding equivalent ranks in the 
organization. An FSB press release says that Putin knew about the arrests-without bis authorization, the 
arrest ofthe head of SK Internal Security could not have been made. 
Politilog Y evgeniy Minchenko says that the arreScts have to viewed within the framework ofthe restructuring 
going on at the power departments. A special services source says that there is an FSB-SK dash underway, 
while a source descnbed as close to the Kremlin says that a battle among factions in both organizations is taking 
place. The constellations offorces within the silovik.-y departments is changing-thus, the high profile criminal 
cases. 
The upcoming Duma elections come into play as well, says an FSB source. The special services have carte 
blanche to act decisively to dean up the siloviky and the bureaucracy. One source says that the arrest of 
Nikandrov and Maksimenko weaken Bastrykin-tbey have been part ofBastrykin' s closest circle. 
The Center for Political Technologies bas. rated Bortnikov ahead ofBastrykin on its list ofinfluential political 

fi_gures-B~trvkin' s in 13~ place, Bort;nikov in 9th place. Meanwhil~, J>eskov told reporters last Friday that 
iliey shouldn't be speculating about the unpact ofthe arrest on Bastryk.m s. career. 
Comment: Bastrykin may have authorized the a.rrests because he felt he had no choice--authorizing 
them is not the same as initiating them. RBC has Nikandrov (and 1\b ksimenko) as dose to 
Bastrykin, while Belkovskiy has the former as one of those trusted by Bastrykin. If Bastrykin was 
pressured into going along with the arrests, maybe ~Iarkin's comments about a self~d eansing going 
on were meant to counter the ine,rrtable rumors that Bastrykin was being weakened. 
'This Novaya Gazeta piece, among other interesting things, says that Bastrykin found out about the 
searches/arrests only minutes before the operation began: http://www.novayagazeta.ru/inguests/73918.html 

The case related to the Elements cafe in-cident mentioned above was at first processed by FSB Counter
intelligence, then passed on to Directorate M. The investigation turned up ties between the gangsters and SK 
personn~but not only them: "Shakro" carried out direct negotiations with members ofthe MVD GUUR (in 
charge ofcriminal investigations) and people in the Presidential Administration. Shakro bad even discussed 
helping finance the Donbass .. .SK Investigator Andrey Bochkov was the chief figure who allmved the digging 
up of ~idence against the SK officials Nikandrov, Maksimenko, and Lamonov- and Bochkov' s boss is 

-♦"k-
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Aleksey Kramarenko, who is, according to an SK source, the FSB l:SB 6w Service• s man (Comment: 
Interes ting-s ee tbe Orlova piece above). The 6th Service has helped FSB investigators and Directorate 
Min the case against Nikandrov and company (as. well as others). 

What Peskovhas. descnbed as the cleanup of the law enforcement organs is not over-other bigblyplaced 
s.iloviky w-ill also be targeted. (Here's a link to the newsrn report on Peskov• s comments on the situation: 
http://www.newsru.com/russia/20jul2016/pusk.html 
) 
Bastrylcin knew about the high level searches/arrests only minutes before the operation took place-and 
Mikhail Maksimenko, formerly of the FSB, is a one ofBastrykin's most trusted subordinates. There is no self
cleansing underway, as Markin would have us believe. One more thing-m contrast to the arrest ofBelykb, 
Putin knew what was coming... 

A Meduza story looks at some "versions.,., ofwhafs up:https://meduzaio/featnre/2016/07/20/arestovany
vysokopostavlermye-chinovniki-sk-chto-dalshe 

And one of them is that Bastrykin is in no danger-but Bortnikov might be. There' s a struggle going on for bis 
post and that explains the activities ofhis subordinates. 

The piece is drawing from a mak.ru 

article that Me-duza linked to: https:/lwww.znak.com/2016...07-19/pochemu ne udivlyayut 
podozreniya v svyazi vysokopostavlennyh oficerov sk s vorom v zakone 
The article by Y ekatecina Vinoknrova says that the activity ofthe FSB recently and its "obvious strengthening" 
could indicate that the service might change leaders. Bastryk:in is in no danger. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 1:46 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG} 

Subject: JRL item 

Hi Honey! 
If y ou ever get a moment, you might find the penult imate article interesting-especially the summary in the final 
paragraph. 
Hope u r OK. 
- N 

- Original Message-
From: David Johnson <davidj ohnson@starpower.net> 
To: 
Sent: Wed, Jul 6. 2016 12:15 pm 
Subject: 2016-#125.Johnson's Russia List 

Having t rouble viewing this email? Click here 

Johnson's Russia List 
2016-#125 
6 July 2016 
davidiohnson@starpower net 
A project sponsored through the Institute for European. Russian. and Eurasian Studies (IERES) at 
The George W ashington University's Elliott School of International Affairs" 
www.ieres .org 
JRL homepage: www.russialist.org 
Constant Contact JRL archive: 
http://archive constantcontact.comlfs053/ 1102820649387/archive/1102911694293.html 

JRL on Facebook: www.facebook.com/russialist 
JRL on Twitter: www_twitter_com/JohnsonRussiaLi 
Support JRL: http://russial isLorg/funding.php 

~ nO 
Your source for news and analysis since 1996 
•support for JRL is provided in part by a grant from Carnegie Corporation of New York to the George 
Washington University and by voluntary contributions from readers. The contents do not necessarily 
represent the views of IERES or the George Washington University. 

"We don't see things as they are, but as we are" 

"Don't believe everything you think" 

You see what you expect to see 

"The biggest communication problem is we do not listen to understand. We 
listen to reply." 
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UJ: ~ome Jt<L armuae m a D.IT or an oversraremenr. Moaern xuss,an srua,es 
may be better characterized as anti-Putin studies. The vision is circumscribed. 
For some that is enough. And morally required. But its just NOT enough. Most 
oftMs issue is devoted to the latest Rather than repetitwely directing fire at 
the usual suspects and the usual themes perhaps more attention should be 
devoted to the views ofsubstantive people ofa different frame ofmind. I'm 
thinking ofLukyanov, Simes, Sakwa, Trenin, Petro, Graham, Saradzhyan, 
Robinson, Matlock, Braithwaite, Saunders, Dejevsky, Karchanovski, 
Mokrushyna, Arbatov, Adomanis, Aris, etc. (Sorry if I left you out. Or included 
you.) Take a look at the Valdai Discussion Club and Russia Direct web sites, a 
world ofdiversity and imponant ideas. Not your delicious comic world ofRT, 
eccentric Russian politicians, and weaponized information. Or the beloved 
Russian Trolls. There are many solid dissidents although you won't find them 
easily at the Washington Post, New York Times or The New Yorker. You can 
find many balanced expens from Russia who are not easily pigeonholed or 
have regular appearances in Western media. These are the targets that matter, 
the analysis that matters, and ifyou don't deal with their points you're really 
wasting time from a substantive point ofview. Ofcourse, JRL gwes you 
constant exposure to these experts and others. It's ALL there. Ignored but at 
our peril. 

In this issue 

TODAY 

1. The Nation: James Carden, The Media's Incessant Barrage of Evidence-Free 
Accusations Against Russia. In one month, its government has been accused of hacking 
the ONG, orchestrating the Brexit, tacitly supporting Trump, and more. 

2. Russia Direct: Russian experts discuss Brexit and Putin's visit to China. Monthly review 
of Russian think tanks: In June, top analysts focused on the Brexit referendum in Great 
Britain, the future prospects for Russian-Chinese relations and the changing nature of 
Russia-West relations. 

3. Russia Beyond the Headlines: A gaffe too far: Russia's controversial children's rights 
ombudsman resigns. Pavel Astakhov, whose tactless and cynical comments made him 
deeply unpopular with many Russians and who came to international prominence for 
supporting the law banning foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to leave his post. 

4. lntellinews.com; Sergei Kuznetsov, Poroshenko cultivates 'crony democracy' in post
revolution Ukraine_ 

5. Wall Street Journat Karen Dawisha, Putin's Press Propagandists. The point of Russian 
lV coverage of the Ukraine war, Arkady Ostrovsky points out, is not to report fighting but to 
ignite it. 

6. Moscow Times: Mark Galeotti, Russia's Slow and Hesitant 'Purges' Mask Policy Void. 

7. German Marshall Fund of the United States: Marie Mendras, Russian Elites are Worried: 
The Unpredictability of Putinism. 

8. Financial Times: Kathrin Hille, Still mourning their own empire. Russians delight at 
Brexit. UK's vote seen as a rejection of Europe's political establishment that vindicates 
Moscow. 

9. Russia Without BS: Jfm Kovpak, How Kremlin propaganda (doesn't) work. 

10. Atlantic Council: Ariel Cohen. NATO Should Stand Uo Black Sea Command Before It's 
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Too late. 

11. The American Interest Karina Orlova, Old Guard Billionaire to leave Sinking Russian 
Ship. 

12. Ira Straus: Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia Lisl (re Breedlove) 

13. Kennan Institute: Maxim Trudolyubov, We Are Right, You Are Wrong: Russia's 
Response to Brexit. 

14. The Washjngton Post J. PauJ Goode, Russia's leaders are happy about Brexit, but it 
won't herp the regime much at home. 

15. Foreign Policy: Mark Kennedy, Brexit Is a Russian Victory. 

16. CNN.com: Nina Khrushcheva, Putin's Pick: Clinton or Trump? 

17. Slate.com: Franklin Foer, Putin's Puppet If the Russian president could design a 
candidate to undermine American interests-and advance his own-he'd look a lot like 
Donald Trump. 

18. Paul Goble: Putin's Apparent Cancellation of Three Domestic Trips This Week Sparks 
Speculation. 

#1 
The Nation 
July 5, 2016 
The Media's Incessant Barrage of Evidence-Free Accusations Against Russia 
In one month, its government has been accused of hacking the DNC, orchestrating the 
Brexit, tacitly support[ng Trump, and more. 
By James Carden 
James W. Carden is a contributing writer at The Nation and the executive editor for the 
American Committee for East-West Accord's EastWestAccor•d.com. 

If there is one country in the world that gamers media coverage bereft of even the most 
basic journalistic standards, it is Russia. Over the past month, the Russian government 
has been accused of hacking the ONG, orchestrating the Brexit, tacitly supporting the 
candidacy of Donald J. Trump, and much else. 

On June 14, The Washington Post's Ellen Nakashima published what, at first sight, looked 
to be a blockbuster scoop, a Watergate scandal for the cyber age. The report alleged that 
the Democratic National Committee's computer network was compromised by Russian 
hackers who stole caches of ONG opposrtion research on Trump. According to 
Nakashima, the Russian hackers were so thorough that they were able to access the 
DNC's e-mail and chat traffic. Yet the firm that supposedly spotted the hack, Crowdstrike, 
admitted it was "not sure how the hackers got in." They were definitely sure, however, that 
it was the Russians. 

The American media, needless to say, jumped all over the story. The New York Times 
swiftly followed up with a story which proclaimed: "D.N.C. Says Russian Hackers 
Penetrated Its Files, Including Dossier on Donald Trump." The dogged media critic Adam 
Johnson of FAIR (Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting} compiled a list of headlines that 
appeared in major media outlets within 24 hours of Nakashima's scoop, 

.- Russian Government Hackers Broke Into DNC Servers, Stole Trump Oppo (Politico, 
6/14/16} 
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* Russia Hacked DNC Network, Accessed Trump Research (MSNBC, 6/14/16} 
* Russians Steal Research on Trump in Hack of US Democratic Party {Reuters, 6/14/16) 
* Russian Government-Affiliated Hackers Breach DNC, Take Research on Donald Trump 
(Fox, 6/14/16) 
* Russia Hacks Democratic National Committee, Trump Info Compromised (USA Today, 
6/14/16) 
* Russian government hackers steal DNC files on Donald Trump (The Guardian, 6/14/16) 
* Russians Hacked DNC Computers to Steal Opposition Research on Trump (Talking 
Points Memo, 6/14/16) 
* Russian Spies Hacked Into the DNC's Donald Trump Files (Slate, 6/14/16) 
• What Russia's DNC Hack Tells Us About Hillary Clinton's Private Email Server (Forbes. 
6/15/16) 

And there was more to come. A self~described "former spook'' took to the pages of The 
New York Observer on June 18 to declare that not only do "Kremlin hacking efforts extend 
far beyond the ONC" but that the Islamic State's hacking operation, the so-called Cyber 
Caliphate, is actually, you guessed it, the work of the Russians: "[T]he Cyber Calrphate" 
said the Observer, "is a Russian false-flag operation." 

Nor is that all. MSNBC's Rachel Maddow got in on that act and went on what can only be 
described as a rant in which she accused the Russian president himsetf of being behind 
the DNC hack. "These hackers," Maddow proclaimed, "were dispatched by the Russian 
government, by Vladimir Putin," even though Nakashima's report said no such thing. The 
report merely said that one of the hacking operations is "befieved to work for the GRU, or 
Russia's military intelligence service whrle Crowd Strike is less sure of whom" the other 
hacking operation ''works for but thinks it might be the Federal Security Service, or FSB" 
[emphasis added]. 

The problem, of course, is that there is no hard evidence linking the Russian government, 
much less Vladimir Putin personally, to the DNC hack. 

Indeed, Nakashima followed up her original report on June 15 by noting that a hacker who 
goes by the moniker Guccifer 2.0 had claimed credit for the DNC hack. In an interview with 
Vice Motherboard, Guccifer 2.0 ctaimed to be Romanian, not Russian: 

And where are you from? 
From Romania. 
Do you work with Russia or the Russian government? 
No because I don't like Russians and their foreign poficy. I hate being attributed to Russia. 
Why? 
I've already told! Also I made a big deal, why you glorify them? 

Yet on June 20 the Post published another report by Nakashima headfined "Cyber 
researchers confirm Russian government hack of Democratic National Committee" in 
which Nakashima dismissed Guccifer's claim of Romanian nationarity, writing 
that "AnaJysts suspect but don't have hard evidence that Guccifer 2.0 is, in fact, part of one 
of the Russian groups who hacked the DNC" [emphasis added]. 

By the very end of Nakashima's June 20th dispatch, readers were informed that it is also 
possible "that someone else besides the Russians were inside the DNC's network and 
had access to the same documents." 

None of the foregoing can come as a surprise, given that unproven allegations against both 
the Russian government and the Russi an president have been a flourishing American 
media industry for severaJ years. And if there can be said to be an industry leader, it is The 
Washington Post. In addition to its coverage, such as it was, of the DNC hack, the Post 
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ties to. the Russian Federation. 

On June 17, the Post published a piece that purported to explore ''Trump's financial ties to 
Russia and his unusual flattery of Vladimir Putin." The report alleged that 
Trump's "relationship with Putin and his warm views toward Russia" are "one of the more 
curious aspects of his presidential campaign," because "the overwhelming consensus 
among American political and national security leaders has held that Putin is a pariah." 
How the reporters square this with Secretary of State Kerry's regular meetings with 
Russia's foreign minister or President Obama's periodic phone conversations with 
the "pariah" himself was left to the reader's imagination. 

Nevertheless, the report in guilt-by-association style warned readers that "Since the 1980s, 
Trump and his family members have made numerous trips to Moscow in search of 
business opportunities," thereby implying that Trump may be, after all, the Manchurian 
Candidate of the Post's fevered imagination. For all his many faults as a businessman, is 
Trump so different from other major American and Western business leaders in trying to 
pursue business opportunities in Russia? Who could imagine the Post holding, say 
William Browder's past business experiences in Russia against him? 

Still more alarming, according to the Post, is that 'The Russian ambassador to the United 
States, breaking from a tradition in which diplomats steer clear of domestic politics, 
attended Trump's April foreign policy speech" in Washington. The tradition they are 
referring to remains unclear, but if it exists, it is one that American ambassadors frequently 
break. For example, the US Ambassador to Ukraine, Geoffrey Pyatt, attended anti
government protests in Kiev alongside US Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland in 
December 2013, while there are numerous reports of then-US Ambassador to Syria 
Robert S. Ford making appearances at anti-government rallies throughout Syria in 2011 . 

A day later, June 18, the Post published a piece by lshaan Tharoor, who cited the previous 
day's Post report on the alleged affinity between Trump and Putin and noted that 
the ''former rea[ity TV star would perhaps also tacitly approve of some of Putin's other 
comments." Perhaps. Also. Tacitly. In the words of George W. Bush's CIA director, 
George Tenet, that's a "slam dunk." 

Yet the Post is hardly alone in publishing undocumented and sensationalist pieces on 
Russia. The silliest example comes courtesy of the British newspaper The Telegraph, 
which, on June 21 , wondered: "Is Vladimir Putin orchestrating Russian football hooligans to 
push Britain out of the EU?" The report, which was widely echoed in the United States, 
claimed that "Kremlin-orchestrated hooliganism rsolates England and could lead to the 
national team's expulsion from the championship, adding symbolic fuel to the Brexit 
campaign." The authors provided zero evidence that the Kremlin "orchestrated" the football 
hooltganism (which was, at any rate, overwhelmingly of the English variety) that occurred 
in Lille during the European Football Championship. 

Even before the results of the Brexit vote were known, journalists were making much of 
Russia's supposed involvement in the matter. Neocon scholar Max Boot took to the pages 
of-where else?-The Washington Post on June 19 to warn readers that "Nigel Farage, 
leader of the UK Independence Party and a leading pro-Brexit voice, has harsh words for 
Brussels but nothing but kind words for Moscow." 

And following the Brexit vote, the media went into overdrive in trying to tie the result to the 
actions of the "operative in the Kremlin." A representative piece comes courtesy of the 
ever-jejune BuzzFeed, which declared "The Big Winner Of Brexit Is Vladimir Putin." 
Former US ambassador to Russia turned Washington Post columnist and Hillary Clinton 
foreign-policy adviser Michael McFaul told BuzzFeed that "Brexit's greatest winner is 
Putin." According to McFaul, "For years now, he has sought ways to divide Europe, 
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including both the EU and NATO, hoping for a collapse of unity in Europe just as the USSR 
and the Warsaw Pact did a quarter century ago." 

Meanwhile, the UK's Guardian claimed Russia and, for good measure, Iran, 
were "delighted" by the Brexit result. But far from being "delighted," the Russian president 
repeatedly stated Russia's neutrality during the week preceding the vote and is quoted in 
the Guardian report as merely saying that the Brexit may have "positive and negative 
consequences" for Russia. 

Meanwhile, in addition to its coverage of Kremlin-inspired football hooligans, The Telegraph 
published an article that enters into the realm of scfence fiction, claiming that "Russia aims 
to develop 'teleportation' in 20 years." Well, beam me up, Scotty. Yet the text of the 
Telegraph report says no such thing, only that a "strategic development program" has 
been "drawn up for Vladimir Putin" that "Would seek to develop teleportation by 2035." 
Nowhere is it said that the Russian government is actually pursuing such a thing. 

All of this would, of course, be amusing, if the geopolitical ramifications weren't so dire. 
The rncessant barrage of factually challenged, evidence-free accusations that paint Russia 
and its president in the worst possible light have helped give rise to the perilous state of 
affairs in which we find ourselves. 

And while Russia continues to support the separatist fighters in eastern Ukraine, NATO 
and American troops have been massing in western Ukraine on yet another ''training 
exercise." Meanwhile, the forthcoming NATO summit in Warsaw is less than a week away. 
And though responsible voices like German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier have 
decried NATO's penchant for "warmongering" it seems the closer we get to the upcoming 
summit, the further divorced from reality the media's coverage of Russia becomes. 

Misinformation from our media has eroded the possibility of any detente between the 
United States and Russia and has put the two nuclear superpowers on a collision course 
on the ground in eastern Europe, in the skies over Syria, and on the Baltic and Black Seas. 

In times like these the publi.c would be better served by less sensationalist, more fact
based coverage of Russia and its government. 
(return to Contents! 

#2 
Russia Direct 
www.russia-direct.or,g 
July 5, 2016 
Russian experts discuss Brexit and Putin's visit to China 
Monthly review of Russian think tanks: In June, top analysts focused on the Brexit 
referendum in Great Britain, the future prospects for Russian-Chinese relations and the 
changing nature of Russia-West relations. 
By Anastasia Borik 
Anastasia Bonl< is a Ph.D. student at the Moscow State Institute of International Relations 
(MGfMO-University). She has both journalist and diplomatic experience having worked as a 
Xinhua News Agency reporter (Moscow Bureau) and as a personal assistant of the 
Ambassador of the Russian Federation to the Republic of Colombia. 

For Russran experts, the most discussed topic of June was the Brexit referendum in Great 
Britain. Almost no one predicted this result, with many Russian analysts experiencing great 
surprise that the British voted to leave the EU. 

Experts also turned their attention to China and the high-profile meeting between Russian 
President Vladimir Putin and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping in BeiJ1ng, viewing this 
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official visit as a barometer of the current state of Russian-Chinese relations. 

The shifting status of Russia's relations with the West also preoccupied the attention of 
Russia's top experts, who attempted to analyze whether Russia and the West were any 
closer to a compromise on key geopolitical issues. 

The implications of Brexit for Russia 

In connection with Brexit, Russian think tanks discussed the following questions: What will 
happen with the EU now? What are the implications for Great Britain itself? How does 
Moscow view the events occurring in London? 

The EU and the UK have fallen victim to uncontrolled and thoughtless expansion, as well 
as an unprecedented migration crisis, according to professor Natalia Kapitonova of the 
Moscow State Institute for International Relations (MGIMO Universrty). The British are tired 
of the endless stream of migrants coming from poorer EU countries and the influx of 
refugees from the Middle East, both of which they perceive as a threat. 

The role of the British leadership, which went too far in its attempts to blackmail Brussels, 
also played an important role. The British did not anticipate such serious consequences of 
their actions. Kapitonova believes that Britajn's exit from the EU could have a domino effect 
on Europe - even if it does not directly encourage other countries to the leave, then, at the 
very least, it: will have an impact on the development plans of the Union, and wffl 
substantially slow down the integration processes. 

Nikolay Kaveshnikov, an expert at the Russian International Affairs Council (RlAC} and 
associate professor at MGIMO University, on the contrary, believes that the exit of the UK 
is unlikely to cause a domino effect, because in the EU, there are almost no other 
Eurosceptic countries that have the resources and political weight, outside of the 
integrated group, that can be compared with the UK 

The expert considered several possible Brexit consequences for the EU. Among them -
the collapse of the ideology of integration, strengthening of intergovernmental relations to 
the detriment of supranational institutional relations, creation in the EU of a kind of "core" of 
the most important countries, and the formation of peripheral provinciaJ parts of the EU, in 
which the least successful member states will find themselves. 

Alexander Baunov of the Carnegie Moscow Center tried to explain why Brexit was so 
positively perceived in Russia. Russian officials were very careful when it came to talking 
about Britain's leaving the European Union, but no one doubts that the British vote was 
perceived positively in Russia. 

For Moscow - which has never been able to engage in a productive dialogue with the 
Brussels bureaucracy that simultaneously tries to express the opinion of all and none - the 
idea of building bilateral relations with a sovereign state is much more preferable. This 
does not mean that Russia is hostile to the European integration project Yet a fragmented 
Europe is conceptually clearer, because it corresponds to the Kremlin's goal of pursuing 
multi-polarity in modern international relations_ 

Fyodor Lukyanov, head of the Council on Foreign and Defense Policy (CFDP), believes 
that the exit of Great Britain from the EU threatens the existence of a "greater Europe." The 
expert also noted that, obviously in the EU, no one expected such an outcome, because 
the reactions coming from the major capitals were languid and ambiguous. 

This only adds to the feeling that a turbulent period is coming to the European space, says 
Lukyanov. Likely awaiting Europe and the whole world is a new phase of a quest of national 
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stronger and more important than ideologicaJ projects, even when they promise benefits 
for all. 

Russian-Chinese relations and Russia's pivot to the East 

ln light of Russian President Vladimir Putin's visit to China on June 2S-26, Russian experts 
actively discussed current relations between Moscow and Beijing, in particular the problem 
of equality f n the partnership, as well as prospects for the fom1ation of an alliance between 
the two countries. 

Vasily Kashin, an expert on Aslan affairs at RIAC, emphasized that Putin's recent visit was 
the most intense, in terms of both the practical content of the signed agreements and in 
terms of formation of the ideological content of the Russian-Chinese partnership. This 
ideological component is no less important than the numerous agreements signed in the 
economic and energy spheres. 

China and Russia are increasingly on the same page when it comes to a vision of the 
modem world order, especially in matters of security and strategic stability, which both 
Moscow and BeiJ1ng regard as a broader concept than does Washington. A common 
position on issues of nuclear and information security is a big step forward, not only in 
bifateral relations, but also in the formation of a more harmonious system of internatfonal 
relations. 

Afexander Gabuev, an expert with the CFDP and the Carnegie Moscow Center, analyzed 
the results of the first two years of Russia's "tum to the East." Gabuev stresses that many 
in Russia have become disiflusioned with Moscow's new friend. As it turns out, to deal with 
the East is no easier, and sometimes even harder, than with the West. This 
disappointment, says the expert, is the result of inrtlaily too high expectations. ln reality, a 
turn is being made to the East, but it is just going very slowly. 

The main obstacle on this path is the coincidence of a number of adverse factors 
occurring simultaneously, including the slowdown in the Chinese economy, the worsening 
economic situation in Russia, and Western sanctions that restrict the opportunities of 
foreign capital coming into Russia. Gabuev also noted that Russia's endless attempts to 
define itself as a ''younger brother" or an "older sister" of China must finally end, because 
these do not have any practical value, but only waste time and the intellectual resources 
needed for the development of cooperation. 

Alexander Lukin, director of the Research Center for East Asian and SCO at MGIMO 
University, positively evaluated the results of Putin's visit to China, explaining that the trip 
has once again proven the viability of Russian foreign policy in the East Lukin says that, 
despite the great skepticism that exists among Russian analysts when it comes to 
prospects of a Moscow-Beijing alHance, it is too early to judge the outcome of this "tum to 
the Easl'' Serious efforts are still needed to further strengthen relations. 
"Russia needs to work consistently in the Chinese direction, because in our partners in 
Beijing, we see a great desire for bilateral cooperation," sald Lukin. 

Russia-West relations and the new world order 

Russian experts also discussed reJations between the West and Russia within the context 
of problems of the new world order and international security. These experts firmly believe 
that further escatation of tensions is possible, and now is the time when countries need to 
take a breather and find new channels for dialogue. 

Lukyanov believes that the main reason for the current ampflfication of tensions in relations 
between Russia and the West has a historicaJ basis. The Cold War was not a real war. 
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and it did not end with a real peace settlement, in which the positions of the winners and 
losers would have been defined. The West considered Russia as a defeated and weak 
country and refused to consider its interests when tt came to the construction of the new 
world order. 

Russia, after failing in an attempt to obtain equal status, began to act aggressively "to the 
verge of brinkmanship," which determined the confrontational nature of the current 
relationship. 

Lukyanov calls this a "fatal chain," which may well lead to a real escalation, despite the fact 
that the real systemic reasons for this do not exist. In such circumstances, the most 
important thing is to develop a procedure for enhanc·ed dialogue, and Washington stmuld 
seriously think about this, and no longer act according to the zero-sum logic of "winner vs 
loser." 

Leonid Gusev, an expert at MGIMO University, said that recently there has been a serious 
increase in the aggressiveness of the rhetoric coming from the U.S. towards Russia. Part 
of this rhetoric, in its spirtt, even resembles the worst times of the Cold War. The analyst 
believes that this is directly related to the current presidential election campaign in the 
Untted States. Often, individual candidates use increasingly aggressive rhetoric to gain 
extra points in opinion pofls, and Russia fits the bill perfectly here, says Gusev. 

However, rationality and awareness of the need for cooperation are always more important 
than campaign speeches, when it comes to real politics. 

"The rhetoric will likely soften, and the cooperation wrn continue. Still, no one really wants to 
return to the situation as tt existed during the Cold War after 1946," sums up the analyst. 

Alexey Arbatov of the Carnegie Moscow Center, in an extensive interview about the 
purpose and spirit of modern Russian foreign policy, noted that relations with the West, 
and in particular, with the United States, continue to be confrontational 

Officially, Russia has declared that the main enemy is international terrorism, but in 
Moscow, they do not forget about using anti-American rhetoric, accusing Washington of 
not only being responsible for the world's problems, but in making efforts to undermine the 
internal structure of Russia. 

In this context, the expansion of confrontation is quite possible, and very dangerous, as it 
could lead to a large-scale armed conflict between Russia and NATO. Arbatov believes 
that the most important task for Moscow and Washington now is to avoid such a scenario 
at all costs, and this is what the political leadership of both countries should be working on. 

The program director of RIAC, Ivan Timofeev, talked about the emerging new world order, 
which has already given birth to numerous conflicts and dilemmas - one of the main being 
the confrontation between Russia and the West. In Russia, this confrontation is seen as 
being systemic; as such, it requires an appropriate response. 

However, there is a possibiltty that such an assessment is wrong, and in fact, the struggle 
in the spirft of "Realpolitik" will not determine the future of the new world order. Rather, a 
new image of the world will emerge from the solutions developed for individual 
regional "dilemmas," among which are included China's dilemma, India's dilemma, and the 
European Union's dilemma. Each of these problems will determine the vectors of 
development of the world, and Russia must be involved in this process, otherwise it is 
destined to play a marginal role in the new world order. 

[~eturn to Contents} 
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#3 
Russia Beyond the Headlines 
www.rbth.ru 
July 6, 2016 
A gaffe too far: Russia's controversial children's rights ombudsman resigns 
Pavel Astakhov, whose tactless and cynical comments made him deeply unpopular with 
many Russians and who came to international prominence for supporting the law banning 
foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to leave his post 
OLEG YEGOROV, RBTH 

Pavel Astakhov, who has gained notoriety abroad for his active support of the law banning 
foreigners from adopting Russian children, is to step down. As children's rights 
ombudsman, Astakhov will be remembered tor his frequent gaffes, the latest of which 
outraged hundreds of thousands of Russians. 

The faux pas, which became the last straw and caused widespread outrage, occurred 
during Astakhov's meeting with survivors of a deadly boating accident on Lake Syamozero 
in Karelia, north of SL Petersburg, in which 14 children were killed. 

Having come to vf sit the survivors in hospltal, he greeted the children, who had been 
through a terrible ordeal, with a smile and a question: 'Well then, how was your swim?" 

This mixture of callousness and cynicism coming from a person whose job it is not onty to 
understand children's problems but also to be able to find a common language with them 
and protect their interests disqualifies Astakhov from the post, his critics insist. 

Was he pushed? 

A petition asking Russian President Vladimir Putin to dismiss Astakhov appeared on the 
Change.erg website on June 24 and collected over 150,000 signatures in a week. A source 
close to the Krem~n told the Vedomosti newspaper that it was strongly suggested to 
Astakhov that he should resign and this is what he did. 

The news of the children's rights ombudsman's imminent departure has been confirmed 
by presidential press secretary Dmitry Peskov, who said that the president will sign a 
decree relieving Astakhov of his post when the latter returns from leave. 

According to Valery Solovei, a pofitical analyst and professor at Moscow State Institute of 
lnternational Relations, Astakhov's embarrassing statements have made him "a major 
irrltant for public opinion in Russia," 

"In the run-up to the elections, when the [ruling] United Russia party has a very low rating, it 
is not in the authorities' interest, so they will be getting rid of everyone who is dragging 
them down, and Astakhov is an ideal candidate," said Solovei. 

There is no-one, he continues, who would speak up for Astakhov: "He does not have 
extensive connections in the Kremlin. His is a figure that does not, in fact, have much 
influence, though he does receive a lot of publicity." 

Shriveled women and Darwin Awards 

In his time as children's rights ombudsman, Astakhov has more than once scandalized the 
publtc with his cynical remarks, widely at odds with the nature of his job. Below are some 
of the more striking examples. 
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police chief in Chechnya, Astakhov said that it was normal because women in the 
Caucasus age faster: ''There are places where women are already shriveled by the age of 
27, and look about 50 to us," he said. 

In April 2016, he made a callous comment in response to the news that a 13--year-old girl in 
Barnaul had been mauled by a tiger (according to Astakhov, the girl had been teasing the 
tiger): "Stupidity and hooliganism[ The Darwin Awards [a tongue-in~cheek 
honor "presented" every year to those who contribute to the improvement of the human 
gene pool by being killed in the most stupid and reckless fashion] are weeping!" 

In 2014, speaking about the prospects of introducing sex education classes for 
schoolchildren, Astakhov, known for his conservative views, said: "I am asked when we [in 
Russia] will introduce sex education. I reply: never." 

In Astakhov's opinion, children should learn all they need to know about sex from Russian 
literature. 

Astakhov has not been particularly receptive to criticism. In 2013, he explained that it was 
pedophiles who were seeking his resignation. Having learnt about the petition for his 
dismissal on Change.erg, he said that it had been signed exclusively by bots and 
Ukrainians (the administration of the website denied this). 

Advocate of the 'scoundrels' law' 

Astakhov was one of the staunchest supporters of the so-called "Dima Yakovlev Law" 
passed by the State Duma in December 2012, banning U.S. citizens from adopting 
Russian children. The law was named after a Russian toddler who died in the U.S. through 
the negligence of his adoptive father. 

The Russian opposition was extremely critical of the Ofma Yakovlev Law, dubbing it 
the "scoundrels' law.'' Its critics pointed out that the bill affected children from orphanages 
who were deprived of an opportunity to find a famity, albeit abroad. 

Astakhov, however, supported the law, saying that he was opposed to foreign adoptions in 
principle: "It is humiliating for our country and puts it on a par with third-world countries," 
the ombudsman said, adding that the law shourd have been adopted earlier. 

[return to Contents] 

#4 
lntellinews.com 
July 61 2016 
Poroshenko cultivates 'crony democracy' in post-revolution Ukraine 
By Sergei Kuznetsov in Kyiv 

''The fact that some lawmakers and parliamentary groups voted in favour does not provide 
them with any exemption from criminal investigations," Ukrainian President Petro 
Poroshenko told journafists in exasperation on June 3, a day after the parliament had 
adopted constitutional amendments on judicial reform. 

Poroshenko had reason to be irritated. Immediately after the motfon had been adopted, 
some lawmakers and experts voiced suspicions that the president had been forced to 
make backroom deals with oligarchs and former allies of ousted ex-president Viktor 
Yanukovych in order to secure the result. 

lndeed, the motion was backed by 335 lawmakers, above the minimum 300 votes needed, 
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. . 
and the amendments were approved thanks to the pro-Russian Opposition Bloc 
controlled by top-tier oligarchs Dmitry Firtash and Rinat Akhmetov, as well as former 
associates of Yanukovych from smaller parliamentary groups. 

The Opposition Bloc faction, headed by Yuri Boyko, a controversial Yanukovych~era deputy 
prime minister, provided 38 votes in favour of the amendments. "Now it is clear why 
[Ukrainian prosecutor general Yurty] Lutsenko is avoiding filing [to the parliament] an appeal 
to arrest Boyko," Serhiy Leshchenko, a lawmaker from Poroshenko's faction, noted in 
reaction to the motion. 

Leshchenko stated that investigators from the Prosecutor General's Office had prepared 
such an appeal about a year ago, suspecting Boyko of participating in a criminal 
organisation that ran fraudulent schemes involving the liquefied natural gas projects of 
notorious Ukrainian gas oligarch Serhiy Kurchenko. However, the controversial former 
head of the prosecutor's office, Viktor Shakin, allegedly refused to sign the appeal and file it 
wfth parliament, Leshchenko claimed. 

"Quid pro quo is the nature of Ukrainian politics: a favour for a favour," Andrei Marusov, 
chairman of Transparency International in Ukraine, tells bne lntelliNews. 'This is confirmed 
by the fate of former members of [Yanukovych's] Party of Regions, against which there are 
crimfnal proceedings, and who are under reasonable suspicion over therr involvement in 
corruption. But, for instance, Boyko has no worries." 

Marusov believes that the administration of Poroshenko secured an unofficial agreement 
with the Opposition Bloc over its support for the important judicial reforms. Similar deals 
were apparently agreed with two other parliamentary groups: Vidrodzhermia (Revival), 
which includes former associates of Yanukovych, and Volia Narodu (The People's Will), 
which was created mainly by representatives of local elites and businessmen tied to the 
gas industry. 

'What will these lawmakers obtain in exchange? The law enforcement agencies are 
apparently turning a blind eye to investigations against them," Marusov accuses. 

The Opposition Bloc is controlled by two very influential Ukrafnian oligarchs - Akhmetov 
and Firtash - and any such agreements with Poroshenko and his team could only 
contribute to the improvement of their positions, which have been badly hit by the financial 
crisis, Russia's annexation of Crimea and a separatist uprising in the eastern regions of 
the country. 

Firtash has two key figures in the Opposition Bloc: Boyko and Serhiy Lyovochkin, a 
businessman and former chief of staff under Yanukovych. Akhmetov relies on another 
senior figure in the party, businessman Borys Kolesnikov, who heads the party's shadow 
government, as well as Vadim Novinskiy, a co-owner of Akhmetov's mining and 
metallurgical holding Metinvest. 

However, Leshchenko believes that the situation with Boyko's 'immunity' is more 
complicated. "Boyko is a part of the Viennese package [agreed] by Firtash, Poroshenko 
and [Kyiv mayor Vitally] Klitschko," the lawmaker said in parliament on June 13, pointing to 
one of the most controversial and secret aspects of Ukrainian politics in the past two years. 

fn April 2015, a court in Vienna refused to extradite Flrtash to the US, where he was wanted 
for allegedly bribing Indian officials to gain mining licences. The Austrian court accepted the 
argument of Firtash and his lawyers that the US case was politically motivated, and aimed 
at removing the businessman from active participation in Ukrainian politics. 

During the hearing, the businessman revealed that he had had a meeting with Poroshenko 
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presidential election. The result of the meeting was that Klitschko, who was rid1ng high in 
the polls, would withdraw his candidacy and instead support Poroshenko's bid to be 
president. 

'We secured what we wanted: Poroshenko became president, KHtschko the Kyiv mayor," 
Firtash said in court, refusing to provide any details and citing a confidentiality agreement 
between the parties. The billionaire added that his main goal had been to prevent Yulia 
Tymoshenko, a former Ukrainian prrme minister and bitter rival, from winning the election. 

To this day it is unclear what actually transpired during the meeting in Vienna, in which 
F1rtash's associate Lyovochkin also took part. However, both billionaires - Poroshenko and 
Firtash - apparently shared a rival in the form of Tymoshenko and this could be one of the 
reasons for their collaboration. 

Poroshenko's antipathy toward Tymoshenko goes way back. According to a classffied 
cable sent by the US ambassador in Ukraine, John Herbst, to Washington in 2006, 
Poroshenko "is clearly sparing no effort to pay her back for publicly tarring him as corrupt 
during the September 2005 struggle that led to Tymoshenko's ouster as prime minister 
and Poroshenko's resignation as NSDC [National Security and Defence council] 
secretary". 

According to the same document, published by Wikileaks, Ukraine's interior minister at 
the time told Hert.>st that he had been ordered by the prosecutor general, then a close ally 
of Poroshenko, to arrest Oleksandr Turchynov and Andriy Kozhemyakin, senior politicians 
in the Tymoshenko Bloc, for "illegafly destroying the SBU security service files on the 
January [2006] gas deal with Russia and on organised crime figure Semion Mogilevich", 
who is on the list of the FBl's 10 most wanted. 

F1rtash and Boyko are not the only ones who have found a "common language" with 
Poroshenko and his administration. Akhmetov, the country's richest businessman, has 
recently secured badly needed preferences for his power and coal mining conglomerate 
DTEK 

Two months ago, Ukraine's utility sector regulator started to use a new methodology for 
calculating the tariffs for electricity supplied by Ukrainian coal-fired thermal power plants 
(TPPs). According to the methodology, the price of electricity sold by TPPs will cover in full 
the coal costs, calculated according to the AP12 coal index (the CIF price of coal in 
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp), plus the costs of coal delivery from Rotterdam to 
Ukrainian TPPs. This is extremely positive for DTEK, as the price has increased from 
UAH1 , 100-1,200 ($44--48) per tonne to UAH1 ,400-1 ,500. 

Perhaps not coincidentally, the National Utilities Regulatory Commission (NERC) is 
headed by Poroshenko's close associate Dmytro Vovk, the former manager of the 
president's Roshen confectionery corporation. "In contrast to his public statements, 
Poroshenko knows the Ukrainian political system perfectly well, and his actions are 
oriented at unofficial, non-pubLic agreements under a quid pro quo principle," Marusov 
explains. 

David Sakvarelidze, a former Ukrainian deputy prosecutor general, believes that the 
country's parities are ruled by "clan interests". "It's not a secret that the parliament and 
politics rn Ukraine were always a business, or a status that provides an opportunity to 
reach business success," Sakvarelidze tells bne lntelliNews. 

He adds that thanks to the Orange Revolution in 2004-05 and Euromaidan protests in 2013-
14, people in Ukraine might have been able to change the authorities, but "were not able to 
chanqe the bureaucracy - the names fof officials and politiciansl are almost the same". 
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"And that is the main tragedy of the country," Sakvarefidze says. 

How to pay for votes 

The support of the controversial parliamentary groups Vidrodzhennia and Volia Narodu has 
also been crucially important to the authorities at other times this year. Thanks to the four 
dozen votes provided by these groups, the parliament was able to approve Volodymyr 
Groysman as the new prime minister in April and Yuriy Lutsenko as the new prosecutor 
genera[ in May. 

Volodymyr Fesenko, head of the Kyiv-based think tank Penta Political Centre, describes 
Vidrodzennia as "some sort of political federation" that includes local elites and former 
politicians from ousted president Yanukovych's notorious Party of Regions. 

According to the expert, the group's members are "allies" of Ukrainian oligarch lhor 
Kolomisky. However, Fesenko underlines that they are quite independent from Kolomoisky, 
pointing out that the group's head, businessman Vitaliy Khomutynnik, is a business partner 
of the oligarch, but not his "puppet". 

ln early May, Hennadiy Moskal, the governor of Transcarpathia region, accused Kyiv 
of "polftical bargaining'' with Khomutynnik, as a result of which the authorities allegedly 
provided "control over [the region's] customs" to the lawmaker 

''This was a kind of payment for supporting Groysman's candidature for the post of prime 
minister, as well as further votes in favour of government-backed bills," Fesenko suggests. 

Moreover, according to Moskal, Khomutynnik allegedly secured an agreement with the 
authorities for Roman Nasirov, head of the State Fiscal Service and a close associate of 
the lawmaker, to keep his current post 

"Indeed, there are rumours Vidrodzhennia agreed that after the change of the Ukrainian 
government, Nasirov would not be dismissed," Fesenko says. 

Moskal announced his resignation from the post of governor at the same time as making 
his explosive claim about Kyiv's dealmaking. However, a week later, after a series of high
level meetings in the capital, including with Poroshenko, the governor changed his mind 
and withdrew his previous accusations against Khomutynnik, citing a flawed source of 
information. The lawmaker's spokesperson refused to comment to bne lntefliNews. 

"It is possible that agreements were reached [during recent parliamentary rounds] with 
some people over appointments, and with others over business issues," Fesenko 
says. 'These agreements apparently differ in each particular case." 

According to the expert, "strong business interests" are part and parcel of Ukrainian 
politics. ''That is the nature of our young democracy - a significant proportion of political 
forces are connected to business," Fesenko underlines, adding that he doesn't expect this 
to change any time soon. 

Trench warfare 

The situation over the parliamentary group Velia Narodu, which has also contributed votes 
for recent high-profile appointments, looks more complicated. 

Until recently, Leshchenko of the Poroshenko Bloc was convinced that some lawmakers 
from the group had strong ties to business schemes linked to the state-owned gas 
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company u1<rgazvyaoouvannia, ana mat me governmenrs support or mese scnemes 
would be some kind of reward for their votes. 

In June, however, the country's law enforcement agencies accused the group's lawmaker 
Oleksandr Onyshchenko of creating a criminal organisation that was allegedly involved in 
the embezzlement of state-owned naturat gas, produced with the participation of 
Ukrgazvydobuvannia. 

The authorities suspect that the lawmaker siphoned off UAH1 .6bn ($64mn) from the state
run gas producer, and that he failed to pay UAH 1.3bn ($52mn) in royalties to the state 
budget. Onyshchenko denies any wrongdoing, but now faces 7-12 years in prison after 
parliament on July 5 sanctioned criminal proceedings against him. 

Fesenko describes Onyshchenko as "a second-tier ollgarch" and quite a remarkable figure 
in Ukrainian politics. "He was loyal to the president .. However, Onyshchenko acted on the 
gas market using not very clear methods, quite rudelyJ'' the expert tells bne lntelliNews. 

On June 29, the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU) announced that they 
had detained an 11th suspected associate of the lawmaker allegedly involved in the 
embezzlement of state-owned natural gas. 'What is the maln issue that Onyshchenko 
fai led to consider? NABU needs to demonstrate some results [of its work]. Everybody is 
awaiting high-profile arrests from the instiMion," Fesenko comments. 

But for much of the old set-up of big business, it's business almost as usual. As an 
example, Marusov cites suspicions surrounding Akhmetov's continued monopoly of the 
Ukrainian energy market "There are strong statements being made, but there are no real 
actions aimed at breaking this monopoly,'' he says. 

Overall, current relations between Ukraine's authorities and the oligarchs are like "trench 
warfare", Marusov says. ''This looks like the First World War. they are shelling each other, 
but the frontline remains unaltered." 

[return to Contents] 

#5 
Wall Street Journal 
July 6, 2016 
Putin's Press Propagandists 
The point of Russian TV coverage of the Ukraine war, Arkady Ostrovsky points out, is not 
to report fighting but to ignite it. 
By KAREN DAWISHA 
Ms. Dawisha, the director of the Havighurst Center at Miami University in Ohio, is the 
author of "Putin's Kleptocracy: Who Owns Russia?" 

THE INVENTION OF RUSSIA 
By Arkady Ostrovsky 
Viking, 37 4 pages, $30 

Russia today is ruled by the worst and least talented group of villains Russia has seen 
since before World War II. How did these men come to power? And how did the 
phenomenon of Putinisma come to pervade the psyche of the nation? In his bold new 
book, ''The Invention of Russia," Arkady Ostrovsky blames not just systemic pressures 
from above, but also the cumulative effects of generations of genetic depletion-the survival 
of the least flt. 

Homo soveticus, Mr. Ostrovsky observes, was "a negative selection process that first 
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isolationism, and dependence and discouraged independence of thought and action." 
These days anyone who indulges in independent thinking leaves the country (like 
economist Sergei Guriev and hundreds of thousands of other professionals), ends up in 
prison (like Mikha~ Khodorkovsky and countless other business owners whose firms are 
raided) or winds up dead (like opposition leader Boris Nemtsov or journafist Anna 
Politkovskaya). Those who remain in Russia are increasingly obliged to support the regime 
publicly, particularly in the film and TV industries where they now shoot (footage) to order. 

The perspective of Mr. Ostrovsky is uni.que. A former Moscow correspondent for the 
F1nancfal Times and currently of the Economist, he is no foreign correspondent but 
Russian by birth, the son of Soviet intelligentsia. His sparkling prose and deep analysis 
provide not only a sweeping tour d'horizon of Russia's malaise, but also a description of 
the process by which anti-modern ideas combine with postmodern actions to buttress the 
country's authoritarian and kleptocratic system. 

Mr. Ostrovsky's main culprit in ''The Invention of Russia" is the country's obedient media. 
Greatness, which the average Russian yearns for and is wilJing to sacrifice for, is 
fashioned out ofwhole cloth by television executives. The Sochi Opening Ceremony, for 
example, was not about the Olympics, but an opportunity for creator Konstantin Ernst to 
construct fairy-tale appeals to tradition, orthodoxy and strength 

Perhaps the most egregious example of TV's hallucinogenic effect on the Russian 
population was the entirely fabricated 2014 story of a 3-year old boy being crucified by 
Ukrainian forces in Slavyansk-an event Mr. Ostrovsky likens to ''the same time-tested 
mechanism of arousing hatred .. . used in Jewish pogroms in prerevolutionary Russia." 
The point of Russian TV coverage of the Ukraine war, Mr. Ostrovsky rightly points out, is 
not to report fighting but to ignite it. 

For Kremlin PR managers who control the media1 writes Mr. Ostrovsky, ''words and 
images no longer signaled reality; rather, reality was constructed to validate what had been 
seen" on television. In the process, in order to create the trope of the mighty Russian 
fortress, Russia's enemies needed to be endowed with unimaginable capability and 
perfidy. So after the Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014, Ukraine ceased being the 
broken country it was and became a nee-fascist bastion of NATO aspirations. The 
Euromaidan toppling of the Yanukovych regime could not be portrayed as actions by the 
Ukrainian population itself, but had to be constructed as an evfl plot conducted by that 
angel of darkness, State Department Assistant Secretary of state Victoria Nuland. Above 
all, it was necessary to deny that the Ukrainian uprising had arisen organically, given that 
the same process was being so rigorously suppressed in Russia. 

The smallest missteps reveal the fragility of the house of cards the Putin machine has 
constructed. In late May of this year, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev apologized on Hve TV 
to a pensioner badgering him about reduced pensions, explaining that ''the government has 
no money." This created a media sensation, not least because this pathetic display took 
place at the same time that the Panama Papers revealed that a Vladimir Putin crony, 
cellist Sergei Roldugin, had set up offshore accounts that received $2 billion in unsecured 
loans from a state bank. When the financial newspaper RBC devoted coverage to these 
revelations, the editors were forced to resign, even as Mr. Putin covered for Roldugin by 
claiming his friend was •~nterested only in musical instruments." No one beneved it, but 
everyone united in their cynicism to await, in a derivation of the Soviet practice, what the 
official li(n)e would be. 

It is clear that Mr. Ostrovsky's bfistering ind1ctment of this phony reality can have several 
outcomes. Putinisma can morph into one long parody, rn which jokes about Kremlin 
bureaucrats and corrupt boyars ultimately affect Mr. Putin's standing. In early June, Twitter 
shamefully took down all the Kremlin parody accounts, some say after pressure from 
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Kremlin trolls, including one directed at Mr. Putin himself· @DarthPutinKGB. Social media 
exploded, protesting Twitter censorship. By the time the accounts were reinstated, 
thousands more had started following them, showing that on the battlefield of falsehood, 
the Kremlin might lose agajnst the mighty foe of memes. 

But the simulacrum that Mr. Ostrovsky so brilHantly punctures can also morph into its own 
hyperreality. The more the West treats Russia as threatening, the more the Kremlin can 
use the West's own actions to bolster its fraudulent version of reality. When TV show host 
Dmitry Kisilev devotes week after week to programs full of bluster about how many hours 
and days it would take for Russian forces to reach the Baltic states, Kiev, Warsaw and 
Berlin, his rants would be regarded as ridiculous, were it not for the smalr problems of 
nuclear weapons and Russian actions in Georgia, Ukraine and Syria. 

Had Russia not launched a war in Ukraine, all this might be dismissed as mere magical 
realism. But Mr. Ostrovsky was in Crimea when Russia took over the peninsula and 
recounts how many locals attested that they had seen the Ukrainian neo-fascists on TV 
and so they must exist The West would do well to remember Churchill's warning that 
tomorrow's empires are today's ideas-or at I.east their TV programs. 

[return to Contents) 

#6 
Moscow Times 
July 5, 2016 
Russia's Slow and Hesitant 'Purges' Mask Policy Void 
By Mark Galeotti 
Mark Galeotti is professor of global affairs at New York University and expert in Russian 
security services. 

There have been arrests and releases, petty prosecutions and sensible legal revisions. 
The overall trend in Russia may be toward a tougher line on potential dissent, but the path 
is a faltering, unclear one. Rather than Machiaveman subtlety this reflects the very absence 
of specific policy, generating a competition to fill the gap and opportunities for personal and 
institutional gain. 

On the debrt side of the balance sheet, Kirov region governor Nikita Belykh and Sergei 
Fedotov of the music industry's collecting agency RAO have been arrested on corruption 
charges. The 'Yarovaya Laws,' named after hardline lawmaker Irina Yarovaya, proposing 
new powers of surveillance and repression, is currently passing through the legislature. 

Meanwhfle,in the latest skirmish in Moscow's war against disrespectful social media, one 
Vladimir Luzgin from Perm has been fined 200,000 rubles ($3,100) for reposting an article 
on Vkontakte questioning the official line on the Nazi-Soviet partition of Poland in 1939. And, 
in what is either a piece of Orwellian over-suNeillance or a willful bid to kill off the country's 
tourism industry, the Culture Ministry is proposing that hotels should search their guests' 
luggage and fit cameras into every hallway. 

No wonder people are raising the specter of Soviet leader Josef Stalin,but if this is the start 
of a new round of purges, it is a strangely incoherent and even hesitant one. 

Dmitry Kamenshchik, embattled owner of Domodedovo Airport, has been released from 
what looked like a political-piratical house arrest. Yarovaya's laws, far from being rubber
stamped - as tends to happen with those considered "Kremlin bills" - has instead been 
diluted and still faces resistance from usually-compliant telecommunications 
companies.Meanwhile, there is still no clear sense of the red lines people need to avoid 
crossing. 
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This is no way to run a proper purge_ 

There has been no new directive from the Kremlin_Instead, there are ambiguous signals of 
a concern about the risks of mass protest andelite disloyalty, to which individuals and 
agencies have scrambled to respond as they think - hope - President Vladimir Putin would 
want 

To an extent, this is an end in itself, the latest mise-en-scene in the Kremfin's theater of 
terror, a drama intended to cow those Russians thinking of making trouble, without all the 
blood and hassle of actual terror_ 

However,in the usual way, this has also encouraged a motley and often unpl.easant array 
of individuals, institutions and factions to leap forward in a flurry of activity. 

For some, it is an opportunity to put forward policies in the hope the Kremlin will adopt 
them_ This is how much of Russian policy-making works these days: not produced by a 
secretive cabal so much as shopped around in a marketplace of ideas - in the media, in 
the Duma, in action - in the hope to find a buyer in the Kremlirt. 

For others, and sometimes at the same time, it is an opportunity for more direct 
advancement, institutional or purely personal. 

Irina Yarovaya, proponent of the current piece of repressive legislation.is a long-term ally of 
the Federal Security Service (FSB), for example_ Her laws not only serve to expand its 
powers, they also consolidate its role as Russia's foremost eavesdroppers_ 

This comes, after all, at a time when the FSB's political security role ls being encroached 
on by the National Guard (how long before it starts lobbying for its own intelligence arm?) 
and the FSO, the Federal Guard Service (which also has a communications intercept 
capabflity)_Meanwhile, its infamous Economic Security Service has just suffered a 
bloodletting that has opened up lucrative new opportunities for some of its rivals_ 

Alexander Bastrykin of the Investigative Committee has issued a manifesto for tne creation 
of an "ideological policy of the state," looking to make himself the high priest of Putinism. 
The FSO is quietly colonizing more and more senior positions with its veterans_ Everyone 
is using the Kremlin's new alarmism for their own advantage. 

This is not confined to Mos-cow or the big players_Many of the more petty actions - such as 
Luzgin's prosecution for a report only seen by 20 people across the country, or the spate 
of visa-related harassments of foreigners in Nizhny Novgorod - smack of local initiative, not 
central decree. 

On the surface, this mood of competitive coercion serves Pu.tin every bit as well as a more 
coordinated campaign_It keeps spooks and prosecutors busy, and potential targets fearful 
and divided_Meanwhile, any individual case can be closed or reversed as and when the 
government wants_ 

However,there are deeper risks for the Kremlin_It is a good way to instill fear, a poor one to 
win loyalty_ The structures of the state become covertly privatized. As "raiding" returns to 
the fore, no one wants to set up businesses or leave money in the country. 

More to the point, it suggests a moral cowardice and a paucity of ideas at the heart of 
government With th.e Kremlin as unwilling wholeheartedly to repress as to reform, the 
slow, debilitating slide into irrelevance continues_ 
(return to Contents] 
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#7 
German Marshall Fund of the United States 
www.qmfus.org 
June 30, 2016 
Russian Elites are Worried: The Unpredictability of Putinism 
By Marie Mendras 
Marie Mendras is a senior fellow at the Transatlantic Academy and professor at the Paris 
School of International Affairs, 
Sciences Po, in Paris. She is also a researcher with the Centre NationaJ de la Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS} and an associate 
fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House in London. 
[Full text here http://www.gmfus.org/publ1cations/russian~elites-are~worried-unpredictability
putinism] 

Russian elites are worried. The economic recession, Western sanctions, and semi
isolation are endangering the personal and professional interests of most of the upper 
middle classes, scientific and cultural elites, top-ranking administrators, and small and 
medium entrepreneurs_The new confrontational course in relations with Western 
countries undermines the Putin leadership's "contract" with elites and the middle class: 
enrich yourselves and leave the rest to us. The good years are over. Even a rise in oil 
prices will not ensure return to steady growth and higher salaries anytime soon. 

Do new uncertainties have an impact on elites' submission to the regime? Most of them 
remain loyal so far, but nonetheless do not trust Putin's confrontational strategy. They have 
much to lose from more domestic agitation and estrangement from Western economies. 
Temporary exfle is another response; the number of the elttes settled in Western countries 
and in Ukraine should preoccupy the regime. Political protest and economic resistance 
may gain momentum inside Russia. 

The hyper-nationalist propaganda creates fear, xenophobia, and populist retrenchment in a 
large section of the public, but this hysteria may be short-lived. People's emotions are 
volatile and Russia is a diverse and uneven country, struggling with social inequalities 
nationwide and insecurity in the North Caucasus. High ratings for Putin in opinion poUs are 
abundantly publicized to veil rising anxiety in upper echelons of society. 

Elites beyond Putin's inner circle are excluded from the decision-making. They cannot 
express their opinions publicly about armed engagement in Ukraine and Syria, nor are they 
consulted about polrtical legislation or economic choices. Power rests in the inner circle 
and the siloviki. 

In struggl'ing against the new odds, the Russian leadership is using three major 
instruments: foreign policy adventurism and nationalist propaganda; economic emergency 
plans that prioritize of fnvestment and spending in the immediately lucrative sectors of 
hydrocarbons, the arms industry, and agro-business; and semi-autarchy, served by 
repression, corruption, and intense media and Internet control. 

Foreign policy as a distraction from domestic stagnation is a dangerous tactic; so is 
domestic retrenchment that alienates the most dynamic, innovative, and productive 
elements of elites and society. Western governments wifl continue to negotiate with the 
current leadership, but should also engage with alternative elites. 
[return to Contents] 

#8 
Financial Times 
July 5, 2016 
Still mournina their own emoire. Russians deliaht at Brexit 
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UK's vote seen as a rejection of Europe's political establishment that vindicates Moscow 
Kathrin Hille in Moscow 

When Sergei Lavrov attended a lunch with EU ambassadors last week, the Russian 
foreign minister could not resist making a joke at his hosts' expense. Once Brexit was 
completed, Mr Lavrov quipped, "the EU will have only one vote left in the UN Security 
Council". 

His lunch mates might have struggled to appreciate his humour,but Mr Lavrov's remark 
hinted at the giddy mood among Moscow's political elite following Britain's shock vote and 
the hard times befalling the EU, a geopolitical rival whose growth, many Russians believe, 
has long come at their expense. 

"Of course, there are more than a few people here that feel schadenfreude right now," 
says Fyodor Lukyanov, chairman of the Council on Foreign and Defense PoITcy in Moscow. 

Above all, many Russians view the British vote as a popular rejection of Europe's political 
establishment that vindicates Moscow. 

For most of President Vladimir Putin's 16 years in power, European politicfans have 
criticised his crackdown on civil liberties and accused him of undermining democracy. 
Their disagreements spiralled into an open stand-off when European governments threw 
their support behind Ukraine's Maidan revolution, an uprising Mr Putin denounced as a 
western-backed coup. For more than two years, the west has punished Russia with 
economic sanctions. 

"It is important for the leadership fn Russia to see their view of the world, their view of 
Europe - European values, an ideal Europe - vindicated," says Andrei Kortunov, director
general of the Russian International Affairs Council. 

Ctting German chancellor Angela Merkel's famous remark at the height of the Ukraine 
crisis that Mr Putin was "living in another world", Mr Kortunov says: "Merkel could still say 
that about him, but he could reply: 'Yes, I do live in a d1fferent world, but my world is more 
real than yours.' His view of the world can't be simply dismissed any more_'' 

Even before Ukraine, Mr Putin and many others in Russia recoiled from modern Europe in 
puzzlement - even disgust In their view, the continent had abandoned such traditional 
values as national pride, respect for law and order, Christianity and the fam~y for the sake 
of excessive tolerance and diversity. 

Some in Moscow now hope the Brexit vote is a harbinger of political shifts in Europe that 
will empower populist forces more sympathetic to Mr Putin's world view_ One example is 
Marine Le Pen, the leader of France's far-right NationaJ Front and a Putin admirer. 

"It's obvious that all changes now, be it in France or Germany or elsewhere, will be much 
more in favour of Russia," Mr Lukyanov says. 

Beyond the strategic benefits, there may also be an emotional dimension to Brexit For 
those Russians who lived through the collapse of the Sovret Union - an event that Mr Putin 
has called the greatest catastrophe of the 20th century - the first sign of the EU's 
fragmentation resonates deeply. 

''That's the real context in which Putinists see Brexit the break-up of the Soviet Union 
robbed them of their empire and exposed them [to] a constant loss of global power, and 
now they think the same might happen to Britain or even the entire EU," said a European 
diplomat in Moscow_ 
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Perhaps with that in mind, Mr Lukyanov and other foreign policy experts worry about the 
consequences for Russia of an EU in turmoil. 

"Decision mechanisms could become so dysfunctional that they can't even get their act 
together to ljft sanctions against Russia," he warns. 

For now, Moscow is trying to exploTt Europe's sense of crisis, ff ever so subtly. While EU 
governments scramble to deal with the Brexit aftermath, Mr Putin has started a push for 
rapprochement between Russia and Europe. On Friday, Vladimir Yakunin, one of hjs 
longest-running associates, launched a think-tank in Berlin that he says will focus on 
fostering a dialogue of civirisations. Mr Yakunin suggests that the Soviet experience of 
running a multi-ethnic country is one topic that could provide valuable lessons for an EU 
struggling with migration. 

"Right here in central Europe we see the appearance of phenomena that create colossal 
tension all over the world: terrorism, xenophobia, extremism," Mr Yakunin says. "From that 
perspective, the experience of Russia might be in demand." 

Moscow also dreams of one day linking the EU to Mr Putin's own customs union pet 
project, the Eurasian Economic Union. Last month at the St Petersburg International 
Economic Forum, European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker found himself 
sharing a panel with Tigran Sargsyan, chairman of the board of the Eurasian Economic 
Commission, for the first time. 

Diplomats said if Mr Sargsyan's presence had been announced beforehand, Mr Juncker 
might have been forced to pull out because the EU does not want to enter into talks with 
the EEU until the Minsk agreement on the regulation of the Ukraine crisis is fully 
implemented. ''It was a victory for Putin, although a typical Russian victory in that it leads 
nowhere," said an EU diplomat 

But in the short term, Moscow's most palpable hope is that Britain's waning influence will 
strengthen those in the EU who want to gradually lift sanctions. Wrth staunch UK support, 
Angela Merkel, the German chanceltor, rallied support last month to extend the blockade 
for another six months. 

''The coalition of concerned nations, which always pushed hard for sanctions, is now 
decapitated," says Alexander Rahr, a prominent Russia expert at the German-Russian 
Forum, a Russia-friendly dialogue platform in Berlin. "Maybe after Brexit, Merkel might feel 
more at ease to pursue a softer line." 
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#9 
Russia Without BS 
https://nobsrussia.com 
July 5, 2016 
How Kremlin propaganda (doesn't) work 
By Jim Kovpak 
[Video here https://nobsrussia.com/2016/07/05/how-kremlin-propaganda-doesnt-work/] 

Many readers no doubt remember the massive volcano of buttrage that erupted in Russia 
after Turkish F-16s shot down a Russian Su24 that had allegedly violated Turkey's 
airspace (this turned out to be highly specious). Almost immediately thereafter, Russia's 
consumer watchdogs suddenly "discovered" contamination in Turkish chicken imports. 
Russia's media made even more shocking "discoveries." For example, they suddenly 
found out that the Turkish government had been collaborating with ISIS, something that 
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Putin visited Turkey and announced the construction of a new gas pipefine (which promptly 
fell flat). Barely a month after the shoot-<Jown Sputnik News "discovered" that there were at 
least 100 Turkish mercenaries fighting on the Ukrainian side in the Donbas. Their source? 
The ever trustworthy "Donetsk People's Republic" press secretary Basurin, whose word is 
apparently good enough for Sputnik. 

Among the many passive-aggressive means used to get revenge on Turkey was a ban on 
package tours to the country. For those who don't know, along with Egypt's Sinai 
peninsula, Turkey has long been one of the most popular tourist destinations for Russians, 
so much so that one resort in Antalya actualty as a mock-up of St Basil's Cathedral next to 
its swimming pooL In better times, such package tours were widely accessibfe. After a 
recent reconciliation of sorts between Russian fun-size dictator Putin and Turkish litigious 
dictator Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the ban on package tours to Turkey was lifted. 

Of course the Russian public wasn't going to buy into this. They would not soon forget 
Turkey's "stab in the back," the latest in a series of slights and crimes dating back 
centuries. No, Russia's public doesn't trade national pride and patriotism for a cheap 
package tour. That's why the bulk of Russfa's tourists chose to visit the Crimea instead... 

Just kidding! Three days after the ban on Turkish package tours was been lifted, Russians 
made Turkey the number one Russian tourist destination. Sales are reported to have 
started immediately after Putin approved the lifting of the ban. rm sure the Turkish tourism 
industry is happy to take Russian money, but on the flip side it means they'll once again 
have to deal with more of this· 

lf you don't speak Russian, well, let's just say the general tone of the conversation was not 
good. 

Back to the topic at hand, I noticed some fellow writers on Twitter seemed a btt perplexed 
by the 180 on Turkey. One of them considered it a tribute to the Russian state media that it 
c.an apparently make people who previously loved Turkey hate it, then forgive it and fork 
over their money to the Turks by the wheelbarrow. While acknowledging that there is 
indeed a lesson about Russian media efficacy here, I must respectfully disagree. It's not 
that the media manipulated Russians into thinking one way and then another, but rather 
Russians never fully bought into the anti-Turkish hate to begin with, or at least not enough 
to actually modify their behavior accordingly. That is to say that had there been no ban on 
Turkish package tours this whole time, Russian tourists would probably have continued to 
visit the country without any noticeable changes. This, in spite of what many of them might 
say about Turkey when asked about politics. 

Supposedly a holdover from the Soviet era, many Russians have mastered the art of 
saying one thing and doing another. For example, you say you are a patriot and then use 
your state position to skim off wealth for yourself, which you then tum around and hand 
over to Western corporations or real estate agents. Or if you're an ordinary person, it might 
mean cursing Turkey in public wh~e taking your entire family there on a package tour. 
Personally I don't buy into this being an exclusively Russian trait, but it's just that some 
folks here seem to have refined it into an art form. 

Another thing to consider is that when you see public outpourings of rage against a certain 
country or group, the participants are often paid and the event is organized by someone 
with ties to the state. If you're reading Russian-language commentary on social media, 
there's a chance you could be reading the words of a trofl farm worker. You can certainly 
hear many of the media's talking points regurgitated by people on the street, but it's 
typically not as widespread as you might think it is if you were looking at the internet The 
fact is that most Russians actually don't care about politics at all. I doubt any were totally 
unfazed by the destruction of a Russian jet and the killing of one of fts pilots, but few get 
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upset enough to deny themselves one of the few pleasures left to many Russians today_ 

So when considering the role of the media in Russian society, while it certainly is true that 
propaganda shapes politics and public opinion, if the regime wants action from anybody it 
needs to pay. More importantly, one shouldn't assume that Russians actually believe the 
kind of nonsense their TV puts out If anything it's the opposite- they don't beITeve any 
media at all. Sometimes you'll hear Russian media figures tacitly admit to making 
propaganda, but then they'll say the 'Western media" does it too. Only those Russians 
who can access that foreign media are able to dispute that Overall, "you can't really know 
what's true" isn't a great slogan to mobillze people to action, but it certainly works when 
you want to keep people confused, cynical, and generally non-trusting towards each other_ 

[return to Contents] 

#10 
Atlantic Council 
July 5, 2016 
NATO Should Stand Up Black Sea Command Before It's Too Late 
BY ARIEL COHEN 
Ariel Cohen is a nonresident senior fellow at the Dinu Patriciu Eurasia Center and the 
Global Energy Center at the Atlantic Councfl. 

At its summit in Warsaw on July 8 and 9, NATO should take urgent steps to protect its 
allies and partners on its southeastern flank. Bulgaria, Romania, and Turkey, as well as 
Ukraine and Georgia, are all under severe pressure from Russia and require NATO 
assistance. 

Stephen Blank has urged NATO to pay more attention to the Black Sea at the Warsaw 
Summit, and he is correct. But, he doesn't go far enough. The Alliance must focus on a 
range of actions to address Russia's rapidly escalating offensive posture in the Black Sea 
and protect its allies-including reinforcing air, naval, and ground assets; improving space 
capabilities; cyber security; reconnaissance; intelligence; and creating credible deterrence 
strategies. 

Russian forces first destroyed naval units of a Black Sea neighbor-Georgia-during the war 
in August of 2008. However, Russia's annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and capture of 
a majority of the Ukrainian navy in the spring of 2014 altered the balance of power in the 
region_ Moscow then embarked on its traditional policy in the Black Sea: build up milftary 
power to intimidate neighbors, threaten NATO's southeastern flank, and project power into 
the Mediterranean. 

In 2015, Russia's formerly decrepit Black Sea Fleet was reinforced by thirty ships, 
including three Varshavianka-class diesel electric submarines, and vessels capable of 
launching Kaliber-class long-range cruise missiles-the same missiles fired into Syria from 
the Caspian and the Mediterranean seas. 

Today, Russia's Bastion and Kaliber missile deployments, thirty multipurpose naval 
aviation jets, and long-range bombers capable of carrying nuclear-armed cruise missiles, 
represent a clear and present danger to NATO members. That arsenal is complemented 
by naval infantry, air assault, and Special Operations umts. 

Russia's missile attacks and air deployment and operations in Syria have demonstrated 
how exposed Turkey-the principal NATO ally in the Black Sea region-has become. After 
the recent Istanbul airport attack, Turkey appears even more exposed. Bulgaria and 
Romania, as well as NATO aspirants Georgia and Ukraine. have called for boosting the 
Alliance's presence and posture there for a long time. Turkey has reached out to Ukraine 
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Time to act 

NATO possesses economic and technological superiority over Russia. That does not 
translate into a regional military superiorrty that is sufficient to deter Russia. NATO lacks an 
adequate policy, force structure, coordination, and command and control system in the 
Black Sea region. 

The Montreux Convention, signed in 1936, outnnes the tonnage of non-Black Sea warships 
allowed in the sea, limiting their presence in the area to twenty-one days. To date, only 
small contingents of US and allled NATO ships have visited the Black Sea for even limited 
exercises and deployments, such as those that occurred in April thcs year. Russian aircraft 
buzzed these ships. 

While the obsolete navies of Bulgaria and Romania have undertaken some modernization 
efforts, their naval, missile, and air force systems ultimately remain unprepared. A 
coherent NATO policy is needed to stand up a joint deterrent force to prevent future 
Russian aggression. Turkey has to play a pivotal role in this defensive realignment, which 
aims to protect NATO members and partners from Moscow's adventurism. 

The NATO Black Sea command 

To achieve the goal of securing the Black Sea arena, NATO needs to accomplish a 
number of tasks. These include: 

Establish a regional command capable of coordinating all defensive activities in the 
theater. This joint command should include the three NATO members in the area-Bulgaria, 
Romania, and Turkey-and eventually NATO aspirants Georgia and Ukraine. This command 
should be reinforced by principal NATO powers, including France, Germany, Italy, the 
United States, and the United Kingdom· 
Protect and defend the proposed command to ensure survivability in wartime, and develop 
adequate electronic means of reconnaissance and communication, including access to 
space assets; 
Deploy missile defense capabilities to protect allied military bases and high-value assets; 
Provide surface-to-surface, surface-to-ship, ship-to-ship, and air defense missile 
deployments that are able to neutrafize the recent Russian buildup; also, boost anti
submarine capabilities and tracking; 
Encourage Turkey's redeployment of its naval assets from the Mediterranean to the Black 
Sea, while increasing NATO allied deployment to the Eastern Medfterranean; 
Provide Turkey with Patriot or other anti-air missile deployments to protect it from Russian 
air incursions; 
Reflag some NATO naval assets under the three Black Sea members' flags to boost 
permanent naval capabilities in the theater; 
Speed up training of NATO allies and partners to increase their capacity and 
interoperability; 
Increase intelligence collection in the region, targeting Russian military deployments, 
intentions, and capabilities; 
Increase cyber defense and intelligence deployments. 

Action at the Warsaw NATO Summit 

In Warsaw, NATO needs to reestablish the Alliance's credibility, capabilities, coordination, 
and deterrence efforts in the Black Sea. This should all occur prior to the security dialogue 
that, one hopes, will eventually take place with Moscow-after it comes down from the tree 
of truculence it climbed in 2014. 
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The Black Sea is a sensitive, vital, and somewhat neglected region that Russia has 
attempted to dominate since the last quarter of the eighteenth century, when Catherine the 
Great and Grigory Potemkin controrted its northern shores and occupied Crimea. 

Today, NATO can prevent Russia from dominating the Black Sea, but it must take the 
necessary steps of building a joint command structure and deploying critical deterrence 
assets a11d capabilities. It also has to develop a clear strategy to contain and deter Russia 
Only then can NATO protect its allies and keep the Black Sea a sea of tranquility. 

(return to Contents] 

#11 
The American Interest 
www.the-american-interest.com 
July 5, 2016 
Old Guard Billionaire to Leave Sinking Russian Ship 
By KAR1NA ORLOVA 

Mikhail Prokhorov, 51 , one of Russia's wealthiest tycoons (number 14 on Forbes' list of the 
richest Russians), is selling his business assets in Russia. Prokhorov's Oneksim Group is 
looking for buyers directly and is not using middlemen, Vedomosti reports, citing several 
sources inside the group. 

Onesksim owns a 17.2 percent stake of the aluminum giant UC Rusal, 27 percent of the 
Russian fertilizer producer Uralkali, 83.3 percent of the OPIN real estate development 
company, 75 percent of the Quadra joint-stock company focusing on power generation, 50 
percent of Optogan, an LED manufacturer, and 100 percent of Renaissance Capital Bank, 
Renaissance Credrt Bank, Soglasie insurance company, and the Snob and RBC media 
holding companies. In addition, Oneksim has a 19.7 percent stake in the International 
Financial Club joint-stock bank (MFK), in which Prokhorov also personally has a 27.7 
percent stake. 

Prokhorov has been trying to sell parts of his holdings for a while now. Oneksim was going 
to sell Uralkali a year ago, and Quadra, Soglasie and Renaissance Credit have being 
looking for buyers for a couple of years. This is different. 

On April 14th, while Vladimir Putin was hosting his annual nationwide call-in show, the FSB 
searched Onesksim's headquarters in Moscow, as well as the offices of all three of the 
banks the group owns. 200 officers of the FSB and the Federal Tax Service were deployed 
fn the raid. Russian media lrnked the raids to Putin's displeasure with the reporting that 
Prokhorov's independent RBC was doing on Putin's daughter's vast wealth and 
stratospheric rise in academia, as well as to the company's ongoing investigations into the 
Panama Papers. 

The FSB, however, explained that the searches were due to criminal investigations into the 
troubled T avrichesky Bank, which had had its operating license revoked by the Russian 
Central Bank due to capitalization problems. Prokhorov's MFK was chosen as the chief 
investor in Tavrichesky's resolution proceedings in March of last year. A few months later, 
in September, two former executives of Tavrichesky were detained under suspicion of 
illegalfy withdrawing $6 million abroad. 

It's true that RBC's editorial board was purged less than a month after the searches, and 
Prokhorov is in fact said to be looking for a buyer for his medla companies. But as it turns 
out, all that was due to a parallel line of pressure coming from the Kremlin. In the case of 
the raids against Oneksim, the FSB was telling the truth. those raids really had nothing to 
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do with RBC. 

The Tavrichesky criminal investigation was not the only attack on Prokhorov's business 
interests. In April of this year, MFK's depositors suddenly withdrew 10 billion rubles ($151 
million) from the bank. As Vedomosti reported, both corporate and private clients emptied 
their accounts according to the bank's records. Renaissance Credit Bank also lost 
deposits totaling 3 billion rubles ($46 million) in ApriL MFK declined to officially comment, 
and Russian media proceeded to connect the mass deposit outflow from Prokhorov's 
bank with Apri['s FSB searches. This, however, could not be the real reason for the capital 
flight, because in April, Renaissance Credit was positioned much higher than MFK in 
Russia's official bank rankings (Renaissance Credit was ranked 60, compared to MFK's 
71 , meaning it is significantly larger measured by net assets). Yet it suffered much smaller 
losses. This suggests MFK's losses were in fact not due to a public panic triggered by the 
news of the raids (which would have affected both banks proportionately), but rather by 
something else. 

This is not the first time that a large Russian bank has suffered a sudden mass outflow of 
deposits in recent history In October of 2015, depositors withdrew 15.6 billion rubles 
(around 3 percent of all deposits) from Alfa Bank, the 7th largest bank in Russia. The 
capital flight occurred right after the bank had been compromised by mysterious hackers, 
who proceeded to send the following text message to its clients: "From pretty reliable 
sources: Alfa Bank shareholders have withdrawn their assets from the bank-and out of the 
country." The aftermath of the attack was also odd· The bank's representatives denied that 
there was any connection between the capital outflows and the hacks, and instead tried to 
explain away the deposit outflow as being due to currency fluctuations. Reports were filed 
with law enforcement agencies, but no further action was taken. Alfa Bank's founder and 
part-owner, Mikhail Fridman, is known to be a ruthless businessman. Had it been a 
competitor, Fridman would not have hesitated to retaliate. 

To understand what is going on, it's important to remember that the FSB's Directorate K
officially known as the "Counterintelligence Department for Securing the Financial-Credit 
Sector of the Economic Security Service of the FSB"-is responsible for overseeing 
Russia's financial sector. As such, it has been able to shake down that part of the 
economy for hundreds of millions of dollars each year. The FSB frequently arrests bankers 
and businessmen on trumped-up charges and demands its unfair share of their 
businesses. But it does not necessarily need to go that far tt's quite possible that 
unanticipated, mysterious bank runs are being used to send a signal to owners: "Come 
and make a deal with us, and everything will be fine." 

Apparently, Fridman managed to come to some sort of working arrangement Prokhorov, 
who has always had a reputation as someone with clear exit strategies. appears to have 
realized that it is time to go. 

As we noted last week, there is a huge ongoing fight inside the FSB, between the 
organization's Directorate K and its 6th Service. The former has made substantial inroads 
into the latter's bank "regulation" racket, and as Novaya Gazeta describes it, is now 
signaling that all previous arrangements will need to be renegotiated. The falJout in the 
business community is afready substantial, and will probably get worse. In a kleptocratic, 
militarized state such as modern Russia, running a business [s increasingly becoming 
impossible. Money doesn't give one power in today's Russia. Rather, as Bill Browder, the 
vigilante investor behind the Magnitsky Act, explajned to us a few weeks ago, "Power goes 
to the people who have the power to arrest other people." 

Putin's regime has started to eat even those who have always been its loyal courtesans. 
Prokhorov, who came up in Yeltsin's time, dutifully headed the spoiler Just Cause party in 
the 2011 Duma elections, and even played the role of the officially sanctioned "opposition" 
h v n tnninn -:,n,:,inct D, ,tin in the ?n1? nrcc-irlcnti,=,I cl0rtinnc- l\lnnc nf thic- h"'c- rn"'~o him 
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untouchable. Prokhorov is now abandoning his Russian businesses, and probably Russia 
too. 

Outside the country Prokhorov owns 100% of the Brooklyn Nets, which he acquired in 
2010. 

[return to Contents] 

#12 
Subject: Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia List (re Breedlove) 
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 201615:00:17 -0400 
From: (b) ( 6) 

Re: 2016-#123-Johnson's Russia List, 4. The Intercept: Hacked Emails Reveal NATO 
General Plotting Against Obama on Russia Policy. (Breedlove}5. \II/WW.rt.com: 
Br-eedlove's war: Emails show ex-NATO general plotting US conflict with Russia. 

Here we go again, into the fantasyland of anti-Russian conspiracies. No "plotting" again.st 
Russia is shown in these articles, nothing to justify their breathless headlines and tone. 
Just a perfectly normal practice of General Breedlove asking people - the people he could 
be expected to ask in DC - how in the world he could get his relatively hardline view on 
Ukraine through to the Obama Administration. 

Breedlove's sincere despair about the Administration's views and attitudes shines through 
plainly, even in these conspiracy-style accounts. The people he is shown consulting with, 
written up in a manner that is supposed to strike fear in us readers, are mainstream, and, 
last I knew of most of them, rather moderate. 

There's Harlan Ullman, who is with the old antiwar and pro-disarmament business group 
BENS as well as being with the Atlantic Council and an adviser to the SACEUR. Are we 
supposed to believe there is something wrong about the SACEUR consulting one of his 
advisers on how better to get his views through the White House's viewpoint barriers? (and 
he didn't get much help or encouragement, from what the article says). 

Then there's the Potomac Foundation, which will come as a mystery to most people. I 
knew it in the 1990-93 period as a small non-profit drawin_g on defense and defense 
industry people. Back then, its most active person on Russian affairs seemed to be Phil 
Petersen. Phil was in DOD for some time and took a warmly welcoming line to Gorbachev, 
and subsequently Yeltsin_ He had been critical of his superiors at the Pentagon, and more 
broadly of the Bush Administration and of figures in it such as Gates, for thinking solely 
about playing out the cold war endgame against the Soviet Union and not thinking enough 
about buflding a new security order that would fnclude Russia. When he and a colleague 
went public with their views about how the Pentagon ought to be planning and preparing for 
budget cuts, he lost his job, was understandably considered a loose cannon. He joined 
Potomac and went to the Soviet area to conduct fantastic interviews among a wide range 
of officials and public figures about evoJving Russian security perceptions at the end of 
Gorbachev's time and the beginning of Yeltsin's time. His highly informative write-ups of his 
interviews showed just how fundamentally Russian security anxieties had shifted from the 
Western threat to new threats, particularly threats from the Islamic south, in the period of 
the collapse of the Soviet system and the rise of new actors fn the former Soviet space. 
And how surprisingly much other ex-Soviet Republics shared this concern, rather than 
overwhelmingly focusing on a threat from Russia as we might expect them quite 
reasonably to do today. 

This reinforced Phil's view that a more active approach should have been pursued to 
inteorate Russia in a new securitv order_ His superior at Potomac was also reasonably pro-
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~ , . 
Russia though not as much as Phil; and in turn viewed the Atlantic Council at the time as 
even more pro-Russia 

That was the reality of these people and institutions that are named in with that kind of tone 
that suggests we should all become suspicious about eternal hardHne plotters against 
Russia Nothing of the kind in reality. Normal good people doing their best to respond well 
to very real changing conditions in the world. 

Looking back at that period, a period when so much was possible and so much historic 
opportunity was lost, it seems to me that it was in no small part thanks to Phil's 
encouragement (and separately, that of an official in the Russian Embassy) that I and a 
few colleagues in the Atl.anticist NGO sphere felt ourselves justified in setting up a 
committee to promote planning and discussion for getting Russia into NATO alongside its 
neighbors. 

Today, a quarter century later, that seems like another worl.d. The West did not make 
anywhere near sufficient effort to think through how Russia could be included in NATO or 
foster such an integration. Russia on its side made plenty of mistakes and left plenty of 
gaps in its radical but spasmodic reforms, something for which the West was 
unreasonably blamed as the supposed cause of it (the honest criticism of the West in the 
Bush years was that it did far too little and didn't put nearly enough skin in the game; skin 
meaning obvious money but also, maybe more importantly, initiative and change from the 
international structures it controlled, first NATO, then EU and OECD; then G7, which did go 
halfway but used itself mainly for status for Russia, not as a venue for serious diplomatic 
engagement with Russia). Divisions between Russia and the West reemerged on foreign 
policy; given the vast legacy of opposing positions and military structures from the Cold 
War era, and the new opportunities for competing for influence in the "near abroad", this 
was all too natural, probably inevitable - inevitable in the absence, that is, of a much more 
serious effort at working out joint policies and integrating the security and foreign polrcy 
efforts of the two sides. That absence was inevitably the fault of both sides, but in that 
period the Western side seemed especially inadequate in vision and effort. A decisive 
historical conjuncture was lost. 

The consequence was a re-alienation between Russia and the West. Which in turn sent 
the Western proponents of Russian integration with the West - including the cautious 
ones at the Atlantic CounciJ as well as the more enthusiastic ones in the Committee on 
Eastern Europe and Russia in NATO - in all directions as to the question of how hard or 
soft a policy to apply to the evolving Russia, in the course of this detour from the hoped-for 
integration goal. As the prospect of returning from the detour became more distant, views 
diverged further. However, few gave up the goal altogether, and here I think I should specify 
the Atlantic Council as an important institution that has tried hard to keep the goal and 
vision alive even while dealing with current situations. 

There is no conspiracy of eternal hardliners in the circles Breedlove consulted with. Only 
people of various views, people whom it made sense for him to consult, and many of 
whom had been viewed as softliners for being Russia-integrators in the early '90s, when it 
was urgently right to be Russia~integrators. And who now are trying in their various ways to 
figure out how best to cope with a situation that has flowed in no small part out of the 
failure to pursue that approach very far. 

But, sigh. I get an impression that this utterly insignificant "revelation" from hackers will get 
churned into another of those widely believed conspiracy theories that we have become 
accustomed to. 

Readers may recall the leaked Paet and Nuland phone calls, and the conspiracy theories 
spun around them by the means of simple miscategorization of what was said and what 
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agreement with him; it gets turned by miscategorization into an American plot to throw out 
the agreement and carry out a coup against Yanukovich. By dint of angry repetition, this 
obvious falsehood becomes an important part of the fixed structure of reality in the minds 
of large numbers of people, not just in Russia. Similarly with the Paet call, although not 
worth reviewing here; itwould take too long, the conspiracy theory is more of a play on 
multiple ambiguities in the taped conversation, playing to the many circles that like to 
believe in anti-Russian malfeasanc-e, and the will to believe that a conspiratorial 
interpretation of the meaning of what Paet and Ashton were saying, no matter how 
implausible as an interpretation of the tape, is the real meaning. 

These myths can all count on being propagated massively by RT on its side - run partly by 
Westerners resentful of the West, who love to feel like they are courageous dissidents 
from the Western power structure and media structure - and picked up on uncritically by 
many Western journalists who carry the same basket of sentiments in their heads. 

There is a paradox in the criticisms from these circles of the Western media for not paying 
even more attention to their views and conspiracy theories. A more accurate criticism 
would be of the number of Western journalrsts who give an uncritical pass to these 
conspiracy theories. 

There is S-Ome overlap here with the mentality shown in today's more frequent brand 
of "media criticism"; the one in which the Western media are constantly accused - and 
accusing themselves - of propagating a narrative that demonizes Islam and blames Islam 
for terrorism. Meanwhile the ordinary Western public sees its main Journalists and publ1c 
figures in fact doing the opposite: deny[ng that there is any connection between Islam and 
terrorism, denouncing the society at large as lslamophobic and as declaring war on all 
Muslims - and falsely accusing themselves too of propoundlng an lslamophobic narrative, 
even when it's plainly the opposite of what they are in fact doing. It seems they have to 
make this false accusation against themselves, and so doesthe government, in order to 
make their accusation against society seem plausible: How could American society be 
lslamophobic and unfairly hard on Muslims, when the most powerful structures in it. the 
government and media, are almost nonstop arguing against any criticisms of Islam and 
any normally discriminatory and profiling policing practices, reasonable or unreasonable, 
and branding them lslamophobic, hate, etc.? The only way out is by the paradox of falsely 
accusing themselves of the same. 

I say the overlap is only partial, however, because there is a very big difference: an overall 
anti-anti-Russia line is very much in a minority in the Western media, while an anti-anti
lsfam line is overwhelmingly predominant there. This creates another paradox: in the case 
of Islam, the routinization of the "lslamophobia" accusation has become a matter of plain 
denial and obfuscatlon of facts and logic on urgent security matters; in the case of Russia 
there would be better reasons for differences in view. How to explain this paradox? Maybe 
it's that the focus of feeling dissident and antiwar has shifted, from running interference for 
(Soviet} Russia to running interference for Islam. Or maybe not 

What is widespread in both cases, irrespective of whether dealing with Russia or with 
Islam is the attitude of seeking blame to put on Western society and governments, and to 
attribute extreme hardline attitudes and conspiracy-type behaviors to the security sectors 
of Western governments. When it comes to discussing poHcy on Russia, this attitude is 
usually outweighed by other concerns; when it comes to uncritical propagation of anti
Western conspiracy theories, it often prevails. 

Will the Breedlove hackings be another case in point? It seems obvious that RT and 
related outlets do their best to make it one. Less obvious is how many others in the West 
w[II follow, out of the qurte separate motivations of liking to feel dissident and present a 
balance between two sides. 
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One of the foundations of international diplomatic society is the basing of conversations on 
fact and honesty, within bounds of not spilJing state secrets; coupled with recognizing 
legitimate dffferences of interest and of consequent power perspectives that have to be 
negotiated between. This recognition of legitimacy of different interests is fundamentaJly 
different from the relativism .and nihilism that were spread by the Nazis and Communists, 
destroying many people's capacity for perceiving fact and truth, and that have been 
revived, sadly, by Russia in recent years, most famously by RT but also throughout a 
much wider space than RT Since 1991 , both sides of the equation for international 
diplomatic society has been violated: the West, by too frequently fairrng to recognizing the 
legitimacy of divergent interests and bargain with them fairly, as one of very foundations for 
hopefulty reconciling interests a commonaijty of interest down the road; Russia, by 
reverting to nihilfstic falsification of fact and undermining of all common foundations in truth. 

The seeing of two legitimate sides in most matters of interest and perspective is often 
confused with a legitimacy of unreasonable contestation of every fact, or a readiness to 
attribute two equally valid sides to every matter of facl They are in fact opposites, not the 
same thing. Successful diplomacy depends - as the great theorist of international society, 
Hedley Bull, explained - on both sides accepting this distinction and basing mutual 
dialogue on a fundament of truthfulness. Otherwise there is no real dialogue, just a jousting 
dance with words. 

It is something that rt: seems to me Gorbachev understood; he retired most of the old 
jousting dance and the old demand that peace be made on its basis, which apparently 
would have meant by everyone agreeing to split the difference between truth .and falsehood 
and tell half-truths in unison; he opted to address real problems and have real dialogues, 
and he achieved a real end to the Cold War. It is a norm that I have long wished the peace 
movement would understand, since without it, rt: cannot in reality work for peace. 

Ira Straus 
U.S. Coordinator 
Committee on Eastern Europe and Russia in NATO 
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#13 
Kennan Institute 
June 29, 2016 
We Are Right, You Are Wrong: Russia's Response to Brexit 
By Maxim Trudolyubov 
Maxim Trudolyubov is a Senior Fellow at the Kennan Institute and the Editor-at-Large of 
Vedomosti, an independent Russian daily. Mr. Trudolyubov was the editorial page editor of 
Vedomosti between 2003 and 2015. He has been a contributing opinion writer for The 
International New York Times since the fall of 2013. 

Brexit will have some good consequences and some bad consequences, Russian 
president Vladimir Putin saf d in the immediate aftermath of the British vote The president 
sounded restrained and impartial, leaving to lesser players the chance to cheer in public. 

''The European Union was like a beacon of light if you were not in the EU it meant 
something was wrong with you,'' Konstantin Kosachev, head of the International Relations 
Commlttee of the Federation Council said during a Channel One talk-show on 
Tuesday. "But what can possibly be wrong with Great Britain?" Kosachev posed the 
rhetorical question to imply that the U.K., integrated in every institution of the West, was an 
unlikely candidate to undermine the European Union. 
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"Nothing is wrong with us, something is wrong with you rn the West" - this has been the 
main tune sung by Russia in reaction to Brexit The single most important consequence of 
the vote, from Russia's perspective, is the effective ban on any future expansion of the 
European Union. It would be politically impossible for the EU to expand further East when it 
is crumbfing in the West 

Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan's decision to apofogize to Russia for the downing 
of a Russian fighter-bomber is seen as the first fruit of a larger harvest to come. The 
British decision to leave the EU is seen as a major blow to the West as a cohesive political 
player; the beginning of the end of a unified Europe. Many have said that the EU, the 
West's largest trade bloc and a political entity in itself, has been. fatally wounded and U.S. 
influence in Europe will now diminish. All of these developments would be highly welcome 
from Moscow's vantage point. 

The single most important consequence of the vote, from Russia's perspective, is the 
effective ban on any future expansion of the European Union. It would be politically 
impossible for the EU to expand further East when it is crumbling in the West. 

While the official Russian reaction to the British decision to leave the European Union was 
subdued, anchors and guests of state-run media let loose a barrage of gleeful comments. 
Many joked that Britain was leaving the European Union to join the Eurasian Union, a loose 
economic bloc lead by Russia. Some said it with complete sincerity: "The most important 
long-term consequence of Brexit is that it will take Europe away from the anglo-saxons, 
mainly from the U.S., and as soon as that happens a united Eurasia will appear on the 
horizon, in about 10 years," Boris Titov, Russia's business ombudsman, wrote on 
Facebook soon after the news of the British popular decision. 

Dmitry Kiselyov, arguably the most venomous pro-Kremlin journalist. led his weekly 
program on the Russia One channel with the Brexit theme and a sign reading, 'The 
Breakup of the European Union" alight behind him. 'Tois time the Britons voted for a 
divorce with the EU but we clearly see their desire to be generally independent," said 
Kiselyov, who also serves as director of the state-owned international news agency 
Rossiya Segodnya. Transatlantic forces have lost the fight The British people "resisted a 
direct order from Barack Obama to stay in the EU," Kiselyov said. "It is a major failure of 
governabflity." 

Almost every analyst in Russia, regardless of political conviction, noted that with Britain out 
of the decision making process, European politicians would have harder time keeping the 
sanctions regime in place. "I would expect some gains for Russia from the sanctions war 
standpoint, but these won't materialize until next year," said Alexei Gromyko, director of 
the Institute of Europe of the Russian Academy of Sciences and head of European 
programs of the Russian World foundation. 

Brexit's immediate economic effect on Russia is unclear. It may affect the exchange rate 
because of increased volatility in commodities markets but only to a limited extent. "Russia 
has suffered a chain of economic shocks in 2014 to 2016 that gave our a country an 
immunity shot of sorts." the Russian Rnance Minister Anton Siluanov said in an interview, 
referring to the combined shock of the oil plunge and the post-Crimea Western sanctions. 

The crisis caused by the British vote may be analyzed as a case of national politics 
interfering with supranational designs. It was not an "order" from Obama that the British 
resisted. They seemed to resist their own and other European politicians' habit of 
emphasizing European structures and European values over national ones. Brexit also 
seems to have sent European elites a message about depressed small towns and the 
troubles of national healthcare systems on the one hand, and multi-million dollar City 
bonuses and endless Davos-style chatter on the other. That said, it is hard to believe that 
i:trit-::iin r-nr ,lrl cnhr.c itc nrnhJcmc hu lo,:,uinn tho t=I I 
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Brexit, being a welcome surprise for Russia's political leadership, also reminds the 
Kremlin of a hidden challenge. If national politics trump supranational agendas everywhere, 
Russia is in trouble. 

During the first two decades after the end of the Cold War, everyone was happy to 
embrace the newly acquired openness and mobility. Those who won because of the 
intensified exchange of capital, resources and ideas attracted everyone's attention. Highly 
mobile, cosmopolitan elrtes and foreign-language speaking professionals were the heroes 
of the time. But the general populations of each individual country are neither particularly 
mobile, nor particularly multi-lingual, and are preoccupied by local rather than global 
agendas. The disconnect between the globalized erites and the local, regular folk exists 
everywhere. It is only now attracting significant notice due to the massive amount of 
attention the British referendum generated. 

Brexit, being a welcome surprise for Russia's political leadership, also reminds the 
Kremlin of a hidden challenge. If national politics trump supranational agendas everywhere, 
Russia is in trouble. For the past decade, the Kremlin has been making sure the Russian 
population subsists on news about Russia's engagement with its international enemies, 
the likes of Britain and the U.S. Just like Britain, Russia has a national healthcare system 
and numerous depressed small towns. In fact, there are more of them in Russia than in 
Great Britain. If the Russian public wakes up and decides to prioritize the national agenda 
over the international one, the consequences for the Kremlin would be much tougher than 
the consequences of Brexit are for Whitehall. But as of today, this prospect looks as 
distant as the prospect of Britain joining the Eurasian union. Most Russians identify with 
the Kremlin and are convinced that they are right and the West is wrong. 

[return to Contents) 

#14 
The Washington Post 
June 30, 2016 
Russia's readers are happy about Brexit, but it won't help the regime much at home 
By J. Paul Goode 
J_Paul Goode is senior lecturer in Russian politics at the University of Bath, U.K. 

Before last week's "Brexit" vote, British Prime Minister David Cameron claimed that 
Vladimir Putin (and the Islamic State) "might be happy" if the United Kingdom left the 
European Union. Putin responded that Russia had no interest in the U_K.'s internal affairs. 
But he added that Brrtons clearly were dissatisfied with the government's military policy, 
which was encouraging migration - apparently referring to the U.K.'s airstrikes and other 
efforts in Syria. 

Nevertheless, Russia's political establishment clearly relished the Brexit victory. Among 
them, Russia's small business ombudsman Boris Tltov exclaimed on Facebook, "it seems 
it has happened: UK out!!!" He continued that the vote meant "the independence of Europe 
from the USA." 

But was it really a triumph for the Kremlin? Does it help Putin's regime? 

Russia sees the E.U. as a pofitical threat 

The E.U. has been a thorn in Russia's side - particularly since by reaching out to former 
Soviet nations, it appeared to challenge Russia's role as the leading regional power. In 
2013, Ukraine's Euromaidan protests were perceived by the Kremlin as the direct result of 
U_S_ meddlino. After Russia annexed Crimea in March 2014. it perceived the resultinq U.S. 
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and European sanctions as logical extensions of the West's anti-Russian policies_ 

And so, over the past couple of years, the Kremlin has been making the case 
diplomatically and in the media that Europe is broken without Russia, and that the EU. 
works against its members' interests. Russian politicians and news outlets seized upon 
the Brexit vote as proof of that narrative that EU. policies are wrong-headed, punitive and 
ultimately driven by U.S interests_ Immediately after the Brexit referendum results were 
released, former U_S_ambassador to Russia Michael Mc Faul tweeted: "Losers: EU, UK, 
US, those that befieve in a strong, united, democratic Europe. Winners: Putin." 

Afeksei Pushkov, chairman of the Duma's Committee for International Affairs, retorted that 
the West should think about why British voters chose to leave the EU_ after President 
Obama urged them to remain. 

Russia has spent the past few years cultivating support among populist parties in Europe. 
As those parties try to capitalize on the Brexit vote, Russia can now claim to have its finger 
on Europe's pulse. 

And yet Russia relies on the E.U_as a trading partner 

Russia really isn't interested in breaking up the European economk bloc_ The E.U_ is 
Russia's single largest trading partner and market for its energy Russia's embargo on 
European agricultural imports 0mposed in response to Western sanctions} wasn't 
intended to boost domestic industry; rather, it was trying to remind the E.U. that it needs 
the Russian market 

Undoubtedly Russia's short~term hope is that Brexit will undermine the already shaky 
European unity on sanctions against Russia, which the E.U. only recently extended for 
another six months_The U_K_ has backed those sanctions strongly, but Brexit opens a 
significant wedge for Russian diplomacy. As Moscow's Mayor Sergei Sobyanin 
tweeted, 'Without the U_K , there will be nobody in the E.U. to defend sanctions against 
Russia so zealously." 

Ordinary Russians are less interested 

ln contrast to "official" Russia, the average Russian is largely ambivalent about or 
uninterested in Brexit Foreign policy is a distant priority, far behind the economy, 
standards of living, unemployment, health care, inflation, social policy, education and 
pensions. For most Russians, life under sanctions has become the new normal. Many 
Russians assume that restrictions on European imports are part of the West's sanctions 
and don't realize that, say, cheese is less available because of the Kremlin's counter
sanctions_ Others talk about economtc crisis as a global concern rather than as a political 
consequence of the state's foreign policies. 

ln interviews and focus groups conducted in two Russian provinces over the past three 
years, I found Russrans have a c[ear tendency to compare themselves to the West to 
stress how normal and unexceptional Russian history and politics are_ They may interpret 
Brexit as confirmation that Russia's foreign policy is headed in the right direction1 since the 
U_K is now - like the Kremlin - also rejecting the European project They might conclude 
similarly that E.U. sanctions do not represent its members' interests_ 

According to AJeksei Gflev, director of the Center for Comparative Historical and Political 
Studies, Russia's media presents Europe as chaotic, falling apart and rife with problems_ 
For ordinary Russians, a general social approval for "showing up" or disrupting someone's 
plans dovetails with media narratives about Europe_ 
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t-ew KussIans pay mucn anenuon to roreIgn po11cy 

As crisis conditions become normal, diplomatic victories do not automatically translate into 
domestic support for Putin's government In fact, different groups in Russian society 
respond in different ways. 

State employees (or biudzhetniki) tend to believe in foreign policy directions based on 
personalities like Putin, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov or Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu -
and not by how well those policies succeed. 

Pensioners tend to blame the West for interfering with Russia's foreign poUcy, but that's 
separate from how they blame Russia's government for failing to deliver benefits. 

Students evaluate foreign polf cy according to constitutional and internationaJ law and by 
idealistic standards, but they hold the government to similar standards in domestic politics. 

Entrepreneurs and small- to medium-business owners do believe that foreign policy 
affects domestic policy - after all, it influences thetr markets, competition, and supplies -
but they pay little attention to politics. 

In other words, Russia's politicians and media may wetcome Brexit - most significantly, the 
expectation that Western sanctions wilJ be relaxed or eliminated. lndirectly, it may facifitate 
the Kremlin's networking with populist parties in Europe. 

But in domestic politics, it is unlikely to pay political dividends in advance of upcoming 
parliamentary elections. Russians have become accustomed to life under sanctions. The 
Kremlin has successfully gotten its citizens to ignore how Russia's foreign policy affects 
economics at home. But as a result, it won't be able to capitalize on an actual crisis in 
Europe. 

[return to Contents] 

#15 
Foreign Policy 
www.foreignpolicy.com 
June 30, 2016 
Brexit Is a Russian Victory 
BY MARK R. KENNEDY 
Mark R. Kennedy, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, leads George 
Washington University's Graduate School of Political Management and is Chairman of the 
Economic Club of Minnesota. He previously served three terms in the U.S. House of 
Representatives and was Senior Vice President and Treasurer of Federated Department 
Stores (now Macy's). 

Russia is playing chess with the United States. The United States is playing checkers 
back. Many in America see Britain's recent vote to leave the European Union as a rightful 
release from the yoke of the Brussels regulatory machine. This single-country, one
dimensional view is the equivalent of checkers. Brexit advances Russia's aim of a divided 
Europe and is the most recent Russian success in a line that started with its chess moves 
in Syria. Unless America starts playing chess soon, we may find ourselves in check. 

Putin's goals on the European chess board are to retaf n popular support at home and to 
avoid outside interference, so that he and his cronies can line their pockets with Russia's 
wealth. His strategies to that end include convincing his own people that the West is out to 
get them, fragmenting and distracting Europe, dividing the United States and Europe, and 
causing enough Middle East turmoil to keep the price of oil high. 
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Bashar al-Assad's Syria has been a useful pawn, with which Russia has skillfully 
maneuvered its engagement to achieve all ofTts aims [tacts knowing that a war-weary 
America is highly reluctant to aggressively engage in the region again. 

At home, Putin sells his support for Assad as an effort to defend against Western 
domination..Bv oreservino A,ssad :without lessenina the tbreat that the Islamic State coses 
Europe, heightening the perceived cost of European integration. Russia's support for anti
immigrant parties may have contributed to the Brexit passing by a narrow margin. While 
independence may benefit Britain, the EU without an anglophone voice is less likely to be 
aligned with America, reducing the likelThood that a unified West would enforce sanctions 
against Russia. The EU will be preoccupied with negotiating Britain's departure and 
addressing other separatist demands within both Britain and the EU, as the continent's 
economic future darkens and the migration crisis festers. The resulting turmo~ has helped 
bring the price of oil higher. 

Russia also benefrts from Turkey's drift away from the United States under President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan. During a 2004 congressional visit to Syria, Assad asked about our 
vision for U.S.-Syrlan relations. I told Assad, "Syria is a country surrounded by countries 
America considers friends. Someday I hope Syria is a friend." America's failure to 
assemble a robust enough coalition to address the Syrian challenge has reversed my 
logic, giving America's friends that surround Syria less reason to remain friends. The 
migration crisis has also reduced the EU's leverage to challenge Turkey's tilt towards 
authoritarianism, as Europe has become dependent on Turkey as a shield to keep back 
refugees. 

The surge of Syrlan refugees, on top of ongoing concerns about immigration, has cleaved 
populist bases away from the more pro-market elements of both the Tory and Labor 
parties, reducing their effectiveness. German Chancellor Angela Merkel, one of the few 
leaders strong enough to stand up to Putin, faces reduced support because of her 
acceptance of refuge-es. 

Three moves are required to reverse Russian gains: the use of the Brexit vote to prod EU 
reform, the recruitment of ground troop commitments from Surmi-majority nations willing to 
fight the Islamic State, and a commitment to rid Syria of both Assad and the Islamic State. 

Ideally, Brexit could facilitate closer fiscal alignment between those nations sharing the 
Euro (to avoid future crises llke Greece), and another membership tier for countries 
allowing open trade with lessened regulatory burdens. That approach could solve both the 
EU's British and Turkish membership dilemmas. Not seeking to duplicate NATO within the 
EU would also be beneficial. Negotiating trade deals between the United States and both 
Britain and the EU could aid all parties. 

Using Kurdish troops to secure Sunni populations is unrealistic. The exfstence of friendly 
Sunni rebels is illusory. Sunni-majority countries like Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the 
United Arab Emirates must be convinced to commit troops. It is vital for success to avoid 
alienating these allies. 

President Barack Obama has framed U.S. engagement in Syria as a fight against the 
Islamic State, but as 51 diplomats recently wrote in a letter intended for an internal dissent 
channel, Assad is the "root cause of the instability." Assad's brutalities created the Islamic 
State. Russia and Iran are keen to keep their puppet from the smaJI Shia slice of Syria as 
dictator of its largefy Sunni population. The U.S., NATO, and Sunni coalition must be strong 
enough to overcome this determined resistance. All coalition partners must agree to a 
sustainable governance framework for a unified Syria before stepping up mnitary action. 

The true consequences of Brexit wfll remain unknown for some time, but it is clear that the 
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failed U_S_Syria strategy has left us with weaker allies, caused bitter divides both between 
and within countries, emboldened rivals, created a new terrorist threat in the Islamic State, 
and dug us into a much deeper hole out of which to climb_ The shock to the status quo that 
voters in Britain delivered last week should be an opportunity for the United States and the 
rest of its European allies to embrace a more robust strategic approach - to play chess, 
not checkers_ 

[return to Contents] 

#16 
CNN.com 
July4, 2016 
Putin's Pick: Clinton or Trump? 
By Nina Khrushcheva 
Nina Khrushcheva is professor of international affairs at The New School and the great
granddaughter of the Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev_ Her latest book is The Lost 
Khrushchev: A Journey into the Gulag of the Russian Mind_The opinions expressed in this 
commentary are hers_ 

(CNN)Russia's Vladimir Putin has been enjoying power for several decades now_ From Bill 
Clinton in t999 through to Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump in 2016, the Russian president 
has seen the relationship between two former superpowers transform from post Cold War 
jamboree to new Cold War acrimony_ 

ln light of recent terror attacks, it is crucial to examine the political alliance the next 
American president will have to manage with Russfa. Notably, one of the Istanbul attackers 
came from Russia and two others from former Soviet Union satelfites, Uzbekistan and 
Kyrgyzstan. Since Putin plans to stay in power until 2024, the future White House leader 
will have to engage with him - particularty now in the global war on terrorism. Though Putin 
has repeatedly promised to "Work with any U.S. president," he insists that Russia should 
be treated like an equal partner, and that the United States shou1d not act from a position of 
strength and exclusivity - a message the next American president should take to heart. 

Clinton vs_Trump 

Of the two candidates, Hillary Clinton is most likely to heed this message. Though Trump 
and Putin share an exhibitionist personality and brash leadership style, neither is one to 
take orders from anyone but themselves_In stark contrast, Hillary Clinton is measured, 
pragmatic and much more accustomed to Russian-style diplomacy. 

This style of diplomacy was deployed at a mid-June economic summit in St. Petersburg. 
After a two-year hiatus following Russia's Crimea annexation from Ukraine, the summit 
regained lmportance with Putin hosting, among others, Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi 
and European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker_ They both advocated better 
relations with Russia in fighting extremism and improving economic ties. In turn1 Putin 
warned that as long as the United States "teach all how to live,1' there would be no 
progress in the relationship despite some cooperation on "issues of non-proliferation 
weapons of mass destruction, the fight against terrorism, [andJ solutions for Iran's nuclear 
problem of chemical weapons in Syria." 

The Trump Card 

Though no American politician attended the summit, it appears that Trump was listening 
from afar. He already sees the Russian president as a kindred spirit. Trump announced 
that he ''would get along with Putin,1' and Putin, in return, praised Trump as "a very __ _ 
talented man," who wants deeper relations with Russia. 
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At first glance, they share a "tough guy" persona - manipulating public opinion, violating the 
laws of decency and boasting strength - akin to Putin's relationship with similar political 
leaders, most famously the Italian former prime minister, Silvio Berlusconi. With his big 
mouth and brash deal-making. the U.S. billionaire is considered "frank" and "pragmatic." 
Yet, others anticipate that Trump's promises to erect a wall against Mexico or to force 
China to stop its financial "manipulations," and his assurance that his presidency will make 
the United States both unpredictable and consistent would only turn the remaining 
superpower into a global laughing stock. Either way, Trump's presidential victory (s seen 
as victory for the Russians. 

But I would challenge readers to look beyond the rhetoric. Given the similarities in their 
personalities, Trump will quickly show the Russian president his place. Putin's 
nationalist "Russia First" message may not bother candidate Trump as he touts his 
own "America First" ideology. But Putin's refusal to recognize American superiority would 
quickly interfere with Trump's essential characteristic - perceiving himself the leader of the 
free world. If Trump attains control of America's vast resources, both in terms of milrtary 
and technology, Putin will begin to pose a challenge_And since neither Putin nor Trump are 
known to back down. a slight dispute may tum their flourishing "bromance" into a global 
threat on par with the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis. 

The Clinton Advantages 

Even though Just 10% of Russians say they want Hillary Clinton, the former senator and 
secretary of state may be their better bet. She proposed the pragmatic "not 
confrontational" approach to Putin's bullying tactics in Ukraine, even though she viewed the 
annexation of Crimea as deeply problematic. An architect of the 2009 Reset Policy with 
Russia, Hillary Clinton understands the need to cooperate more on the Syria crisis and 
other security threats, including the kind of attacks that shook Turkey last week. Even 
though she would insist on Putin's honoring the Minsk p-eace agreement for eastern 
Ukraine in exchange for lifting sanctions, she may be willing to reward Putin incrementally -
for observing a cease-fire, for a timely prisoner exchange or for withdrawing military 
equipment. 

After all, desprte the absence of diplomatic relations between North Korea and the United 
States, in the 1990s her husband's administration partially lifted the embargo in response 
to North Korea's folding its missile program. And the Kremlin, with its patriarchal view of 
women, believes that Hillary Clinton would ultimately take cues from Brll Clinton's foreign 
policy. ln fact, on a recent trip to St Petersburg, Putin almost entirely ignored questions 
about Hillary Clinton, yet took time to say that he and Bill Clinton had "a very good 
relationship ... I am grateful to him for some moments during my entry into politics. A few 
times he showed me signs of respect, to me personaJly, and to Russia." 

Respect between men of power is of paramount importance to Putin. Much of his 
displeasure wtth world affairs stems from a feeling that the United States acts a "dictat,'' 
directing every other country in how to make decisf ons. Bill Clinton, however, is an 
exception. Putin addresses him with an informal ''ty" (you), a familiarity enjoyed by 
Berlusconi, rather than a more formal "vy," reserved for oth€r world leaders. To a certain 
extent, Putin aspires to be Fike Bill Clinton - globally successfulty and universally respected. 

Even if Hillary Clinton is not amenable to immediately bring Putin back into the circle of 
Western friends (although with Brexit a reality, Putin hopes that the European Union will be 
less inclined to continue to punish Russia for Ukraine), Bill Clinton can provide unofficial 
support. In Moscow, many talk of Bill Clinton's capacity for informal negotiations, including 
his role in North Korea, where he helped to free two American journalists during the fate 
Kim Jong II rule. Muscovites also remember how in 2010 Putin prophetically invited Bfll 
Clinton to the Arctic expedition to save the polar be.:.1rs. He didn't oo. but his response was 
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cordial. 

Leveragin_g Power over Putin 

Realistically, the former president may not be able to help his wife to mend relations with 
Russia. But future American leaders cannot simply wait Putin out - they need a nuanced 
policy of incremental rewards that goes hand-in-hand with principled punishment, an 
approach that existed even in the Cold War chill. 

Since Putin will not stand to be ignored the United States may have some leverage over 
the Kremlin. Whfle the West should not be quick to lift its sanctions, harnessing Russia's 
desire to be recognized as a global power is a sound strategy. If Putin can create some 
goodwill by cooperating in Ukraine, the United States should consider making a few 
concessions. Russia's participation in the battle against the Islamic State, and its return to 
the rule-abiding ranks of the international community, is certainly worth the price. 

[return to Contents] 
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Slate.com 
July 5, 2016 
Putin's Puppet 
lf the Russian president could design a candidate to undermine American interests-and 
advance his own-he'd look a lot like Donald Trump. 
By Franklin Foer 
Franklin Foer is a Slate contributing editor. 

Vladimir Putin has a plan for destroying the West-and that plan looks a lot like Donald 
Trump. Over the past decade, Russia has boosted right-wing populists across Europe It 
loaned money to Marine Le Pen in France, well-documented transfusions of cash to keep 
her presidential campaign alive. Such largesse also wended its way to the former Italian 
premier Silvio Bertusconi, who profited "personally and handsomely" from Russian energy 
deals, as an American ambassador to Rome once put it. (Berlusconi also shared a 240-
year-old bottle of Crimean wine with Putin and apparently makes ample use of a bed gifted 
to him by the Russian president) 

There's a clear pattern~Putin runs stealth efforts on behalf of politicians who rail against 
the European Union and want to push away from NATO. He's been a patron of Golden 
Dawn in Greece, Ataka in Bulgaria, and Jobbik in Hungary. Joe Biden warned about this 
effort last year in a speech at the Brookings Institution: "President Putin sees such political 
forces as useful tools to be manipulated, to create cracks in the European body politic 
which he can then exploit" Ruptures that will likely multiply after Brexit-a campaign 
Russia's many propaganda organs bombastically promoted. 

The destruction of Europe is a grandiose objective; so is the weakening of the United 
States. Until recently, Putin has only focused glancing attention on American elections. 
Then along came the presumpttve Republican nominee. 

Donald Trump is lfke the Kremlin's favored candidates, only more so. He cerebrated the 
United Kingdom's exit from the EU. He denounces NATO with feering. He is also a great 
admirer of Vtadimir Putin. Trump's devotion to the Russian president has been portrayed 
as buffoonish enthusiasm for a fellow macho strongman. But Trump's statements of 
praise amount to something closer to slavish devotion. In 2007, he praised Putin 
for "rebuilding Russia." A year later he added, "He does his work well. Much better than our 
Bush." When Putin ripped American exceptionalism in a New York Times op-ed in 2013, 
Trump calleo it "a masterpiece.'' Despite ample evidence, Trump denies that Putin has 
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assassinated his opponents: "In all fairness to Putin, you're saying he killed people. I 
haven't seen that" In the event that such killings have transpired, they can be forgiven: "At 
least he's a leader." And not just any old head of state: "I will tell you that, in terms of 
leadership, he's getting an A." 

That's a highly abridged sampling of Trump's odes to Putin. Why wouldn't the Russians 
offer him the same furtive assistance they've lavished on Le Pen, Berlusconi, and the rest? 
Indeed, according to Politico's Michael Crowley, Russian propaganda has gone full throttle 
for Trump, using its Russia Today apparatus to thrash Hillary Clinton and hail the courage 
of Trump's foreign policy. (Sample headline: 'Trump Sparks NATO Debate: 'Obsofete' 
or 'Trip wire That Could Lead to World War Ill.' ") Russian intelligence services hacked the 
Democratic National Committee's servers, purloining its opposition research files on 
Trump and just about everythjng else it could find. They also wormed their way into the 
computers of the Clinton Foundation, a breach reported by Bloomberg. And though it may 
be a mere coincidence, Trump's inner circle is populated with advisers and operatives who 
have long careers advancing the interests of the Kremlin. 

We shouldn't overstate Putin's efforts, which will hardly determine the outcome of the 
election. Stfll, we should think of the Trump campaign as the moral equivalent of Henry 
Wanace's communist-infiltrated campaign for president in 1948, albeit less sincere and 
idealistic than that. A foreign power that wishes ill upon the United States has attached 
itself to a major presidentiaf campaign. 

Donald Trump's interest in Russia dates back to Soviet times. In fact, there's extraordinary 
footage of him shaking hands with Mikhail Gorbachev. It comes from 1988, the peak of 
perestroika and Gorbachev's efforts to charm the American public. On his legendary trip to 
Washington and New York, the Soviet in chief left the confines of his limousine and 
security cordon to glad-hand with the American people. Donald Trump suggested to 
reporters that the Soviet leader would be making his way to Trump Tower, a crucial station 
on his journey to capitalism. This was, in fact, a self-aggrandizing fabrication that Trump 
himself planted in the tabloids, but it was a convincing lie. A year earlier, Trump had 
traveled to Russia at the invitatfon of the Soviets. They wanted Trump to develop luxury 
hotels in Moscow and Leningrad to feed the regime's new appetite for Western 
business. "The idea of building two monuments in the U.S.S.R. has captured his 
imagination," Newsweek reported. 

Trump likely reveled in the newspaper stories that reported Gorbac.hev's forthcoming visit 
to rus HQ as fact. But surely even he never expected his fake story to become reality. He 
must have been gobsmacked when he received word that Gorbachev wanted to pay a 
spontaneous visit to Trump Tower. The skyscraper's namesake rushed down from his 
penthouse office to pay obeisance. From the video, we can see the blotched head of 
Gorbachev emerge from his car_ Trump and his retinue pusn through the crowd. "Great, 
great honor," the mogul says as he pumps the hand of the Soviet supremo. 

One of Trump's vulnerabilities is that he doesn't always vet his people, whether it's 
business partners, the dubious characters he retweets, or the foreign feaders who show 
up at his door. As it turns out, this Gorbachev wasn't really the Soviet leader but an 
impersonator called Ronald Knapp. Trump was lavishing praise on the winner of a look
alike contest. 

It was merely the first instance of Trump carelessly sucking up to Russian power in the 
hopes of securing business. Those Soviet hotel projects never went anywhere. But over 
the years, Trump has returned to the idea of building in Russia again and again. Effective 
real estate developers are genuine seers; they can conjure mental images of glorious 
structures and vibrant neighborhoods where other mortals see mere blight. Trump had the 
brashness to imagine developing hotels in Moscow when that was a fatal enterprise. In 
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complain about the Chechen mafia and the less~than-scrupulous business culture he 
endured. Yet it wasn't hard to see the appeal of Russia, to both the bottom line and the 
ego. An article in the Moscow Times described Trump as the city's first grand builder since 
Stalin. Indeed, he later planned a development on the site where Stalin once hoped to 
construct the Palace of Soviet Congresses. 

Five separate times Trump attempted Russian projects, hotels, apartments, and retail on 
the grandest scale. In one iteration, he promised an ice rink, a 1'members club," and a spa, 
for "the finest residences in Moscow." Another project he described as "the largest hotel in 
the world_" His gaudy style appealed to Russian nouveau riche, and he knew rt. ''The 
Russian market is attracted to me," he once boasted. He registered his name as a 
trademark in Moscow and even licensed it to a liquor company, which sold Trump Super 
Premium Vodka. Government offidaJs clalmed that they wanted to do business with Trump 
because they also considered him super premium In the mid-'90s, the general-turned
politician Alexander Lebed told him, "If Trump goes to Moscow, I think America will follow." 

Trump never could qurte simultaneously align alf the elements-investment, approval-to 
actually break ground. Yet his foray into Russia should be considered a smashjng 
success; Trump set himself up for triumph even as he failed. With each doomed real 
estate project, he lavished praise on the key constituency that blesses deals. namely 
Russian politicians. (In front of a pack of reporters he told Lebed, 'We've been reading a lot 
of great things about this gentleman and his country.") The praise encouraged Russian 
officials to keep inviting Trump back for big potential deals. Each time he traveled to 
Moscow for a high profile visit, he attracted press attention and his stature increased. (After 
one trip, he bragged about a meeting where "almost all of the oligarchs were in the room.") 
This elevated profile- ultimately attracted investors. Russians helped finance his projects in 
Toronto and SoHo; they snapped up units in his buildings around the world-so much so 
that he came to target them, hosting cocktail parties in Moscow to recrurt buyers. (His 
tenants included a Russian mobster, who ran an iUegal poker ring in the Trump Tower and 
accompanied Trump to the staging of the Miss Universe contest in Moscow.) Even when 
he built a tower in Panama, he narrowcast his sales efforts to draw Russians. as the 
Washington Post has reported. "Russians make up a pretty disproportionate cross-section 
of a lot of our assets," Trump's son, Donald Jr., bragged. 'We see a lot of money pouring 
in from Russia." 

The nature of the Donald Trump campaign is its fundamental blurring of his political and 
business interests-on display just recently in Scotland, when he praised the Brexit vote as 
a boon for his golf courses. As one campaign finance expert told the New York 
Times, "Historically, candidates would separate themselves from their business interests 
when running for office. Trump has done the opposite by promoting his businesses while 
running for office." Such mercantilist motives likely undergird Trump's ornate praise of 
Putin, too. Having a friend in the Kremlin would help Trump fulfill his longtime dream of 
planting his name in the Moscow skyline-a dream that he pursued even as he organtzed 
his presidential campaign. "Russia is one of the hottest places in the world for investment," 
he once said. 'We will be in Moscow at some point." 

One of the important facts about Trump is his lack of creditworthiness. After his 2004 
bankruptcy and his long streak of lawsuits, the big banks decided he wasn't worth the 
effort. They'd rather not touch the self-proclaimed "king of debt." This sent him chasing 
less conventional sources of cash. BuzzFeed has shown, for instance, his efforts to woo 
Muammar Qaddafi as an investor. Libyan money never did materialize. It was Russian 
capital that fueled many of his signature projects-that helped him preserve his image as a 
great builder as he recovered from bankruptcy. 

The money didn't come directly. Hunting for partners with cash, he turned to a small 
upstart called the Bayrock Group, which would pull together massive real estate deals 
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using the Trump name. Its chairman was a former Soviet official named Tevfik Arif, who 
made a small fortune running luxe hotels in Turkey. To run Bayrock's operation, Arif hired 
Felix Satter, a Soviet-born, Brighton Beach-bred college dropout. Satter changed his name 
to Sater, likely to distance himself from the criminal activity that a name-check would easily 
turn up. As a young man, Sater served time for slashing a man's face with a broken 
margarita glass in a barroom brawl. The Feds also busted him for a working in a stock 
brokerage tied to four different Mafia families, which made $40 million off fraudulent trades. 
One lawsuit would later describe "Satter's proven history of using mob-like tactics to 
achieve his goals." Another would note that he threatened a Trump tnvestor with the 
prospect of the electrocution of his testicles, the amputation of his leg, and his corpse 
residing in the trunk of Sater's car. 

What was Trump thinking entering into business with partners like these? It's a question he 
has tried to banish by downplaying his ties to Bayrock and minimizing Sater's sins. ("He 
got into trouble because he got into a barroom fight which a lot of people do," Trump once 
said in a deposition.) But he didn't just partner with Bayrock; the company embedded with 
him. Sater worked in Trump Tower; his business card described him as a "Senior Advisor 
to Donald Trump." Bayrock put together deats for mammoth Trump-named, Trump
managed projects-two in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, a resort in Phoenix, the Trump SoHo in 
New York. Several of those projects broke ground, but they were a mere prelude. "Mr 
Trump was particularly taken with Mr. Arifs overseas connections," the Times reported 
(after buyers of units in the Trump SoHo sued him for fraud}. "In a deposition, Mr. Trump 
said that the two had discussed 'numerous deals all over the world' and that Mr. Arif had 
brought potential Russian investors to Mr. Trump's office to meet him." Trump described 
the scope of their ambitions: "[T]his was going to be Trump International Hotel and Tower 
Moscow, Kiev, Istanbul, etc., Poland, Warsaw." 

Based on its cast of characters, Bayrock itself was an enterprise bound to end in a torrent 
of litigation. The company's finance chief Jody Kriss has sued it for fraud. In the course of 
the litigation, which is ongoing, Kriss alleged a primary source of funding for Trump's big 
projects: "Month after month for two years, in fact whenever Bayrock ran out of cash, 
Bayrock Holdings would magically show up with a wire from 'somewhere' just large 
enough to keep the company going." According to Kriss, these large payments would 
come from sources in Russia and Kazakhstan that hoped to hide their cash. Another 
source of Bayrock funding was a now-defunct Icelandic investment fund called the Fl 
Group, a magnet for Russian investors "in favor with" Putin, as a lawsuit puts it. (The DaHy 
Telegraph has reported that Bayrock mislabeled Fl's investment as a loan, in order to 
avoid at least $20 million in taxes.) 

These projects are simply too ambitious, too central to his prospects, for Trump, to have 
ignored the underlying source offinancing. And itwas atjustthe moment he came to 
depend heavily on shadowy investment from Russia that his praise for Putin kicked into 
high gear. In 2007, he told Larry King, "look at Putin-what he's doing with Russia-I mean, 
you know. what's going on over there. I mean this guy has done-whether you like him or 
don't like him-he's doing a great job." 

While Putin hasn't dirtied his hands in American elections, the Russians have cultivated 
Washington-hiring fancy firms to craft strategy, donating money to think tanks, building a 
small coterie of wonks sympathetic to their leader's view of the world. The Trump 
campaign is the unlikely culmination of this effort. It has been a magnet for like-minded 
fans of Putin. Fans might not be quite the right term, since so many of these advisers have 
profited from proxies of the Russian state. 

Let's begin at the top. Trump's campaign manager is a wizened operative named Paul 
Manafort. It's true that Manafort is a mercenary by trade. His old Washington consulting 
firm pioneered the practice of representing the dictators of the world, no matter their grim 
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Manafort dedicated himself to working on behalf of clients close to the Kremlin. His grand 
achievement was reviving the doomed career of the anti-charismatic politician Viktor 
Yanukovyc.h. Manafort's image-crafting and shrewd strategy culminated in Yanukovych's 
election to Ukraine's presidency in 2010. Thanks to Manafort's handiwork, Ukraine pulled 
into Putin's sphere of influence. Unlike other American consultants who flitted in and out of 
Kiev, Manafort set up camp there. He became an essential adviser to the president-his 
tennis partner even. 

If Manafort were the only Kremlin connection in the Trump campaign, his presence might 
signify nothing. But he's hardly isolated. Many pundits have scoffed at the idea that Trump 
has a circle of foreign policy advisers given that his inrtial list of gurus emerged abruptly in 
March and included names unknown to most experts. Yet the Ust suggests certain 
tendencies. One of the supposed Trump whisperers was an investment banker named 
Carter Page. During a stint in Moscow in the 2000s, he advised the state-controlled natural 
gas giant, Gazprom and helped it attract Western investors. (In March, Page told 
Bloomberg that he continues to own shares in the company.) Page has defended Russia 
with relish. He wrote a column explicitly comparing the Obama administration's Russia 
policy to chattel slavery in the American South. His reasoning: "Numerous quotes from the 
February 2015 National Security Strategy closely parallel an 1850 publication that offered 
guidance to slaveholders on how to produce the 'ideal slave.' " 

Also on the list of advisers is Lt Gen. Michael Flynn, the former head of the Defense 
lntelITgence Agency. Eighteen months after he departed government, he journeyed to 
Moscow and sat two chairs away from Putin at the 10th anniversary gala celebrating 
Russia Today. In Politico, an anonymous Obama official harshly criticized Flynn: "It's not 
usually to America's benefit when our intelligence officers-current or former-seek refuge in 
Moscow." 

More recently, Richard Burt, a Reagan administration officfal, has begun advising Trump 
on foreign policy. His criticisms of NATO and pleas for greater cooperation with Putin grow 
from a deeply felt realism. Yet his ideological positions jibe with his financial interests. Burt 
is on the boards of Alfa-Bank, the largest commercial bank in Russia, and an investment 
fund with a large position in Gazprom. 

Trump's advisers have stakes in busi11esses where the health of the Russian state is the 
health of the firm-where, in fact, the state and the firm are deepty entangled. The campaign 
isn't just one man with an aesthetic affinity for Putin and commercial interests fn Russia; 
his sentiments are reinforced and amprified by an organization rife with financial ties to the 
Kremlin. 

Is Putin already meddling in this campaign? In his chilly way, he has signaled his rooting 
interest. He praised Trump as "very talented." His mouthpieces are more effusive. Vladimir 
Yakunin, the former chairman of Russian Railways, has said of Trump, "He is addressing 
some internal failings of the American people." The Kremlin doesn't seem much bothered 
to disguise its help. Soon after the discovery of Russian intelligence hacking into Clinton 
servers, documents suddenly materialized on the web: a PDF of the DNC's opposition 
research file and a trove of spreadsheets, including a list of donors to the Clinton 
Foundation. 

Foreign intelligence agencies often go fishing for information on American political 
eampaigns. Chinese hackers tapped Mitt Romney's servers in search of useful nuggets. 
But the Russians have made an art of publicizing the material they have filched to injure 
their adversaries. The locus classicus of this method was a recording of a blunt call 
between State Department official Toria Nuland and the American ambassador to Kiev, 
Geoffrey Pyatt The Russians allegedly planted the record1ng on YouTube and then 
tweeted a link to it-and from there it became international news. Though they never 
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claimed credit for the leak, few doubted the White House's contention that Russia was the 
source_ 

We can only speculate about the documents the Russians have in their possession and 
how they might use them. The material they have released thus far is relativety innocuous, 
but it may just be a hint of leaks to come-as they experiment with unfurling their material 
and gauging the reactions to leaks. The Clinton Foundation is, after all, a pretty juicy target 
to have hit-a place with an ethically borderline approach to fundraising and already a 
primary object of Trump campaign fusi llades. One of the sites that has posted purloined 
material is called Gucc:ifer 2.0, which strenuously protests that it is the work of a lone 
hacker. The site features a warning that it has released only a small smattering of 
documents from the "many thousands I extracted." He is not the only one sitting on a pile 
of damaging material. Julian Assange, who hosted a show on Russia Today, warned, 'We 
have ema~s relating to Hillary Cfinton which are pending publication." 

Donald Trump's ego compounds his naivete. He's vulnerable to flattery; his confidence in 
himself exceeds his intellectual capacities. All of this makes him particularly susceptible to 
exploitation, an easy mark. For this reason, dubious figures have always gravitated to him. 
(Please read David Cay Johnston's persuasive account of Trump's long ties to organized 
crime.) It seems the Russian president has noticed this, too. To quote Trump on Putin, "A 
guy calls me a genius and they want me to renounce him? I'm not going to renounce him." 

In the end, we only have circumstantial evidence about the Russian efforts to 
shape this election-a series of disparate data points and a history of past 
interference in similar contests. But the pattern is troubling, and so is the premise. 
If Putin wanted to concoct the ideal candidate to serve his purposes, his laboratory 
creation would look like Donald Trump. The Republican nominee wants to shatter 
our military alliances in Europe; he cheers the destruction of the European Union; 
he favors ratcheting down tensions with Russia over Ukraine and Syria, both as a 
matter of foreign policy and in service of his own pecuniary interests. A Trump 
presidency would weaken Putin's greatest geo-strategic competitor. By stoking 
racial hatred, Trump will shred the fabric ofAmerican society. He advertises his 
willingness to dismantle constitutional limits on executive power. In his desire to 
renegot.iate debt payments, he would ruin the full faith and credit of the United 
States. One pro-Kremlin blogger summed up his government's interest in this 
election with clarifying bluntness: "Trump will smash America as we know it, we've 
got nothing to lose." 

[return to Contents] 

#18 
Putin's Apparent Cancellation of Three Domestic Trips This Week Sparks Speculation 
Paul Goble 

Staunton, July 7 - Vladimir Putin reportedly has cancelled three domestic trips that he had 
been scheduled to make this week - to the AJtay, Sakha and Nizhny Novgorod - and has 
not appeared in public since returning from Finland, a pattern that ts already leading to 
speculation about his health physicaJ or political 

Three sources "close to the Kremlin" told RBC that the Kremlin leader had cancelled the 
three trips, but Putin's press secretary, Dmitry Peshkov, said there were no cancellations 
and that these ''trips" were simply among "the dozens" people have proposed but that had 
not been agreed to by the president 
(rbc.rufpolitics/06/07/2016/577ced289a7947214102dae3). 
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fact had been planned and then cancelled_ According to them, Putin was supposed to take 
part in a session of the State Council on tourism on July 5. Then on July 6, he was to go to 
Sakha to take part in a regionaJ conference of the Popular Front and the opening of a 
sports competition. 

And on July 7, Putin reportedly was expected in Nizhny Novgorod to open a new factory; 
but according to the news agency's sources, this event was not only organized at the last 
minute but cancelled shortly thereafter. It reported that the factory owners hope to have it 
rescheduled later this month or in August. 

RBC reports today that "the last time Putin took part in public activities to which the press 
was invited was at the end of last week" when he flew to Finland. The presidential Internet 
page lists subsequent meetings with regional heads, but at least one of them took place 
earlier than the Kremlln reported. 

The last time Putin was out of public view this long was in March 2015 when he did not 
appear in public for eleven days. At that time, Western news agencies like Reuters 
reported that the Kremlin leader was ill, something his press spokesman denied. 

[return to Contents] 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 9:56 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCOETF}; Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana 

Subject: Spain arrests Russians with ties to United Russia and Colombian cartels 

Russian report: https://slon.ru/posts/70066 summarizing 
Spanish report: http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/06/28/57721759e5fdeac9268b4677 .html 

In Tarragon 
At least 6 Russians plus 1 Ukrainian and his Spanish lawyer 
money laundering 
Operation "Usury" (Usura) 
Suspects are tied with Tambov and Taganka crime groups 
They had "excellent relations with well-known Moscow politicians" including members of United Russia, who used to 
visit the region. 
Also had contacts with Colombian drug cartels 

(My attempt at readlng the Spanish: Their money laundering seems to involve creating credit accounts to launder 
the money through the supposed sale of real estate. The two Russian ringleaders often visit Tarragon.) 

Al menos 7 detenidos en un nuevo golpe a 
la mafia rusa en Tarragona 

Se ha ordenado el embargo de 192 inmuebles en Reus, Salou y Cambrils 
Se les atribuye blanqueo para las mafias Tambovskaya y Taganskaya 

• ANGELES ESCRNA 
• Madrid 

28/06/2016 08:46 
Mafia rusa, blanqueo de dinero. excelentes relaciones con destacados politicos moscovitas y testaferros de 
experiencia internacional empleados en sus menesteres por los carteles de droga colombianos. 
En la operacion Usura desarrollada por la Guardia Civil en las primeras horas de este martes se mezclan todos 
estos ingredientes en -dosis suficientes coma para que se hayan producido al menos siete detenidos y 19 registros -
que se estan llevando a cabo en este momento-, y se haya ordenado el embargo de 192 inmuebles en Reus, 
Salou y Cambrils. 
El dispositivo de la Guardia Civil se ha iniciado a las seis de la mafiana, dirigido par la Fiscalia Anticarrupci6n, y 
participan en el 180 agentes. 
Segun las fuentes consultadas, a los detenidos -seis rusos, un ucraniano y su abogado espanol- se les atribuye un 
delito de blanqueo de dinero para, entre otros beneficiarios, las mafias Tambovskaya y Taganskaya. dos de las 
organizaciones criminales mas potentes del panorama delincuencial. 
Se dedicaban. presuntamente, a crear empresas crediticias para blanquear dinero con la compra de inmuebles_ Los 
responsables de la red son dos ciuda.danos rusos que habian establecido la infraestructura para la comisi6n de los 
delitos y que se desplazaban frecuentemente a Tarragona para controlar el funcionamiento de sus subordinados. 
En sus estancias en Espana demostraban sus excelentes contactos con los politicos de su pais de origen_Hay 
constancia de que, en varias ocasiones, importantes cargas representativos moscovitas del partido gobernante. 
Rusia Unida, han sido sus huespedes durante las fines de semana_ Cargas cuyos nombres se han visto 
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vmcu1aoos puo11ca y JU01c1a1meme, a uamauvos casos oe corrupc1on. LOS iestarerros emp1eaoos par esta reo 
tambien tenfan vocaci6n intemacional. 
Los investigadores han detectado los contactos con testaferros profesionales vinculados a los carteles colombianos 
de droga Cali y Medellin. La operaci6n continua abierta. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, June 03, 2016 4:38 PM 

To: (b) (6) Nellie Email ; Holtyn, Lisa {OCD ETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: Re: The Criminal Front In The Hybrid War 

Sorry, one more thing: the main argument he gives for Russian involvement is that vory who were crowned in Russia 
are increasing!}' active in Ukraine and that ergo they must be under the influence of Russian special services. who 
must be using them to "collect information and destabilize the crime situation in Ukraine." 

-Original Message
From: Nellie Ohr 
To: ; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov> 
Sent: Fri. Jun 3, 2016 4:28 pm 
Subject: The Criminal Front In The Hybrid War 

·The Criminal Front In The Hybrid War 
In a piece published on zn .ua, Vadim Troyan, the fi rst deputy head of Ukraine's National Police, accuses Moscow 
of opening " a criminal front"in Ukraine by deploying gangsters to destabflize the country. Troyan's warning came 
after the Ukrainian parl iament failed to pass a law making it easier to prosecute top organized-crime figures" 
(http://www.interpretermag.com/the-moming-vertical-may-31-201 6/) 

My notes: most of this article is about the problem of OC in general and the fai lure of the legislative changes . The 
changes he favors would 1) restore the criminal status of the concept "thief-in~law" (which he defines- see balded 
and italicized bit below), 2) introduce criminal punishment for illegally crossing the Ukrainian border, and 3) makes 
penalties harsher and bail payments higher. 

In terms of Russia encouraging criminals: he states it but does not give concrete examples or prove it. The most 
concrete thing he says is that after Ukraine deported 4 vary and 1 avtoritet in the past 2 months, they have obtained 
new false passports and are trying to get back in, which he sees as evidence that "the criminal intent of their 
sponsors (those overseeing them - KYparoposJ - to give them leverage to monitor and influence the criminal 
situation in our country- is systemic and sustained." 

http:J/gazeta.zn.ua/internal/ugolovnyy-front-gibridnoy-voyny-protiv-ukrainy- .html 

YronoBHblH cppOHT n,16pHAHOM BOMHbl npon,e YKpa~Hbl 

Bam1M Tpof!H 27 Ma.fl, 

C<tltTalO HeoOXOAHMblM OOAp06HO paccKa3aTb 06 OAHOM lt3 onpeAenJIIOUlHX 3neMeHTOB nt6pHAHOM 

BOMHbl, KOTOpblH np~tMeHReT nponte Hae crpaHa-arpeccop - POCCHMCKaSI <l>enepaum,. 3neMeHT 3TOT 
MMeeT cyry6o yronoBHYIO OCHOBy. 
VlcnonbJYfl aoeHHble ,D,eikrs~rn Ha BocroKe Hawero rocy,D,apcraa, .am1Hfl i,,JsHe 1i1 M3Hyrp1i1 Ha 3KOHOMli14eCKli111 i,, 

COL\11.anbHbll1 KpL'13MC BHaweM o6w;ecTae, yc~m"1BaH 11HcpOpMal.\"10HHYIO arpeCCHIO 4epe3 CMVI, spar, Kp0Me 3T0ro, 
3Ha411TenbHO ycHnwaaeT csoe BmU:IH"1e Ha yronOBHbll1 MHp, a 4epe3 Hero - "1 Ha yxy,o,weHHe KpL'1M L'1HOreHHOl1 
cwryal.\1'1M Ha Teppi,irnp1111 Hawero rocy,D,apcrsa. Cne,D,yer orMeTITTb, 4TO a YKpai,iHe npocne}Ka,iaaeTCfl HaCblUJ;eHi,ie i,i 
aKT1>1BM3al.\MH ,o,eHTenbHocn1 opzaHu3amopoe u pyKoaodumeneu npecmynHblX apynnupoeo1<, nonyiwawux 
apaJKaaHcmeo u cmamyc ffeopa a 3aKoHeff Ha meppumopuu Poccuticxoii <Deaepa1.1uu. 8 ca113u c 3muM oHu 
Haxoa11me11 nod anuRHUeM cneu cnVJK6 Pt/> u ucnon1:,3y,omcR nocneaHuMu om; o6opa uH<f,opMaquu u 
decma6unu:1a4uu KpUMUHOaeHHOU o6cmaHOBKIJ 8 pe2.U0H8X Y1<paUHbl. 
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11epapx114ecKoe 06beA11HeH11e n114 , Koropoe coAep)K11T np113HaK11 npecrynHoH opr aH113a41111, coa,11,aHo A flil 

coaepw eHl1JI Tfl)KKl1X 11 oco6o Tfl)KKl1X yronOBHblX npaBOHapyweH11i\i , a ynpaBnileTCR Loi KOOPA11H11pyeTCR n11,11,epaMi,t 

opraH113oB-aHHblX rpynn (CTPYKTYPHblX 4acTei'i npecrynHoi'i opraH11aa4L-rn)_ PyKOB-OAilT npecrynHoi'i opraHMaa41,1eH 

n1-14a, Hap,eneHHbte 8 yronOBHOM MHpe C8MblM BblCOKHM CTarycoM "eopoe e 3BKOHe~ KOTOpbI9 P,flJI yc11neH11R 

npecrynHOH A9RT9flbHOCTl1 •Cnna4HB8fOT 6aHP,11TCKl111 3neMeHT, HenocpeACTBeHHO nnaHMPYfOT, opraHl,130BbIB8fOT"' 

PYKOBOP,RT coaepweHMeM yronOBHblX npaBOHapyweHMH ero Y48CTH~tKaMt,t . 

Bo speMR paccn eAOB8Hl,1R Mbl apeCTOBblBaeM 6onbWe MenK1i1X aopos 11n 11 OTA9Jlb-Hble rpynnbl npecrynHl>IKOB. 

Hepeaxo, uMefl eew.ecmeeHHble ooKa-3amenbcmaa, auoeo, orj)uquanbHO npeoocmasneHHble cauaemenbcmaa, 
rj)opMupy10w.ue OOK'a3amenbHJIO 6a3y npomue .:Jmux nutt, HaqnonuqUR nuweHa eo3MO)f(Hocmu 3aKpenumb 
OOK83amenbcmea npecmynHbTX oeiicmeuii OCHOBHblX 38K83'!UKOB mfl)KJ({JX yaonOBHb/X npaeOHapyweHUU. O Hl,1 

acerAa HaXOARTCR B T9HL1, a A9Hbm, A06b1Tble ~ e3aKOHHblM nyTeM, non a,D,alOT K Hl,IM B BMAe "4epHor o Hana". 

lt13B9'CTHO, 4TO cpe,11,cTBa M3 06ll.\ero BOpOBCKOro Q)l1H8HCOBOro 4eHTpa, T_H_ "o6u,(aKa", "eopb! e 38KOHe" 11cnon b-3yfOT 

,11,nR coaepweHMR npecrynneHt..1H, peweH11J1 6b1TOBblX 11 n 114HblX aonpocos pyKoBOAMrenew 1,1 y 4acTHMKOB npecrynH011 

opraH11:aa4 111>1 , nOAKYna KoppyMn11posaHHblX npe,D,crasmene11 snacrn, n eran1>1:aa41,11,1 Ha reppi,rrop1,111 YKpa11Hbl , 

y4pe)KAeHl1R M B9A9Hl1R 6M3Heca. B T. 4 . He3aKOHHoro . A 9ll.\9 - C 4enbf0 no66upoeaHlJR CBOl1X npeACTaBl1Tene11 K 

C8MbIM BblCOKl1M opraHaM snacnt AJlR o6ecne48Hl1rl KpblWU npecTynHOH opraH113a41111, 38ll.\11Tbl ee L1HTepecos 11 

Y)Ke COJAaHHoro 6113Heca nyreM 0030aHuf1 co6cmee1-1Hoe0 nono)l((Jmen&HOeo UMUOJKa 111 no,11,,a,ep>1<aH11R 

KyflbTa "eopOBCKOU pOMaHmuKU", B 48CTHOCTl1 C Mcnon b-30BaH119M l>IHTepHeT-pecypcos 11 co41>1anbHbJX cer e,~; AJlil 

y4pe~eH11R pa3Horo po.o,a nceaoonpaeo3aU(UmHblX opaaHu3aquu u 6naaomeopumenbHb/X rj)oHooa, KoropbIe 4epe3 

Me,D, 1>1apecypcbl MOryr, npl>I Heo6XO,D, l>I MOCTW, C03AaB8Tb HerantBHble Hacr poeH~IR B 06lJ-lecTBe, Hacrpai,,aaTb ero 

nporns npasooxpaH 111TenbHblX, cy,11,e6HblX opraHos , a r aJOKe opraHos s11acr 11; ,D.IlR o6ecne4eH11R scero 

He06XOA1'1MOro (B T_4_ np1106peTeHl1R T9XHl1Kt,f , opy)KMJI, ,11,pyroro 11MYll.\9CTBa, C03AaHl'1R cy6beKTOB X03Rl1CTBOBaH111rl, 

6aHKOB) 111 L n _ 

B cocraa npecrynHOH opr aH111aa4 111111 BXOP,RT 111 Apyrne Y48CTHll1Kl1 opraHH30B8HHblX rpynn 11 npe,D,CTaBMT9J1111 

Kp~1M11Han11Tera, KOTOpbIe aKTll1BHO no,D,Aep:>K11BafOT "eoposc1<oe oew1<e1:tue" 11 ycr aHosneHHble npae111na noBeAeH11H, 

nnarnr cpeACTBa s "eopoecxou o6U(aK", 06ecne41i1aafOT no,D.,D.ep}KKY, T.H. nooo2pee, cso11M np11cnewHMKaM, 

OT6 b1B8f0ll.\~1M cpOKt,f B y4pe)KA9Hl1.l'IX 11cnonHeHMR HaKa38Hl111. a TatOKe np1>1H11MafOT HenocpeACTB9HHOe y4acn1e B 

cosepweH1>11>1 Tfl)KKl1X H oco6o TB;KKl1X npecrynneH111i1 Ha Tepp111Top~1~1 YKpa111Hbl . 

Bee npecrynHble (j>opM~1posaHl1_fl nblTafOTCR pacw11p111Tb CBOll1 3KOHOMl-14eCK"19 OCHOBbl, CTpeM_f!Cb ysenH4 1>1Tb ,D,OJl fO 

neranbHOH 3KOHOMl14eCKOl1 ,D,eRTenbHOCH1. 3TO M0)1(9T npe,D,CTaB!lr!Tb oco6yio 06ll.\9CTB9HHYfO onacHOCTb. Ha n04B9 

CJlO)KHOl/1 co4111anbHO-non11rn4ecKOH 11 3KOHOMl>l49CKOl1 c111rya41>111 yKa3aHHaR T9H,!l,9HLJ.L,1R MO}K9T co s peMeHeM 

380CTp11TbCR. 

Bee 4all.\e nocrynaer HHcjlopMa411R O C03,!l,aHl111 n11,11,epaM11 yron OBHOl1 cpe,D,bl co6CTB9HHOH KOHmppa3BeOKU, 8 

COCTaB KOTOpOH B·XOART H8CTORU\H9 npocjlecc1110Ha.nbl - 6btBWl19 pa60THMKll1 npasooxpaH111Ten bHblX opraHOB, 

Ja6naroapeMeHHO Hei:lrpa.111>13Yf0ll.\111e aKTll1BHOCTb cne4MaJ16HblX cny>1<6 11 noApaa,11,eneH111H_ KpoMe roro, no4TH y 

Ka)K,!l,Or o 6onee t,fJ1t,f MeHee 8Jlt,fflT9flbHOro "sope 8 3aKoHe" 9CTb BblCOKOnOCTasneHHblH '10i<p08Umem•• a 111HOrAa - 11 

CBR3111 C npeACT8811TeJ1.l'IMll1 M9,!l,Ma, KOTOpb-I9 no 3aKa3y opraHll13-0BblBafOT pa3M9ll.\9Hl19 H~HblX ny6m1Ka411i:l , B TOM 

411cne TaKMX, KoropbIe oucxpeoumupy,om mo unu uHoe 0011)l(Hocm1-1oe nuqo. 

nblTaRCb BCR49CK~1 111369}1{8Tb yronOBHOH OTB9TCTB9HHOCHI, BblWeynoMRHytble m14a ~,cnonb-3YIOT ycnyrn 

BblCOKOonna4111saeMblX a,D,BOKaTOB_ B XOA 11AYT fOPIIA 1>1 49CKl>!e yxl1ll.\P9Hl1R, q>anbc11cjl11Ka4 11111. v13B9CTHbl TatOKe 

cny4at,t aanyrnB-aHMR npasooxpaH11rene111 , np11BJ1949Hllle 4aCTHbJX oxpaHITT9JlbHblX CTPYKTYP 11 Marep11anbHblH 

HHr epec (B3RTKM) npe,11,craai,rren e11 cy,11,e6Ho11 s er a11 anacrn . 

Hepe,11,Ko•cpeAM y4acrH11Koa npecTY"HblX opraH113a411w Ha no4ae nepepacnpe,11,eneHMR ccjlep yro.nosHoro sn111RH111r1 

803Ht,fK8fOT KOHcjlJ1111KTbl , KOTOpble np11BOJV!T K cos epw eHl1fO 38Ka1HblX y61111CTB, H8H9C9Hll1 f0 Tfl)KK11X reneCHblX 

noape)KAeH111H, HeaaKOHHOMY n11weH11fO c s o6o,D,bt 1111111 nox111ll.\eH111fO 4enoaeKa, HaMepeHHOMY nos pe)KAeH11fO 

~1MYll.\9CTBa ~, Ln. 31111 KOHcjlflMKTbl MOryr HOC~1Tb np0,11,0fl>KMTenbHblH xapaKTep, 4TO, B CBOfO 04epeAb, np11BOAl1T K 

o6ocrpeHHfO KPl1MHHor eHHOl1 o6cTaHOBKH. 

Oco6eHHOCTb fO ,!l,9RT911bHOCTl1 Y48CTHl1KOB npecrynHOl1 opraH1113a411111 B YKpa11He, KOTOpaR np1106pena Knl049BOe 

3Ha4eHHe B T949Hl19 nocne,a,Hero rDAa, CTana ee no11umU381,(UR, 11HTer pa4HH C reppopl>!CTl149CKOl1 ,£19_f!TeJlbHOCTbfO, 

op111eHTa411R Ha ,D,OCTl>l>K9HMe 3KOHOMl149CKMX 4en e11 nyreM ycr aHOBJleH~IR r eppi,irnp11anbHOr o KOHTponR. YKa3aHHail 

r eH,11,eH411R o6ycn oaneHa a r pecc1>1e11 P<D nporns YKpa11Hbl 11 aKTJ1BHblM ucnonb3oeaHueM PoccuucKou ([)eoepaqueu 
uMeHHO KpUMUHanumema ann aocmwKeHUfl nonumuqecKux qeneii e YxpauHe. 
0T,D,enbHbte npecrynHble rpynn11posK11 co3oaHbl dnR o6ecr1eqeHUR :JKOHOMU'!ecKUx uHmepecoe onu2apxu1mo
MOHononucmuttecK020 Kanumana {which oligarchs does he have in mind? Akhmetov?) 11 <f,uHaHcupy,omCR c 
1-1enooK0Hmpon&Hoii 2ocydapcmse.1-1Hoii enacmu ttacmu Y1<pauH1:.1_npornsonpasHaR ,D,eRrenbHOCTb y4acrH1-1Kos 
nno..r'T'\rnur._1~ .-......ro 1..Ju.,,~11 1.Au u~1 1onouo 110111 o oro.rr. u-=, nnmtt 1ouuo Mr\1AF:L1nu .-..T uo...~1rnuL1nrn 1A..-nnr,L..,no!'IU1.to 
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11pc'-1y1 1nvt·1 Ufll a n P1~a4"'lrl n a._4 c,1cna '-ta.u.i. c c1wc, u na , 1u11y'"1cnnc , 1..,vru0un·1 u 1 nc:..3,QJ\._un nu1 u n \.. 1ru, 10-.;1uo-an nn 

neranbHOH 3KOHOMl1Kl1 11 .Koppy n4110HHblX cxeM, T.e. 11Meer u,enblO c11creMHOe paasopOBblB8Hl-1e Ha4110HanbHOfO 

6orarcraa. 

0,D,11H 113 c ne411q>114eCJ<l1X np113H8KOB He1aKOHHOH ,D,eineflbHOCm Y48CTHl1KOB npecrynHOH opraHl138LJ,1111 -

Hcnonb30B8Hl-1e Me}K,ll,y HapO,D,HblX q>11HaHCOBblX Cl1CTeM ,D,ml BblBO,D,a cpe,D,CTB, nony 4eHHblX npomsonpaBHblM 

nyreM, B ,D,pyr11e crpaHbl. Peu,Hnl1SHTOM 3THX cpe,D,CTB 4al.1.le scero f!Bnl'HOTCR 3KOHOMl1Kl1 CTpaH EC 11 

acpq>11n11pos aHHble C Hl1Ml4 OQ)WOpHble 30Hbl . 

npecrynneHHfl, coaepweHHble Y48CTH"1K8M~1 npecrynHO~ opraHl138U,1111 3KOHOMl14eCK~t-Koppym,1110HHOl1 

HanpaeneHHOCTl-1, IIIMelOT BblCOKl1H ypoaeHb nareHTHOCTl-1 ~, . ,£18.)f<e KOr,D,a o6Hapy>K11B8IOTC.fl , KaK npas11no, He 

Kaamujm411pytor cfl KaK co,£1e.flHHb1e e cocrase opraH113oaaHH011 npecrynH011 r py nn11poe1<11. npe11MYL1.1ecr aeHHO 0H11 

Y4HTbl88fOTCfl B cq,epe 06Ll.leyronoaHOl1 npecrynHOCTl1 OTHOClffenbHO n 114 Hl130B0f0 ypoBH.fl . 

Y KaJaHHaft c1,1rya411f1 Bbl3b1Baer Kp11TM48CKl1e nocn e,£1CTBl1 fl B 6opb6e C opraH~13083HHOl1 npecrynHOCTblO, 

cop,e1'kr ay er He,D,oeept110 HaceneH11ft K enacm s u,enoM 11 HerarneHoMy HMHA>KY crpaHbl Ha Me}K,ll,y Hapo,D,HOH apeHe. 

T.H. eopoecKOe oewKeHue B YKpa11He HOCl1T rpaHCH8U,110HanbHbll1 11 Me}K,ll,yHapO,D,HblCt x apaKTep. Ha cero,D,HflWHl1H 

,D,eHb ycraHoaneHbl CBfl3 1 11 a t1,pyr11x crpaHax, a 4acrnocrn PoccL<tikKoi:i <De,D,epaU,L<tL<t, crpaHax CH r . EaponeikKoro 

Co103a 11 06be,D,11HeHHb1x Apa6cKL<tX 3M11parax. [highlights ties with UAE criminals] 
8 BepxoaHy to PaAy Y Kpa11Hbl 6bin npe,D,craaneH JaKoHonpoeKT N~1 188 "O eHeceHuu UJMeHeHuu e HeKomopble 
3axoHOOame111:,Hble aKITlbl Y1<pauHbl (omHocumem,Ho omeemcmeeHHocmu 011:;, "eopoe e JaKoHew u npecmynneHuu, 
coeepweHHbJX npecmynHblMU epynnupoeKaMU). np1-1Hf!TI1e :n o r o JaKoHa Morna 11MeTb 1-1crop1114ecKoe JHa4eH11e KaK 

BHyrp11 Haw ero rocy,D,apcr sa, TaK"' Ha Me}K,ll,yHapOAHOM y poaHe. H o 17.052016 r . 38KOH OTKnOHl1fl"1. He 

ron ocoaan1,1 (B03MO}KHO, 1'13 .n114HblX 1>1nM non 1-1ru4ecK11x y6e.>KJJ,eH11 1) ,n.enyraTb1, Koropb1e He n0Hftn11 11n1-1 He xoremt 

nOHflTb 8a}l{HOCTl1 TaKoro pew eHHfl . 3To "Onn0311U,L<tOHHbll1 6n oK", " B i,n,pO,ll,}KeHHJ!" (OOUH aonoc - ff3a 'J, "B on.fl 

Hapo,D,a" , cppaKU,1>1fl Pnn . 

v1MeHHO ror,D,a s n pare (4ex1-1R) npox o,D,11na Me}K,ll,yHapOAHaft KOH!p'epeHu,1-111 /IIHmepnona. 06cy>K,D,ancf! Ha Hel':i OA'HH 

113. CaMblX OCTpblX sonpocoa Am! Me}K,ll,y HapO,D,HOfO C006L1.1 eCTBa: 6opb6a C opraHl'13-0B8HHOH npecrynHOCTblO. B 
HaU,MOHanbHOM u,eHTpanbHOM 6iopo vlHrepnona C03,D,aH npoeKT MiJ/enium, onpe,D,e.nf!IOLl.l 11M O,D,HOl1 1'13 CBOl1X 3a,D,a4 

11MeHHO 6opb6y C opraH~l3088HHOC1 npecrynHOCTblO B M11pe. H au,110HanbHafl nonHLJ,l>lfl YKpaHHbl now.ner ry,D,a AByx 

OOblTHblX COTPYAHl1KOB ,D,enapraMeHTa y ronoBHoro p03blCKa. Hawa u,enb - o6bS,ll,11H~1Tb C Ml>lpOBblM C006Ll.leCTBOM 

ycHnHfl B 6-opb 6e C opraH"130B8HHOH npecrynHOCTblO. 

Mbl paCC411TblBaeM, 4TO 38.KOHO,".\ar enL<t 06.flJaren bHO CHOBa npe,11,cr aB.flT HOBbl~ 38KOHOnpoeKT B napn aMeHT. Mbl He 

or cryn11M OT CBOl1X y6e}K,ll,eH11i:i , KOTOpble COCTO.flT B TOM, 4TO 38 opr aHIII.J8U,11fO H PYKOBO,D,CTBO KpL<tMl1HanOM Hecyr 

oraercr aeHHOCTb T.H. eopbl e 3aKOHe "1 yaonOBHble aemopumembJ. A3H84L<IT, HaKa3aH111e 11X A OmKHO 661Tb cypoBblM 

11 He"1J6e)KHblM. 0CHOBOi:i 3THX ~13MeHeH~111 BHOBb craHeT HOpMa, cornacHO Koropo~ "eop e 3aKOHeff np1106perer CBOl1 

COOTBeTCTBYIOLI.IMH y ronOBHbll1 craryc L<1 B npaBOBOM CMblCne, C 4eTKL<tM 10pH,D,114eCKHM onpe,l\en eHMeM: (the main 

change is to re-store the c r iminal status o f the con c ept of thief-in -law, defined as] " eop e 3aKoHe· - nul.{o, 
11enRJOU{eeCR opeaHU3amopo,.• u pyKoeodumen eM npecmym-1020 coo6u(ecmea, i<omopoe 6a:wpyemcR Ha 
oocmamo'IHOM aemopumeme e yeonoeHoii u mt0peMHoii cpede, 11sn11emc11 aKmueHE.IM cmopoHHUKOM 
yeonoeHoeo o6pa3a >KU3HU u Mopanu, ceR3aHO 06113aHHOCmbt0 npecmynHoeo 1<ode1<ca noeedeHUR u 
mpadul.{URMU yaonoeHoeo Mupa, omHocumenbHO Komopoeo <t,op11,anbHO eE.monHeHa npol.{edypa m.H. 
KOpOH08aHUJI, U KOTOpoe pyKoeooum c)pyeuMU PYKOBOiJRLL(UMU nul.{aMU npecmynHblX .epynnupoeoK 
coenacHo ycmaHoeneHHoii e npecmynHoM coo6LL(ecmee uepapxuu•. 

Cpe,D,11 "eopoe e 3aKoHe" 11 "yeonoeHbJX aemopumemoe~ ecr b rpa}l(,ll.aHe He ron bKO YKpaHHbl , HO ra10Ke rpy31,11,1 , 

A3ep6al1,D,)K8Ha, ApMeHl11'1 . 11 6onbw e scero - P oCCl111CKOl1 <De,l\epau,1111. H eo6XOAL<1MO cosepw eHCTBOB8Tb Hawl!I 

1aKOHbl a HanpasneHL<111 nuweHUR 3mux nur.t apaJKo.a11cmea, ecn 11 re 11Me10r raK1i1e npecrynHble crarycb1 1,1 HerarHBHO 

Bn11lllOT Ha Kp11Ml1HOreHHYfO Cl1Ty8 LJ,i,1f0. Cne,D,y er OTMernn,, 4TO (,D,a)f<e 6e3 cneu,11anbHOfO 38KOHO,D,arenbCTBa} 

Hau,110Ha.nbHaft nonm,1L<tfl ee,n,er coKpy w1-1ren bHY10 6opb6y nporns npe,D,Bo,D,11renei'.l opraH11JoBaHHblX npecrynHblX 

rpynnL<tpOBOK: Ja nocne,D,Hl1e ABa MSCftU,a COOTBSTCTBYIOLl.ll1M"1 3-aKOHHblMl'1 peweHl1flMl1 rocy,D,apcraeHHOl1 

MHrpa4110HH01~ cny>K6bt Mbl y>Ke ,D,enopmpoaan11 •C repp1-nopL<tL<t Hawer o rocy,D,apcr aa 4eraepb1X "eopoe a 3aJ<OHe" 11 

ooHow "yeonoaHoeo aemopumema~ ~1Meaw11x 1-1HocrpaHHoe rpa}K,ll,aHcr eo Hapy waaw11x M11rpa4110HHoe 

JaKoHo,D,aren bcr ao. Ho 0H11, U3MeHRR nacnopmHbfe aaHHble, BHOeb nblma,omc:;, nonacmb Ha meppumopwo Hawe20 
zocyoapcmaa. 3To el.I.le OAHO ca11,D,erenbcrao roro, 4TO npec-rynHble HauepeHHH HX J<Ypamopoa - oam1:, UM 
pbt'laeu ans, KOHmpom, U 6flWIHUR Ha KpUMUH02eHHYKJ cumya{(UK) B Haweu cmpaHe - HBHHIOTC.R 
CHCT&MHblMM H nocneAOBaTeflbHbtMH. )J.nfl ,D,anbHe~wer o He.Aony l.1.leHl1fl TaKl1X cny4aee Mbl C4MraeM 

He06XO,D,IIIMblM BHSCTH 38.KOHO,D,arenbHble ~13MeHeHL1fl O 803epa~eHUU e YaonOBHbJU KOGeKC YKpaUHbl 
cmambu "He3aKOHHoe nepeoec,reHue aocyaapcmeeHHoiJ epaHUl.{bJ YKpauHbJ". A el.I.le c41,1raeM Heo6x o,D.11MblM 

npoeecrn raK11e 38KOHO,D,arenbHb1e L<t3MeHeH~rn: y c111m1Tb oraercreeHHOCTb 3a cosepw eH11e Tfl>KKHX 11 oco6o Tfl>KK11x 
nnor'T'\1nnouu1~ 1. ro.onu11uTL ,...,,,._• ._ _. L, o,o r.,nr-~ on ono•Jr.t ... .,,~n~uuo kA!n.nL• nn.a..--0 11ou1Aet uo roei.-,,ouun;;,.. rrnnanu,~ut.to• A 
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no,l), crpa.lKeM, 11m1 nonHOCTblO n11warb 11X TaKOi1 B03MO.lKHOCTl1_ Mbl 11Hl1L\1111pyeM C03,ll,8Hl1e pa601..1e11 rpynnbl 113 

npeP,cra011renei":t MBA. Hn. BPY, rnY 11 Me.lK,ll,yHapo,11,Hb1x opraH113al\1111 ,11,nR P,opa6orK11 Hosoro 3aKoHonpoeKTa 

nepe,11, perncrpal\11ei7i ero B napnaMeHTe. Y6e.>K,O,eHbl , 4TO 6onbWl1HCTBO H8Wl1X rpa>K,D,aH XOTRT .lKMTb 6e3 TO~ 3apa3b:I, 

KOTopyio He-cyr B Ofill\eCTBO opraH1,130B.aHHble npecrynHble rpynnbl 1,1 11X npe,ll,B-O,D,IIITen11. 

,llnR MeHR BCR :na pa6ora - BHyrpeHHl1H q>pOHT_ Mon4aTb 06 3TOM Mbl He 11MeeM npasa y Hae TJl)Kenble epeMeHa B 

rocy,11,apcrse·_ Mb1 no6e,o,11n1-1, Ho noKa 4TO He HaKa3an11 "sopa s 38J<OHe" BJlHyKOBW4a. Ho HaM Ha.AO el.lie no6e,ll,11Tb 

scex r ex, KTO TO>Ke cei;\1..1ac ,o,eikreyer , KaK 6blBWaR enaCTb, "1 nblTaeTCR "138He M 113Hyrp1-1 YH"14TO)Kl.1Tb Hawe 

rocy,11,apcrso. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Monday, May 30, 2016 9:56 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; (b) (6) . Inna Nmch - per Cnm ·; Wheatley, 
Joe 

Subject: Reported Trove of documents on Ukrainian Party of Regions' "Black Cashbox'' 

http://www.odessatalk.com/2016/05fparty-regions-chyornaya-kassa1 

The Party of Regions "Chyornaya Kassa" 
May 29, 2016 by Nikolai Holmov Leave a Comment 
One of the enduring intrigues for Soviet, post-Soviet and KGB/Security Services watchers with regard to Russia 
remains that of the ·chyomaya Kassa· (Black Cashbox) run by ex-KGB/secret service officers that has its origins in 
the late Soviet period. 
The purpose of this considerable fund. which has long been reported to have been in existence, is to bribe officials. 
launder cash and sponsor projects of interest. For example, Zhirinovskii's LDPR, like Barkashov's RNYe and 
Sterligov's Russkoye Narodnoye Sobor (Russian National Assembly) were all reported to have been recipients 
of funding via the so-called 'chyornaya kassa' when the KGB were creating the facade of a •-democratic• Russia prior 
to, and immediately following, the collapse of the USSR. 
It should therefore come as litt le surprise that the Party of Regions apparently also had a *Chyornaya Kassa" with 
the same purpose of bribing officials, laundering cash and sponsoring projects of interest. etc. 
Documentation regarding that Party of Regions •chyomaya kasse· has now seemingJy found its way to NABU, the 
Ukrainian National Anti-Corruption Bureau. 

https:l/t.co/KhDHk97zmG #Ukraine - Well this would be an interesting read - though not as 
interesting as the (ln)famous KGB •4epHo~ Kaccbt 
- Nikolai Holmov (@OdessaBlogger) May 28 2016 

Of course there will be much speculation as to the contents of what appears to be records of thousands of 
transactions, signatures, stamps and seals relating to hundreds of officia.ls past and present. 
Former Chief of the "K" Department of the Ukrainian SBU General Victor Trepakov, (quietly relieved from his post by 
Presidential Decree on the same day the new Cabinet was anointed) who handed these documents to the Director 
of NABU Mem Sitnic, stated "Much of this material - a"Jedger' of corrupt payments that are systematically carried 
out at the expense of a "common fund", "black cash" by the Party of Regions. 
For the first time in the field of law enforcement there is an array of materials on not 011e or more cnmes, but long
term systemic comiption activities of an organized structure which operated on the basis of a certain political party 
and was aimed at the unlawful seizure of pov.--er and its misuse. And most importantly - has reached this goal! 
We are talking about convption activities of the most dangerous kind - political coTTUption 1vith hund.reds, I 
emphasize hund.reds of subjects, including dozens of officials of the highest level. In most cases the materials 
contain substantive information about who, when and how the crime was committed. Besides that all are unique 
incidents, they a/low a holistic view of the big picture of criminal activity - with its organizers, executors, 
intennediaries, means of implementation. the results.· 
Undoubtedly those names wil l not simply be limited ex.Party of Regions names, nor their implanted functionaries in 
State institutions. They wi ll also include the members of the judiciary, prosecutors, political •grey cardinals•, 
leaders of State institutions (like election commissions), a sprinkling of foreign officials, and many "Old Guard" 
personalities across politicaJ party lines - regardless of their party. 

Apparently the fund was about $2 billion - in cash - notwithstanding any business property 1lipping· documentation, 
share transfers etc. 
All potentially dangerous and inflammatory stuff. 
Thus whilst the contents of these documents will be subiect to much speculation - notwithstandino months ancf 
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probably years of NABU investigation (depending upon the ease of investigating any particular incident)- there are 
equally interesting questions about the collection, collation and delivery of this chyornaya kasse to the Director of 
the NABU. 
Leaving aside the authenticity of the documents which cover thousands of transactions over a period of years 
(requiring some dedication to fake - but doable nonetheless), there can be only a very few select number of people 
that were trusted to keep the books of the Party of Regions illicit Chyornaya Kassa. 
Who then collectecf and collated this information and acted as the PoR Chyornaya Kassa ·accountant" 
or •accountants•? 
Are they still in Ukraine, have they-fled, have they since died and if so under what circumstances? (There have been 
a number of •suicides• of Yanukovych functionaries in the immediate aftermath of his fleeing - particularly among 
those ever connected with the State Property Fund.) 
If the possessor of this Chyornaya Kassa is -one of the perhaps only a few ' accountants•, there is enormous 
personal risk in passing on this original documentation - as there is for Mr Trepakov having seen it and passed it to 
NABU. 
If not an ·accountant* for the Chyornaya Kassa, how were these documents obtained? Were they left behind in 
panic by a fleeing Yanukovych regime functionary, subsequently seized .and deliberately kept from an evidence 
chain in a search and seizure register? If so by who - and why? 
Did this individual copy these documents prior to handing them to Victor Trepakov? Has Victor Trepakov copied 
them prior to handing them to the Director of NABU? Are there other copies circulating among the former PoR 
members? Who else may have a copy? 
What was the purpose of making copies? As a guarantee/ personal insurance policy that should anything happen to 
these relevant individuals the documents would make their way to the media? If so where are the copies 
lodged? Who to trust, and equally burden (for it is a burden). with such a role? 
Have copies of these documents made their way to other, perhaps foreign security services? To what end? To 
create a back-up of sealed indktments in case of inaction or ineffective investigation by NABU against certain 
individuals to prevent certain future actions on their part? 
If there are foreign personalities involved, are those relevant documents to be shared with those nations - and when? 
Why was Mr Trepakov chosen as the intermediary between possessor/owner/keeper of the PoR Chyornaya Kassa 
and NABU? Is there a personal relationship between informer and intermediary? Let us be frank, a former Chief of 
the ' K" Department with the Ukrainian SBU is not without significant connections and previous informant handler and 
informant control ler history/experience. 
Why did Mr Trepakov agree to become the intermediary having been so recently removed from the SBU institutional 
structure - quietly? 
Is he real ly the intermediary or the original finder/keeper of these documents from searches past? 
In short, what are the motivations of both the individual that passed the information and that of the intermediary? It 
is a question that any and every investigator would ask - for they are QUestions asked when registering and dealing 
with any informant and the information they subsequently provide_ Not all informants are informants for cash 
reward - there are other (and perhaps more dangerous) motivators. 
It may very well be that both parties are acting out of a sense of patriotism and a dedication to force change in the 
system via the prevalence of the rule of law. It may very well be that no aspersions should be cast upon their 
characters. Nevertheless, such very basic questions should be asked by investigators - and those who have taken 
part in supplying this information to the authorities undoubtedly expect those questions to be asked. 
There are questions to be asked over timing. Clearly the PoR Chyomay a Kassa (if genuine) has not j ust appeared 
from nowhere. Somebody has kept it, knowing it to be what it is, for quite some time. Thus why now has it come 
to light and been given to the authoritie·s? 
Is it that previously there was doubt as to the ability of NABU to stay clear of political interference? 
Is it that previously there simply was no NABU? 
Is it that Yuri Lutsenko is seen as the first Prosecutor General who is not able to strong~arm the NABU or radically 
change its structure? Were previous PGs deemed too strong vis a vis NABU? Is it that the previous PGs are all 
named in the PoR Chyornaya Kassa and that the current PG isn't? Perhaps it is felt that Mr Lutsenko is far 
more ·controllable" or · influenced" by the West than previous incumbents and therefore that NABU will be able to 
work unhindered? That all seems rather doubtful considering that political names across party lines and within 
State institutions are certain to be sullied by illicit deals within any genuine PoR Chyornaya Kassa. 
If that be so, the reason for such tjming now is what? 
Is it to effect a challenge to the existing system that has far more potential to up end it than that of the Panama 
Papers or media chatter. The feeling of those involved in producjng such documentation therefore being that this 
has to be done now before the ·bad old ways• become solidly set once again? 
Had the document ·keeper· has suddenly become ·under pressure• or be slighted in some way, and this is a 
method of repulsion or revenge? 
Wiselv no names nor specifics have be.en placed within the public domain with reaard to contents -for now. To do 
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so would firstly invalidate the &insurance• any copies would have for those promoting the existence of this chyornaya 
kassa. and secondly could very well impede subsequent investigations by NABU. However, on the presumption that 
such «insurance· exists by way of copies taken by those that have had possession of the PoR Chyornaya Kassa 
documentation, it is perhaps also only a matter of time before things (almost inevitably) leak. 
Whatever is to come, on the presumption that the PoR Chyornaya Kassa is genuine and is investigated thoroughly, 
then it wil l make the Panama Papers and almost all previous sca.ndals (perhaps less Lazarenko) seem like a non
event (which generally it has proven to be in Ukraine). 
How to investigate such a large and incriminating document both holistically and by way of individual illicit acts will 
be a matter for NABU - but there must surely be some cases that can be properly and responsibly investigated and 
brought to trial before the year end - whilst others will quite literally take years to complete. 
It wil l be interesting to watch this story develop! 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2016 3:29 PM 

To: (b) (6) Nelhe Email 1; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; 

Nizich, Ivana 

Subject: Galeotti sums it up 

Putinism won 't end with a bang, but a warrant 

Mark Galeotti 10 May 2016 
https://opendemocracy.neUod~russia/mark-galeotti/putinism-won-t-end-with-bang-but-criminaJ-warrant 

New charges concerning several leading Russian officials reveal the greatest threat to the Kremlin's hold on power -

elite corruption. 

Wil l Putinism end not with a bang but a warrant? Hot on the heels of the Panama Papers' revelations about multi
billion dollar slush funds, a Spanish court's decision to issue arrest orders for 12 Russian citizens, including senior 
law enforcement officials and a Duma deputy. demonstrates the new pressures faced by Russia's elite. otherwise 
used to juggling the freedom to steal at home with the freedom to spend and save abroad. 
In the process, the elite's social contract with the Putin regime is increasingly impossible for both sides to sustain. 

An antisocial contract 

The Spanish case has illustrated the way that the interconnection of crime, politics and business in Russia means 
that - at some remove - almost everyone of substance within the system is linked with out-and~out mobsters. 
Even figures generally regarded as "clean· by Russian standards, such as Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak, 
feature in the phone-tapped conversations and extensively mappe<I business connections painstakingly collected by 
the investigators. 
The sistema is one in which everyone does and requires favours. tribute is demanded and offered as much as 
anything else as a symbolic representation of relative power. and no one is expected to live off their salary alone. 
The sistema, not Islamic radicals or freethinking liberals. is the greatest security challenge to today's Russia 
The tsarist model of konnlenie {"lee.ding"), whereby officials were paid a relative pittance on the expectation that they 
would use their positions to enrich themselves, was eventually abandoned as backward and corrupL Depressingly 
enough, the '"trough• emerged as a survival mechanism under Yeltsin. It has become a central feature of Putin's 
mechanisms to manage the elite. 
A stHI from a 2012 fake video showing Vladimir Putin facing charges offinancial machinations and abuse of power. 

Source: You Tube. Everyone is corrupt to some ext-ent or another, and the question becomes that difficult and 
subjective one of distinguishing degrees of dirtiness. This is morally corrosive and, as has become increasingly 
evident, buys political control at the expense of managerial effectiveness. 
Mercifully, there are sti ll efficient technocrats stil l doing their jobs well, whether because they benefit personally or 
simply out of patriotism or professionalism. In general, though, the result is systemic corruption and inefficiency. 
With money getting tight, inefficiency begins to look like luxury 
With money getting tight. that inefficiency begins to look like luxury. However. the Spanish case has also 
highlighted another problem for the Kremlin. 
The Soviet elite were corrupt, even to the extent of enjoying western luxuries denied the masses. However, in Soviet 
times almost all -connections with the outside world, licit or not. were managed by the state. External economic 
relations were the province of Vneshtorg, Vneshekonombank, and similar bureaucratic monoliths. Party members 
bought western goods at state-owned Party commissaries or hard-currency stores. Even smuggling exclusive 
goodies for the upper elite was largely handled by the KGB. In other words, Soviet citizens. even members of the 
elite, had few connections with the outside world. 
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In today's Russia, things are very different. Those who, live by globalisation are finding that they can die by it, too. 
The modern Russian elite delight in their cosmopolitanism. They travel widely, send their children to study in the 
west, and are enthusiastic consumers of global products and experiences. 
Understanding that, to be rich in Russia is merely to hold assets in trust until the state or someone with better 
connections or sharper fangs decides otherwise. the elite uses the west as their savings account. their place to 
stash their often-ill-gotten gains protected by the rule of law. 
Those who live by globalisation are finding that they can die by it, too 
Until very recently, Russia's elite have been able to enjoy this privilege because western governments, by no means 
to their credit, were largely willing to turn a blind eye to Russian kleptocracy so long as the money rolled into and 
through their financial systems, profited their bankers and lawyers and generally meant business. There is still a 
resistance to any measures which would impede this flow of easy money, but the Spanish case may help tip the 
balance. 
The other reason the elite could get away with this duality, kleptocrat at home, high-rolling investor in the west , is 
that the Kremlin allowed it. In recent years the government has become concerned about the outflow of money and 
campaigned for a repatriat ion of assets to the welcoming bosom of the Motherland. 
However. at the same time nothing has been done to curb the continuing interbreeding of crime, politics, and 
business. Indeed, many of what Putin would presumably count as his triumphs actually depended on toxic mixture. 
The Olympic facilities at Sochi were to a degree built by trafficked labour. The seizure of Crimea was faditated by a 
strategic alliance with local gangsters that saw their representative elevated as the peninsula's premier. The war in 
the Donbas was partly fought by co-opted crime gangs. 
The Kremlin depends on the elite to manage the country. The social contract that emerged is that in return for 
loy alty, they are allowed, within elastic limits. to steal and enj oy the fruits of that corruption and embezzlement. 
They operate in a world of backhanders, sweetheart deals, favours and tribute that inevitably connects them 
to •proper• gangsters. whose services the Kremlin itself sometimes also finds useful. 
Everything, to quote Lenin, connects to everything else. 

What is to be done? 

But this sistema is under serious, growing, perhaps even lethal pressure. Domestically, there is less money to 
subsidise a system based on graft and clientelism. Keeping some allies happy and plump is leaving others 
disgruntled and hungry. 
In response, the government has to consider increasingly short-term measures. The next round of privatisations, for 
example, are not to maximise state income or bring better management to structures such as Bashneft and Alrosa. 
Rather, they will become vehicles to transfer assets into the hands of favoured cronies. 
This may help maintain support (or at least the appearance of support) for the moment, but each time the Kremlin 
hands out more of the family silver, there is that much less left in the drawer. 
Each time the Kremlin hands out more family silver. there is that much less left in the drawer 
Likewise, how far can the Kremlin continue to turn a blind eye to the corruption and inefficiencies of the system? 
The recent decision to subordinate the anti-narcotics service (FSKN) to the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) was 
done for many reasons. but in part its notorious corruption. 
To many, the FSKN was more interested in faci litating and "taxing• the drug trade than fighting it , and the MVD - no 
beacon of purity - now has the unenviable task of trying to cleanse it. Likewise, there appear to be new attempts to 
clean up embezzlement and corruption within defence procurement. If Putin wants an army able to bully NATO and 
cow his neighbours, he needs to get the most bang out of his shrinking bucks. 
But Putin has built his whole sistema around this pervasive, sometimes almost invisible webwork of relationships 
that seamlessly connect the mainly-honest, the wholly-dirty, and everyone in between. That webbing, not fear or 
propaganda, is what he used to ·gather the Russian lands~ after the centrifugal Yeltsin years. 
Unpicking this sy stem would be a Herculean task, and there is no evidence that Putin has the will or the capacity. 
Instead, Putin confines himself to specific institutional examples. even if- whether he is willing to admit it or not -
this is more to give the- impression of action than a realistic attempt at change. 
Yet the sisfema, not Islamic radicals or freethinking liberals, is the greatest security challenge to today's Russia. 
The sistema drains the economy, shackles the technocrats. enervates the masses, angers the marginalised, and 
subverts the message of a resurgent nation. It also creates vulnerabil ities with which the Soviets never had to 
contend. This cosmopolitan elite can be affected by western laws and law enforcement - we have already had the 
Magnitsky Law and the post-Crimea personal sanctions. 
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uIgg1ng In 

The Panama Papers and now the Spanish warrants open up a potential new form of political pressure. After all, the 
Spanish evidence •demonstrates how far Tambovskaya Egodfather" Gennady Petrov was connected first-, second- or 
third-hand to a cast of Russian luminaries who now can be considered potential witnesses at best, accessories at 
worst. 
More and more Russians are finding their opportunities for foreign travel constrained, their overseas assets frozen, 
their companies flagged as potential investment risks. And why are western governments more will ing to provide 
their magistrates and investigators U1e resources for such major operations and back them with political muscle? 
Because of the new geopolitical confrontation, the responsibil ity for which can be laid squarely at Putin's feet. 
Having establishe-d himself as the architect and builder of the new Russia, Putin can hardly escape responsibil ity for 
the outcomes of his policies 
An elite that was co-opted and contented by the freedom to steal and the scope to use that wealth abroad is, 
thanks to Putin, finding itself less able to steal and increasingly barre<l from the west. Put in wants the 
elite •repatriated" in loyalties and well as lucre, but his capacity to offer them comparable opportunities at home is 
ever more limited. 
And, when it comes down to it , having established himself as the architect and builder of the new Russia. Putin can 
hardly escape responsibility for the outcomes of his policies . 
To be sure, he is not at imminent risk. Putin is digging in behind his Kremlin walls and the newly-created National 
Guar<l. But it would be an irony if the west's most powerful instrument of regime change in Russia was not 
sanctions or propaganda, but simple arrest warrants. 
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From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2016 1:44 PM 
To: Nellie Ohr 
Subject: RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

This message has been archived. 

Thanks, Nellie.  If you come across any references to an arrest warrant on him, could you please let me 
know? Thanks again for keeping me posted! 

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 12:21 PM 
From: Nellie Ohr [mailto (b) (6)

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Subject: Re: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Yeah, I may have jumped to conclusions after seeing his name in the RFERL article. 

The El Mundo report mentions Zubkov at the very end but doesn't specifically seem to say there was an 
arrest warrant 

"Entre las personas más importantes con las que se relacionaba Petrov estaba Anatoli Serdiukov, ministro 
de Defensa entre 2007 y 2012 y yerno del ex primer ministro Viktor Zubkov. El propio Zubkov habría 
favorecido a la organización de Petrov con algunas decisiones políticas, según apunta la investigación. " 
http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html 
<http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html> 

The term "reclamados" seems to be used for the ones for whom they issued arrest warrants, and the term 
doesn't seem to be specifically applied to him. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) (OCDETF) < > 
To: Nellie Ohr > 
Sent: Wed, May 4, 2016 12:00 pm 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Subject: RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Hi Nellie, 

Did you actually see something indicating that an arrest warrant was issued for Zubkov?  When I read the 
below article, I only saw reference to him being connected to the gang, not actually the subject of an 
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arrest warrant.  I’ve been looking on line but can’t find anything to corroborate it. 

Thanks! 

Lisa 

From: Nellie Ohr 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM 

(b) (6)

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Spain Issues Warrants For Top Russian Officials, Putin Insiders  

Last Updated:May 03, 2016http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spain-warrant-top-officials-putin-
insiders/27713179.html 

*  RFE/RL 

Those named include Vladislav Reznik (pictured), a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia party and first 
deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, and Nikolai Aulov, the head 
of the Interior Ministry's directorate-general. 

A Spanish judge has issued international arrest warrants for several current and former Russian 
government officials and other political figures closely linked to President Vladimir Putin. 

The named Russians include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, as well as a current 
deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance committee. 

The Spanish documents target alleged members of two of Russia's largest and best-known criminal 
organizations -- the Tambov and Malyshev gangs -- in connection with crimes committed in Spain, 
including murder, weapons and drug trafficking, extortion, and money laundering. 

Russians with alleged ties to the crime groups include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, 
as well as a current deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance 
committee. 

Spanish police also conclude that one of the gangs was able to penetrate Russian ministries, security 
forces, and other key government institutions and businesses with the help of an influential senior 
legislator. 

Judge Jose de la Mata issued 12 arrest warrants in January but the action was not announced to the press 
until May 2. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak 

Spanish authorities are seeking the arrest of Vladislav Reznik, a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia 
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party and first deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, the State 
Duma. 

Those alleged to be tied to the gangs include Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak, a former public 
prosecutor in Putin's native St. Petersburg who joined Putin's Kremlin administration as chief of staff at its 
inception in 1999-2000. 

Another is Viktor Zubkov, who served as Russian prime minister from September 2007 until May 2008. He 
then served as Putin's first deputy prime minister from May 2008 until May 2012, during Dmitry 
Medvedev's presidency. 

Also named as alleged members are Nikolai Nikolaevich Aulov, the head of the Interior Ministry's 
directorate-general; former Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov; former Deputy Prime Minister Igor 
Sobolevsky; and former Information Technology Minister Leonid Reiman. 

The arrest warrants follow an investigation by Spanish police into the Russian gangs' activities in Spain 
from 2008 to 2011. A copy of the Spanish prosecutor's resulting 400-page report that reached the media 
in June indicated that ties between the Tambov gang's activities in Spain and the Kremlin insiders was 
established largely through recordings of phone calls. 

The investigation particularly highlights the role of Gennady Petrov, who is believed to be the head of the 
Tambov group. He was arrested during a raid on his Majorca villa in 2008 in a sweep that also netted 20 
other suspected members of the Spanish branch of the Tambov gang. However, Petrov was later allowed 
to travel to Russia and has been living in St. Petersburg ever since. 

"The criminal organization headed by Petrov managed to achieve a clear penetration of the state 
structures of his country, not only with the lawmaker [Vladislav] Reznik but with several ministers," the 
prosecutor's report said. 

Spanish police allege that Petrov managed to penetrate Russian institutions including municipalities, 
ministries, security forces, ports authorities, and private organizations such as banks and corporations 
through Reznik's influence. 

Petrov became co-owner of the Bank Rossia in 1998 to 1999, together with three of Putin's close friends: 
Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin, and Yury Kovalchuk. The three Putin friends were founding members of 
the Ozero Collective. 

The Ozero ("Lake") Collective is a residential housing cooperative that Putin and close acquaintances 
formed in 1996 to purchase lakeside property and build vacation homes for themselves near St. 
Petersburg. The homes form a gated community and the members of the cooperative have since gone on 
to prominent positions in Russian government and business and become very wealthy. 

The Tambov and Malyshev gangs both originated as protection rackets in St. Petersburg in the late 1980s. 
Rivals in the past, the two fought a bloody battle for supremacy in 1989 and are believed to control scores 
of industrial enterprises and engage in drug trafficking, prostitution, protection rackets, and money 
laundering. 

A criminal investigation into a 1 billion-euro money-laundering operation in Bulgaria in 2008 by the 
Tambov gang provided one recent measure of its scale of operations. 

The question now is whether Moscow will react to Spain's issuance of arrest warrants and whether it would 
extradite any of those named. Almost all are believed to be currently residing in Russia. 

"Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems, 
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and 
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg, told RFE/RL in December. 

With reporting by El Mundo and Republica 
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*This article has been amended to clarify that Vladislav Reznik was named in a Spanish arrest warrant. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 12:53 PM 

To: Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

Subject: Maybe I misspoke on Zubkov and the arrest warrants 

Correction: Lisa aske<l whether Zubkov really has an arrest warrant out for him. I doublechecked El Mundo. and it is 
not so clear. 
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From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2016 11:15 AM 
To: Nellie Ohr;Wheatley, Joe;Nizich, Ivana;Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

This message has been archived. 

OMG!  Just noted my old pal Zubkov is listed!!! 

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM 
(b) (6)From: Nellie Ohr 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Duplicative Records
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From: Wheatley, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2016 9:02 AM 
To: 'Nellie Ohr';Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF);Nizich, Ivana (CRM);Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: RE: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

This message has been archived. 

Thanks so much, Nellie. I’m back in the country and will touch base soon on the email you sent us 
yesterday. 

All the best, 

Joe 

Joseph Wheatley 

Trial Attorney, Organized Crime and Gang Section 

U.S. Department of Justice 

(b) (6)

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 8:46 AM 
(b) (6)From: Nellie Ohr 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Duplicative Material



 

 
  
 

  

   

 
  
 

   
  

 

 
  

 

 

 
  
 

 
  

 
  
 

  

 
  
 

  
 

From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2016 11:06 AM 
To: Nellie Ohr 
Subject: RE: More on the Spanish arrests and VVP's Tambov group history--27 high officials said 

to be involved 

This message has been archived. 

Thanks, Nellie!  I have been following this story with quite a bit of interest, so I appreciate the latest, 
more detailed info! 

From: Nellie Ohr 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 10:26 AM 
To: ; Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: More on the Spanish arrests and VVP's Tambov group history--27 high officials said to be 

(b) (6)

(b) (6) Nellie Ohr

involved 

[This report seems to go even further than earlier reports on Putin's ties with his judo instructor. 
It also identifies Aulov as a Drug Control Service (FSKN) deputy chief, which I think is correct--the RFERL 
report said Aulov was in the MVD (which may eventually absorb the FSKN but hasn't yet). 
It is unclear whether there are arrest warrants against all of the 27 people named as being involved in the 
case -- NHO] 

Spanish Judge Issues Warrants for Russian Mafia Close to Putin; Was Judo Instructor Involved? 

17:28 (GMT) <http://www.interpretermag.com/russia-update-may-3-2016/#13681> 

<https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.interpretermag.com%2Frussia-
update-may-3-2016%2F%3FpressId%3D13681> The Spanish newspaper El Mundo reported today, May 
3, that a Spanish judge has issued an order for the arrest of high-ranking Russian officials said to be 
<https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.interpretermag.com%2Frussia-
update-may-3-2016%2F%3FpressId%3D13681> close to Russian President Vladimir Putin and involved in 
organized crime <http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2016/05/03/57279e9e468aeb2a568b4589.html> . 

While the full list has not yet been published, Nikolai Aulov, deputy director of the Federal Narcotics 
Control Agency (FSKN), and Vladislav Reznik, a United Russia deputy in the State Duma, are among them. 

Prosecutors Juan Carrau and Jose Grinda had delivered a petition to the Central Court on May 29, 2015 
and it seems it has taken a year to respond with international arrest warrants. 

The warrants do not necessarily mean a trial can be expected soon because Spain does not try people in 
absentia and it will be hard to arrest the defendants. To be sure, at one point Reznik, who has denied the 
charges said he would be happy to clear his name by coming to Spain to take part in the trial. 
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This indictment follows past arrests from two Spanish police operations, code-named Avispa (2005-07) 
and Troika (2008-09), in which four Russian mafia lords said to be related to the Tambov 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tambov_Gang> organized crime gang were arrested: Gennady Petrov, 
Alexander Malyshev (Petrov's deputy), Vitaly Izguilov (a key lieutenant of the mafia group) and Zakhar 
Kalashov, said to be the most senior mafia figure to be jailed outside of Russia, the Guardian said in 2010. 

Petrov was released and able to flee Spain, and now lives again in Russia 
<http://www.businessinsider.com/prosecutors-putins-cronies-helped-the-russian-mafia-work-in-spain-for-
more-than-a-decade-2015-6> where he continues his business activities.  Petrov was co-owner of Bank 
Rossiya from 1998-199 along with Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin and Yury Kovalchuk, who is currently 
on Western sanctions list as "Putin's banker" in connection with the annexation of Crimea. All three of 
Petrov's business partners along with Putin were founding members of the Ozero Collective, a dacha 
ownership company. 

In June 2015, based on a copy of the prosecutors' May 29 petition to the court, Bloomberg reported 
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-29/putin-allies-aided-russian-mafia-in-spain-
prosecutors-say> on the connections alleged between the Tambov crime syndicate in St. Petersburg and 
Reznik, who is also deputy head of the parliament's finance committee. They said the Tambov members 
moved to Spain in 1996, when Putin was deputy mayor of St. Petersburg, to continue criminal activities:

 The 488-page complaint, the product of a decade of investigations into the spread of Russian organized 
crime during the Putin era, portrays links between the criminal enterprise and top law-enforcement 
officials and policy makers in Moscow. The petition, based on thousands of wiretaps, bank transfers and 
property transactions, is a formal request to charge 27 people with money laundering, fraud and other 
crimes. Approval by a judge would clear the way for a trial, but Spain doesn’t try people in absentia.

 The only Russian official facing possible charges is Vladislav Reznik, a member of Putin’s ruling United 
Russia party and the deputy head of the finance committee in the lower house of parliament. The 
complaint, earlier reported by Spain’s El Mundo and ABC newspapers, says Reznik helped the alleged 
leader of the enterprise, Gennady Petrov, get his associates appointed to key posts in Russia in exchange 
for assets in Spain. Prosecutors are seeking to confiscate a property they say Reznik owns on the resort 
island of Majorca. 

Assistance to Spanish prosecutors in such mafia prosecutions was a possible motive for the murder of 
former intelligence officer Alexander Litvinenko 
<http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/12/alexander-litvinenko-russia-murder> , which was 
"probably" ordered by Putin himself, according to the British High Court. 

The mafia ring's activities from the time Putin was deputy mayor of St. Petersburg under Mayor Anatoly 
Sobchak seemed to be beyond the reach of the Spanish prosecutors.  

But today's announcement shows the prosecutors have gathered enough evidence to issue other arrest 
warrants, following their "Operation Troika" in which 20 were arrested in 2008. Judge Jose de la Mata, 
who investigates organized crime groups, says there are "very serious facts" against them. 

According to El Mundo, Reznik was said to perform "all necessary activities, legal or illegal (trafficking in 
influence, privileged information, etc.) involving the highest levels of the Russian government in favor of 
Petrov." 

"The relationship between Petrov and Reznik is also economic in nature, both in Spain and Russia," said 
the judge. A warrant has also been issued for Reznik's wife, Diana Gindin. 
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The prosecutors said Aulov, the Russian narcotics agency official, "uses his power" to "carry out acts of 
intimidation or threats to certain people who try to harm Petrov." From wiretaps, the prosecutors learned 
that Aulov obtained "secret information relation to the investigation" itself which he informed his boss. 
Another warrant was issued for Leonid Khristoforov, who acted as a liaison for Aulov.  

Yet another is Igor Sobolevsky, deputy prime minister for "maintaining communication and exchange of 
favors with Petrov." 

The prosecutors said they had obtained 78 telephone conversations between Aulov, a former KGB 
colleague of Putin's in St. Petersburg, with the gang leader Petrov. 

The Spanish prosecutors have made the claim that Petrov has helped put people into high-ranking 
positions 

The prosecutors say their case, which has been under investigation for 8 years, will be completed soon 
and will ultimately involve 27 high-ranking Russian officials, and "all ties lead directly to Putin," although it 
is not known if Putin himself will be named. 

Could Putin know more than he lets on from the gangsters' leaks from the investigation or his own 
espionage? 

Last weekend, Putin undertook a massive reorganization of law-enforcement 
<http://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-putin-reshuffle-lawenforcement-idUSKCN0XR0P2> which 
included among other changes, subordinating the Federal Narcotics Control Service, which had been a 
separate agency, under the National Guard. Over the weekend, Putin fired a number of high-ranking 
officials including Sergei Dmitriyev, public prosecutor, Igor Klimenov, head of the Federal Penitentiary 
Service in Moscow, and Dmitry Neklyudov, deputy interior ministry for occupied Crimea. He also dismissed 
Yury Nyrkov and Vasily Piskarev, two deputies of the Investigative Committee, and promoted Lev Gura, a 
special cases investigator to senior investigator. 

Maj.Gen. Igor Krasnov, who has prosecuted violent Russian ultranationalists, was the first prosecutor put 
on the case of the murder of opposition leader Boris Nemtsov, has now been appointed deputy to 
Aleksandr Bastrykin, head of the Investigative Committee. Spanish prosecutors have referenced 
Bastrykin's name in the past but it is not clear whether he will be indicted. 

No reason was given for these dismissals or appointments and those directly related to the Spanish 
prosecution don't appear to be involved, but could Putin be taking precautions? The Kremlin position on 
the Spanish claims, however, has always been that the allegations are "utter nonsense." 

The issue of the Tambov Gang fixing official seats for various people becomes relevant when Putin's own 
early biography is probed -- and an implication made that Putin himself owed his own university 
placement and hence his subsequent career to this mafia. 

Alexei Sobchenko, writing recently for Eurasianet.org <http://www.eurasianet.org/node/76726> , 
describes an unsigned piece at the popular blog putinism.wordpress.com  (see under "Soratniki po bor'be 
<http://bit.ly/22orZcT> ") that makes the connection between the Tambov gang and Putin via his old 
judo instructor Leonid Usvyatsov, who twice served 10-year stretches in labor camp, the first on charges 
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of group rape and the second on charges of illegal foreign currency dealings.  The blogger says Usvyatsov 
was "a prominent member of the so-called Tambov Gang." In between his terms in labor camp (1968-
1982), in the 1960s, Usvyatsov became Putin's trainer in the art of sambo <javascript:void(0)> , a 
martial art developed by the Soviet Army. 

Putin mentions Leonid Ionovich, but only by his first name and uncommon patronymic, in his book First 
Person 
<https://putinism.wordpress.com/2015/12/21/%25u0441%25u043E%25u0440%25u0430%25u0442%25 
u043D%25u0438%25u043A%25u0438-%25u043F%25u043E-
%25u0431%25u043E%25u0440%25u044C%25u0431%25u0435-2/> . The blogger describes this as a 
"fond" memory. Here is the passage, in which Putin explains why he was in the Trud [Labor] judo club, 
but not in the karate class, because those lessons cost money and he was too poor. 

Once we went to the gym with Leonid Ionovich, the senior coach from Trud. The karate students were 
working out on the mat, though it was our turn. Leonid went up to their trainer and told them it was time 
for our class. The karate trainer didn't even look his way - as if to say, get lost. Then Leonid, without 
saying a word, flipped him, squeezed him lightly and dragged him off the mat. He had lost consciousness. 
Then Leonid turned to us and said, "Go in and take your places." This was our attitude toward karate. 

The young Putin then emulates this behavior as he describes later, judo-flipping a guy at a bus stop who 
asked him for a cigarette. As an athlete, he didn't smoke. 

This blogger claims it was Usvyatsov who got Putin into law school in 1970 under the athletic quota, 
although we note that in his book, Putin himself claims it was due to his diligent studies, even though he 
was not a member of the Komsomol (Young Communist League). 

If anything, Putin takes pains in his book to claim that another coach wanted to get him into the Academy 
of Civil Aviation as an athlete, but Putin didn't want to go into aviation. By that time, he had already 
decided in the 9th grade that he wanted to be a spy, and a recruiter had told him he would need a higher 
degree for this purpose, and suggested law school. This set Putin on the path to a legal degree. 

Later in his book, Putin portrays Leonid Ionovich as angry at that career choice -- given the role that 
lawyers played in Soviet society, which was essentially as accomplices to prosecutors, not defenders 
(Ionovich was an ex-con). In fact, most people with "law degrees" served not in the bar, but in the police 
or prosecutors' offices. 

Putin writes: 

 Then another coach of mine from the Trud Club, Leonid Ionovich, came to visit. He was a clever guy. 
"Well," he said to me. "Where are you going?" Of course he already knew. He was just acting sly. I said, 
"To university." "Oh, that's great, good for you," he said, "in what department"? "The law school," I 
answered. Then he roared: "What?! To catch people? What are you doing? You'll be a cop. Do you 
understand?!" I was insulted. "I'm not going to be a copy!" I yelled back. 
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"For a year, they put pressure on me every day. That only increased my desire to go to law school," says 
Putin, adding that both his coaches and parents threatened that he would end up in the army if he didn't 
chose the aviation school -- but he said that he in fact the army "suited me just fine." 

Interestingly, contrary to what the blogger claims, Putin then goes even further to tell a story that would 
supposedly prove that he wasn't placed by Ionovich or anyone else at all. It is so elaborate, that the 
reader -- once familiar with the context of the Tambov Gang provided by the blogger and the Spanish 
prosecutors  -- begins to wonder if it was deliberately fabricated to cover up the truth. 

In a book otherwise fairly sparse on biographical detail, Putin takes great pains to explain that when he 
came to the law faculty of Leningrad State University, he ostensibly discovered that another athletic club, 
Burevestnik [Storm Petrel], was demanding that he join them because they had supposedly helped him to 
get a place in the law school. 

Putin says that he was indignant at such supposed "fixing," and went to the dean and told him he was 
being "forced" to transfer into Burevestnik and that he didn't think he should. The kindly dean asked why, 
and Putin replied, "Because they supposedly helped me, as an athlete, to get into the university, and now 
I must pay them back by joining Burevestnik." 

The dean checks his list of those who were to be placed in the university on the strength of their athletic 
ability and tells Putin that he isn't on the list. "So you can safely tell everybody to get lost," he concluded. 
"Which I did," Putin recounted. 

Putin illustrates his loyalty to this sports club later explaining why he wouldn't accept the proposals of 
other clubs: 

 I told them a hundred times I would not leave Trud--all my friends were there, and my first coach. I 
said I would never join another club. I would play for the one I wanted. 

Interestingly, the same unknown blogger digs up a section in the biography of another figure from those 
years Nikolai Vashchilin, a prominent Soviet stuntman and wrestler who know Putin, Usvyatsov, and 
Rotenberg in the 1960s as he was in the same athletic organizations. He writes that Rotenberg worked as 
an assistant to Usvyatsov at Trud for a time and later was almost blown away himself during a gunfight at 
a mafia funeral. The bloggers summarizes what Vashchilin writes:

 Vova [Vladimir] Putin was placed by L.I. Usvyatsov himself at LGU [Leningrad State University] 
through the athletic selection and personally through V.E. Solovyov (a sambo trainer) and M.M. Bobrov 
(deputy director of the physical education department)... By the way, L.I. Usvyatsov landed himself a 
second round [of imprisonment] in 1982, but now under Art. 88 [of the criminal code] and languished 
until 1992. When he got out, Leonid Ionovich Usvyatsov organized athletes into a unit of bodyguards (with 
the permission of Smolny [the St. Petersburg government]) and was murdered by competitors in 1994, 
and his place in the organization was taken by Vladimir Kumarin. 

But if we go back to the source of Vashchilin himself, <http://www.proza.ru/2011/12/31/637> we find 
some intriguing detail where the [...] indicated text that was cut (see emphasis in quoted text): 

Vashchilin first says "I know Vova Putin not by hearsay and for rather a long time" as they were in sambo 
together at Trud on No. 21 Decembrists' street. He describes other trainers that Putin also had, but notes 
in particular Usvyatsov, under whom Putin and the Rotenberg brothers trained,  "who greatly helped place 
them in jobs and institutes." Then he writes: 

Yes, Vova Putin, too was placed  at LGU through the sports selection and personally V.E. Solovyov (sambo 
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trainer) and M.M. Bobrov (deputy of the physical education department), and then refused to transfer him 
into Burevestnik, blackmailing the dean with the fact that he would expose their machinations with the 
athletic selection of students at LGU. 

Thus according to this other memoirist, there is an alternative narrative than the one Putin tells in his 
book: it wasn't that Putin was mysteriously being pressured to join Burevestnik although he "wasn't on 
the list"; in fact, the officials at the university with whom his trainer Usvyatsov was able to place him 
insisted on putting Putin in Burevestnik (perhaps because it was not associated with an ex-con) -- and 
then Usvyatsov, furious, threatened blackmail to keep his prized pupil out of Burevestnik. Putin remained 
loyal to Trud. 

Usvyatsov was jailed again in 1982 when Putin was still a junior KGB officer in charge of monitoring 
foreigners and consular officials and likely could not at his level have found a way to intervene to save his 
coach from jail. 

But ultimately, his fellow judo students in the Trud club were to become part of Putin's inner circle --
Arkady and Boris Rotenberg, oligarchs who have a vast business empire now who received contracts in 
the Sochi Olympics, and Vasily Shestakov, a State Duma legislator. An old picture shows them together --
and from that time, it seems Putin never did join another "club" and "played for the one he wanted." 

 <http://d26xdkmgy4hem4.cloudfront.net/interpreter_mag/the_three_1462298833800_1462298860.jpg 
> 

(L-R) Arkady Rotenberg, Vladimir Putin and Vasily Shestakov in a judo match together in an undated 
photo. 

As the blogger relates, 
<https://putinism.wordpress.com/2015/12/21/%25u0441%25u043E%25u0440%25u0430%25u0442%25 
u043D%25u0438%25u043A%25u0438-%25u043F%25u043E-
%25u0431%25u043E%25u0440%25u044C%25u0431%25u0435-2/>  and another source 
<https://leprosorium.dirty.ru/leonid-ionovich-usviatsov-787720/> also mentions, Rotenberg had also 
worked with Usvyatsov as a stuntman in Lenfilm movies, as judo wrestlers were in demand; Usvyatsov 
was said to use his connections to get himself and his students into the films. Some photos of them 
together have survived. 

 <http://d26xdkmgy4hem4.cloudfront.net/interpreter_mag/stuntmen_1462310574979_1462310601.jpg> 

Stuntmen in a Soviet WWII movie: Leonid Usvyatov (3rd from L) and Arkady Rotenberg (3rd from R) 

By the time Usvyatsov was released after his second labor camp term in  1992, Putin was now in the St. 
Petersburg mayor's office. The blogger says Usvyatsov was "a prominent member of the so-called Tambov 
Gang" but it is not known if there is evidence of contact between Usvyatsov and Putin in any capacity after 
he got out of prison. Ultimately, Usvyatsov was killed in gang warfare in 1994. 

In 2008, Spanish authorities also arrested Aleksandr Malyshev <http://rumafia.com/en/dosje/62> , said 
to be another mafia leader who competed with Tambov but then joined them who had moved to Spain to 
flee gangland assassination attempts and continue his money-laundering activities. Both Petrov and 
Malyshev had "a great level of influence and control," say the prosecutors with "contacts among ministers, 
judges and high-ranking military, and many of them relations of intense friendship." The prosecutors claim 
that this network was involved in commissioned threats and beatings, murder, arms traffiking, extortion, 
fraud, forgery, influence-peddling, bribery, smuggling, drug-trafficking, crimes against the state treasury, 
fraudulent capitalization of companies. 

The prosecutors say the most important names that surfaced was that of Anatoly Serdyukov, minister of 
defense from 2007-2012, who was also a graduate of the St. Petersburg University Law School, and Viktor 
Zubkov, a financial crimes investigator and former prime minister from 2007-2009, who then served as 
Putin's first deputy prime minister when Putin himself was prime minister during Dmitry Medvedev's 
presidency. 
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Serdyukov was prosecuted in Russia for "negligence" for using the army to build a road to his private 
country residence, and served some time in prison but was then amnestied in 2014; his mistress, who 
was implicated in various corrupt housing schemes at the Defense Ministry was also prosecuted and 
served a light sentence and was released "for good behavior." Serdyukov now serves as a director of the 
state Rostec company which builds helicopters and airplane engines. 

Some of the information bout Tambov came out via WikiLeaks' publication of State Department cables. 
<http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/01/wikileaks-cable-spain-russian-mafia> 

Other names indicated by El Mundo are Dmitry Kozak, head of the ministry of regional development, 
who  joined Putin's administration in 1999-2000, RFE/RL reports <http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spain-
warrant-top-officials-putin-insiders/27713179.html> , and Leonid Reiman, former minister of information 
technology and communications, who is a partner of Petrov's in a company. 

Where will all this go? Likely the Spanish prosecutors will never get to the people they've indicted who are 
all safe in Russia and won't travel abroad to risk arrest. As RFE/RL reported: 

 "Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems, 
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and 
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg. 

Will Putin himself remove or even prosecute some of the obvious corrupt individuals to avoid any further 
risk to himself? That remains to be seen, and the Serdyukov case indicates that whatever punishment 
may be in store could be light. 

-- Catherine A. Fitzpatrick 

Published in Press-Stream Russia Update: May 3, 2016 
<https://pressimus.com/Interpreter_Mag/stream/2712> in Publication Russia Update 
<https://pressimus.com/Interpreter_Mag/publication/324> http://www.interpretermag.com/russia-
update-may-3-2016/ 

Sent: Wed, May 4, 2016 8:45 am 
Subject: Making sure you saw this: Spain issues warrants for Zubkov and other top officials 

Spain Issues Warrants For Top Russian Officials, Putin Insiders  

Last Updated:May 03, 2016http://www.rferl.mobi/a/russia-spain-warrant-top-officials-putin-
insiders/27713179.html 

*  RFE/RL 

-----Original Message-----
From: Nellie Ohr 
To: ; ; 

; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov> 

(b) (6)
(b) (6) Lisa Holtyn (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) - Joe Wheatley (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

- Ivana Nizich
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Those named include Vladislav Reznik (pictured), a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia party and first 
deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, and Nikolai Aulov, the head 
of the Interior Ministry's directorate-general. 

A Spanish judge has issued international arrest warrants for several current and former Russian 
government officials and other political figures closely linked to President Vladimir Putin. 

The named Russians include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, as well as a current 
deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance committee. 

The Spanish documents target <http://en.news-4-u.ru/spain-announced-the-deputy-of-the-country-on-
the-international-wanted-list-on-the-case-of-the-russian-mafia.html>  alleged members of two of Russia's 
largest and best-known criminal organizations -- the Tambov and Malyshev gangs -- in connection with 
crimes committed in Spain, including murder, weapons and drug trafficking, extortion, and money 
laundering. 

Russians with alleged ties to the crime groups include a former prime minister and an ex-defense minister, 
as well as a current deputy prime minister and the current head of the lower house of parliament's finance 
committee. 

Spanish police also conclude that one of the gangs was able to penetrate Russian ministries, security 
forces, and other key government institutions and businesses with the help of an influential senior 
legislator. 

Judge Jose de la Mata issued 12 arrest warrants in January but the action was not announced to the press 
until May 2. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak 
<http://gdb.rferl.org/F7C1AC70-315B-410A-AE51-5477F4F55907_w250_r0_s.jpg> 

Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) listens to Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak 

Spanish authorities are seeking the arrest of Vladislav Reznik, a lawmaker from the ruling United Russia 
party and first deputy chairman of the Finance Committee in the lower house of parliament, the State 
Duma. 

Those alleged to be tied to the gangs include Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak, a former public 
prosecutor in Putin's native St. Petersburg who joined Putin's Kremlin administration as chief of staff at its 
inception in 1999-2000. 

Another is Viktor Zubkov, who served as Russian prime minister from September 2007 until May 2008. He 
then served as Putin's first deputy prime minister from May 2008 until May 2012, during Dmitry 
Medvedev's presidency. 

Also named as alleged members are Nikolai Nikolaevich Aulov, the head of the Interior Ministry's 
directorate-general; former Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov; former Deputy Prime Minister Igor 
Sobolevsky; and former Information Technology Minister Leonid Reiman. 

The arrest warrants follow an investigation by Spanish police into the Russian gangs' activities in Spain 
from 2008 to 2011. A copy of the Spanish prosecutor's resulting 400-page report that reached the media 
in June indicated that ties <http://www.rferl.mobi/a/27433558.html>  between the Tambov gang's 
activities in Spain and the Kremlin insiders was established largely through recordings of phone calls. 

The investigation particularly highlights the role of Gennady Petrov, who is believed to be the head of the 
Tambov group. He was arrested during a raid on his Majorca villa in 2008 in a sweep that also netted 20 
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other suspected members of the Spanish branch of the Tambov gang. However, Petrov was later allowed 
to travel to Russia and has been living in St. Petersburg ever since. 

"The criminal organization headed by Petrov managed to achieve a clear penetration of the state 
structures of his country, not only with the lawmaker [Vladislav] Reznik but with several ministers," the 
prosecutor's report said. 

Spanish police allege that Petrov managed to penetrate Russian institutions including municipalities, 
ministries, security forces, ports authorities, and private organizations such as banks and corporations 
through Reznik's influence. 

Petrov became co-owner of the Bank Rossia in 1998 to 1999, together with three of Putin's close friends: 
Nikolai Shamalov, Viktor Myachin, and Yury Kovalchuk. The three Putin friends were founding members of 
the Ozero Collective. 

The Ozero ("Lake") Collective is a residential housing cooperative that Putin and close acquaintances 
formed in 1996 to purchase lakeside property and build vacation homes for themselves near St. 
Petersburg. The homes form a gated community and the members of the cooperative have since gone on 
<http://navalny-en.livejournal.com/116947.html> to prominent positions in Russian government and 
business and become very wealthy. 

The Tambov and Malyshev gangs both originated as protection rackets in St. Petersburg in the late 1980s. 
Rivals in the past, the two fought a bloody battle for supremacy in 1989 and are believed to control scores 
of industrial enterprises and engage in drug trafficking, prostitution, protection rackets, and money 
laundering. 

A criminal investigation into a 1 billion-euro money-laundering operation 
<http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201207/20120730ATT49511/20120730ATT495 
11EN.pdf> in Bulgaria in 2008 by the Tambov gang provided one recent measure of its scale of 
operations. 

The question now is whether Moscow will react to Spain's issuance of arrest warrants and whether it would 
extradite any of those named. Almost all are believed to be currently residing in Russia. 

"Today the main figures in the Spanish [prosecutor's] report are living in Russia without any problems, 
and they are doing fine," Andrei Zykov, a retired senior investigator who specialized in corruption and 
serious economic crimes in areas including St. Petersburg, told RFE/RL in December. 

With reporting by El Mundo and Republica 

*This article has been amended to clarify that Vladislav Reznik was named in a Spanish arrest warrant. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 9:57 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG} 

Subject: Night Wolves met with bread and salt in Brno/ judge says Bout sentence is too 
harsh? 

Saw these on Kommersant, which I usually think is a reliable publication 

As for the bread and salt-the Night Wolves got around the Poland ban by going through Slovakia and Moravia. They 
visited a WWII monument in Brno, supposedly, and got the bread and salt. The report comes from a Prague based 
periodical-don't know where that periodical is coming from, but here's a picture. 

~ Nocnf vlky privnali v Brne chlebem a solf 

Nocnf vlky privftali v Bme chlebem a solL 
FOTO: Miroslav Homola, Pravo 
http://www.novinky.cz/ domaci/402386-nocni-vlky-privital i-v-brne-chlebem-a-soli.html 

As for Bout--the Kommersant headline was misleading. It wasn't an acting judge but a retired judge- Shira 
Scheindlen. in fact - who retired on 27 April and is now speaking out. She's saying she gave the minimum sentence 
she could within the guidelines. 
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2979054. 
It links to this NYT item-which I didn't see in the paper version. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/02/nyregion/departing-judge-offers-blunt-defense--of-ruling,-that-ended-stop-and
frisk.html? r=0 

p.s. DOJ will probably soon be hearing from Russian diplomats about the case of a Russian fel low. Igor Zyazin. 
detained by Immigration when trying to cross into the US from Mexico. (He'd tried to do it in 2009 too). He died of 
unknown causes while in custody. US medics said they tried to revive him but fai led. 
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2979049 

Another thing I didn't see in our paper newspapers: The FT supposedly published an item entitled "Magnitsky fraud 
cash laundered through Britain, MPs hear," 
Browder was speaking to the House of Commons Home Affairs Committee, saying documents received from "a 
certain Russian source" helped prove that Magnitsky money came into the UK via Lithuanian and Cyprus accounts 
of offshore firms. https://next.ft.com/contenUfd1 1b9e4-1127-11e6-91da--096d89bd2173#axzz47fl.QxC4c 
The Russian-language summary based on the FT article doesn't name the companies 
http://www.rbc_ru/ politics/04/05/2016/ 57299e499a 79471f668be599?from=newsfeed 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2016 10:19 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Wheatley, Joe; Nizich, Ivana 

Subject: Magisterial roundup of obshchak-like money laundering "pool" held by Russia's 
elite, compromat war etc. 

Attachments: IN2May16.docx 

Wayne Allensworth has outdone himself in these latest notes. (His analysis is the bolded text). 
This touches on all kinds of scandals-Lesin's death, Shumkov's , Magnitsky etc. etc. A bit overwhelming, actuaJly. 
- Nellie 

-Original Message
From: Wayne Allensworth 
To: Wayne and Stacy Allensworth 
Sent: Mon, May 2, 2016 6:32 pm 
Subject: Internet Notes 2 May 2016 

Internet N otes 2 1\lay 2016 

Xote on notes (Zolotov a.nd the Security CouncID 

Latrnina circles back to tbe Independent Oil Companv. \TB. Secbin. Khudai,ynatoY 
(Another '"\i olinist' .. l ; Sbumko,·/Lesin and "the pool'j 

So/own: on the inrended audience for the "informarion arracks " 

Stano\'ava on kompromat about Putin {Pmin is more vubierable than he seems ... but Western mass media iS 
not the threat; Open Russia has more on Putin 's ties to organtzed crime. Spain puts Depurv FSKN 
Director Aulov on a wanted lisr) 

Strelkov: )io murder char~es? 

Land to be ~yen away in the Far East 

:Kote on notes (ZolotoY and the Security Conncil) 
First we read that with the creation ofthe National Guard, Zolotov was to be elevated to the status of 
permanent Security Council member. Gryzlov was to be taken oif the council. Then we read that Putin had 
issued an order reversing the earlier decision, ,,11th Zolotov designated an ordinary SovBez member (See the 12 
April notes). But he' s still listed as a permanent member: 
http://www.kremlin.ru/structure/security-council/members 

Latynina circles back to ilie Independent Oil Company, VTB, Sechio, Khudaiynatov 
(Another "";otinist''?; Sbomkov/Lesi:n and ''the pool") 

From the 22 February notes: 
[On S-echin, Khudaiynatov, and a~ billion credit, Latynina refers to a post by Maksim Blant: 
htgl: ·mblant.livejoumal.com 669.html 

Eduard Khudaiynatov was general director ofRosneft when Sechin was vice premier. Khudaiynatov was Sechin' s shadow. 
'iVheo Secbin came back to Rosneft, Khudaiynatov created the Independent Oil and Gas Company (NNK} and NNK began to 
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-. .. ... --
accumulate assets andlicerues, many of them rather small assets. The main asset acquisition was MusaBazhayev' s Alliance 
group. The transaction was made in 2014, when Russia was already W1der sanctions, and the assUD1ed value ofthe deal was 
S4 billion. But where did Khudaiyn.atov, who had always been a hired manag er:, not a business o,vner, get the money? .A.nd 
Se-chin had been consolidating oil assets in Rosneft-then his O\\>n fonnerrigbt hand makes such an acquisition. 

Blant tells the story: Rosneft deposited 54 billion in \ 'TB0 while simultaneously N"NK. was given a 54 billion credit. :Making a 
bank deposit that instantly becomes a credit is a common money-laundering method in Russia. Where did Rosneft get the S4 
billion?latynina thinks it was sales to China. Lafynina also believes the sale price was jacked up- and part of the trans.action 
,vas Khudaiynatov getting a kickback for making the deal on Rosneft's behalf Co1DJDent: I'm not sure I follow all this-is the 
deposit to credit transaction illegal? How is it money laundering? A.n)-way, Latynina says that m:th all Rosneft's finmcial 
trouhles, Sechin wanted VTB to give its money back and VTB is not pla~in.g along. I don ' t understand that bit of the story at 
all-hadn't 1'1~1( 11.C{!Uired the company on Rosneft' s behalf? That's ll"hat Latynina is claiming here. B1ant referred to 
protocols from a Rosneft board meeting sho\'1/iog that the transaction was at a loss for Rosneft (Comment: OK, so the price 
was too high-to account for the kickback - Latynina also says that the terms of the deposit-to-loan deal were a loser for 
Rosneft. So when she said Rosneft wanted its money back. tna)'-be it wanted back the loss on the deposit-to-loan transaction). 
Latynina goes on to imply that she thinks Se.chin has been using NNK to go after oil assets for a while-like Bashneft. NNK 
made Sistema an offer:, not Rosneft, on the asset. And Sis.tema' s Yevtushenkov woW1d up underhouse arrest {See, for 
instance, the 30 October 2014 notes)._.So, regarding the N!-ll( purchase ofAlliance group, Rosneft was financing the 
purchase ( at a loss) while demanding money from the National Welfare Fund... ] 

Comment: So it appeared that a Rosneft that was under sanctions was using 1-11NK, not under 
sanctions, as a vehicle for making acquisitions- but there was that money laundering part that I 
wondered about. In her program last week, Latyni:na asked whether NJ\i"K was the equivalent of 
Roldugin's offshore-another "violinist" being used to laonder money acquired by dubious means. 
The acquisition, claimed Lat)'Dina, whose terms were not good for Rosneft, was really a put up deal 
designed to funnel and legalize shady mo.ney. The transaction fee--a kickback-was paid to 
Khudaiynatov as part of the laundering deaJ: 
http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/1752700-echo/ Latynina says the deposit-to-credit transaction is a 
common cover for money laundering__. She adds that she thinks the approval for the deal (NNK purchasing 
Bazhay,ev' s Alliance group) went all the way up to Putin-at the time, everyone :figured oil prices would go up, 
but they didn't . __But there, s something else-there' s a connection between the deal and the late Dmitriy 
Shumkov (See the notes from 8 .and 10 December 20 15 and 5 and 11 January). Latynina says that's why she 
came back to the story, though there was also Khudaiynatov·s purchase ofa villa in Porotfino (for 25 Million 
Euro) in 2015, after Putin told everybody not to bny any property abroad_ The Roldugin offshore was shut 
down in 2014-after Crimea By 2012, it became dear that the Americans were trucing a negative attitude to 
such offshores-s.o they were no longer safe and Putin gave the order on no foreign property. But 
Khudaiynatov bought his villa in 2015. 

She gets back to Shumkov- he was close to Bazhayev, and was a sometime business partner ofhis_ He was 
making big investments, was involved in big deals in Moscow when he reportedly committed suicide. Where 
did he get the money for those deals? Latynina thinks he got the money from the '·strange" NNK.ffiazhayev 
deal. Later, he supposedly committed suicide-was he desperate because he had been caught siphoning 
money off from the deal? Was he killed because he was stealing? (Comment: She doesn't tell us why she 
believes Shumko,· stole money from the l'l'NS/Bazhaye'f' deal)_ Latynina says the Shmnkov story 
reminds her of Lesin-also found dead, but in vVashington, a death she says was most likely an unfommate 
incident related to Lesin • s extravagant habits. But Lesin lost his post after a deal that was similar to the deal 
K.hudaiynatov made. In the Les.in case, there was Kovalchuk' s Gazprom ~edia ProfMedia was purchased 
for Gazprom Media at a price of$600 million. The word was that the sale price was above market value. Lesin 
had been loudly bragging about that. And the "violinist" affair let us know that 20% of Video International 
belonged to that violinist ,vith a Stradivarius. So maybe the Lesin story wasn' t about the Kovalchuk.s 
(Comment: One. versiya explaining Le.sin's death was that he "'as killed partly because he owed 
Kovalchuk money. One of the Panama Papers off shores was connected to Lesin)_ 

Latynina again circles back to Shnmkov-she goes on about "the poof' ( 'basseiyn"). The pool is a second, 
infonnal budget, a personal part ofthe treasury. It existed semi-unofficially and they say that it provides the 
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salaries for highly-placed officials. But it was mainly for emergency expenditures, like Crimea. Latynina says she 
thinks that it became apparent that the pool did not have has much money in it as was thought, and those that 
had their hands on the taps that fed the pool had their O\vn streams. If the pool was leaking like a sieve, well, 
that could lead to some interesting re-distnbutions ofauthority in the elite. We already have the well-known 
story ofYak--unin' s resignation. after it came to light that his son had acquired citizenship in the UK. There was 
the interesting story ofVEB, s bankruptcy-how much did VEB hand over for the purchase ofSibuglement i:n 
2014? Sl.8 billion? Wasn' t that a lot for that company? Uralvagonzavodbought theZarechniymine, the 
Russian Coal Holding- together, that was 45 billion. Did that reflect their real value? Latynma ends by saying 
she thinks there will be more stories ofthe '1eaky poof and that Shumkov will not be the only victim_.. 

Comment: "The pool," as Latynina casts this story, may also be something like an "obshak," a 
mafia organization's slosh fund. She' s impl)-ing here that both Lesio and Sho.mkov abused the pool 
and that others have as well, leading to some shakeups and maybe some murders. She i.s also saying 
that the ~Xtransaction and some others were money laundering operations held, apparently, on 
behalf of the pool and some who had access to it, such a.s Roldugi:o. 

Let's backup and see what dots we can connect . .. Io the 8 December .2015 notes, we read that there 
was a kompromat war underway and that Shumkov's death might be associated with it. One of 
ShumkoY's. patrons was an assistant o( Cbayka' s , A.leksaodr Z.vyagintse·v, who was dismissed 
following the scandal over kompromat on Chayka's. son (See the 11 January notes). Recently, there 
have been onmerons kompromat dumps on elites, a number of them involving foreign property. lo 
December, around the same time as the kompromat attacks on Chayka, there were stories in the 
notes on Putin's links to organized crime (See the 29 and 31 December 2015 notes). lo November 
and December, we saw stories on "Tikhooova'' and her a.Ueged husband, SbamaloY (See, for 
instance, the 10 and 11 November 2015 notes and the notes from 21 December}. There was an item 
in the 8 February notes linking Cbayka' s son to Shumkov. 

Recall that Navaln.iy was behind a call for a check up on Yakun.in and bis operations at Russian 
Raihvays and that l\iillennium Bank was linked to RR. RR and Artyom Chayka owned shares in the 
bank, which had its license revoked (See the 8 February notes). Chayka claimed Browder and 
Navaln.iy were behind the dumps again.st him (See the 14 December 2015 notes; back in the 21 
December 2015 notes, Yabloko's Sergey l\_fitrokhin said that Navaln.iy's attacks on Chayka 
were " ordered"; This spring, Browder and N avalniy were attacked by Rossiya TV as foreign agents. 
See the 11 April ootes}-so we circled back to the ~lagnitskiy affair. Then Roldugin and the 
Panama Papers came along (4 April}-and Roldugin's offshore was subsequently tied to the 
l\'fagnitskiy affair as a money laundering platform for the cash stolen in that case (27 and 28 April). 
The Nekrasov film appeared to be another repty to the kompromat dumps that related back to the 
l\fagnitskiy affair (27 April). 

lo the 4 April notes, I suggested that the attacks on KasyanoY were connected to the previous 
kompromat on Russian elites, especiaUy the Panama Papers. 1\{y comments: 

[Looks like the Kremlin anticipated the media reaction to thePanama papers and sought to soften tlte impact by showing 
that the ,opposition "n"as dirty, too. And, as I wrote last week, ] think .Khodorkovskiy, s,ome elites in Russi.t, md people 
associated with them ue prob.tbly a major source--or atleast a m:ajor distributor-ofdirt like the BaeTSkir material we 
saw lastweek(See the 31 April and I March notes), so there's a bit of retaliation going on. The Kremlin is-Showing that it 
cm play that game as well I doubt the illicit liaison in the Kasya.no,- video mll shock anybody, nor mll the corruption 
mentioned by Kasymov, but that's not the point.] 

Baevskiy was an. associate of the Rotenbergs who had handled apartment purchases for "Putin' s 
women," including Tikhooova and .Kabayeva (See the notes from 311\{arch and 1 April). 

Solovey commented on. these "information attacks" on Russian dast and their likely intended 
---•· - __ ! _ .._._ _ ., '- - -!'·1 - '- --· 
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anmen-ce m 1ne .1 Apm nores: 

(Solove,:r on the intendedaudiencefor the 'information attacks " 
http://vk.com/id244477574?\•r-i.vall244477574 16316¾2Fa l1 

...The talk about "information artac.ks" follO\vs classic theory-"vaccinate" the public, that is, warn them. that enemies intend 
slander. The question is, justwho is being vaccinated? The Russian public? They'll brush off foreign exposes. They won' t 
surprise any one, or open.anyone· s eyes., or, and this is the main thing, change anyone' s attitude to vlast. These exposes are 
aimed primarily at the Western elite. They are indifferent to the warnings ofRussian officials .. . 

Comment: I think he's right about the target audience for the komproma:t dumps, w.hlch don't really tell us mything new .. I 
think KhodorkoTSkiy md some Russian elites who would like it if there l>as not another Putin term are intending to help 
prerent any talk or lifting s anctions at this time~ hoping for increased pressure on :Putin. Ma)·be some of the elite are 
willing to endure m,ore pain now for the prospect of Putin's leuing the Kremlin in :!01&. Belkovskiy, who I think has been 
working for Khodorkovskiy, has been seeming to (sometimes) s ay that an exit that would not put him in danger is still 
possible for Putin. PuloTSk:iy said that earlier this week (See the 30March notes). KhodorkoTSkiy has been a little 
different, s:t~ing that those n ot implicated in crimes hue .no reason to fu r a change in regime. \Vhen komprom.at wars are 
going on, though, it can get a little bhirry·-maybe others might toss out some dirt on rirals1 too. There may be more than 
one source for the material and more than one motintion.) 

Bnt Stanovaya thought that the cnmnlative impact of the kompromat might be relevant in the long 
run-and could turn Putin's base aga.inst him. From the 31 J\1farch notes: 

1Sumova_ra 011 komprol'tll.l.t a.hour Putin (Putin is more ~•u!,1 erable d1 a.n ke seems .. .but We.stern mass nredi.a. is 11 ot the 
tJrreat; Open Russia. lras more on Putin 's ti.es to organi:.,ed crime; Spain_ puts Deputy FSKNDirector Aulo,., on a wmtted list) 
See yesterday's notes... 

https://slon.ru/posts/66002 

Stanovaya wonders whether Putin should be worried about the "infonnation attacks" Peskov has mentioned ... Right now, all 
the criticisms aimed at Putin are coming from ch3!lllels that have an axe to grind-the non-sy stemic. opposrtion andthe \Vest. 
But when the criticism comes from, say , the protesting long-haul truckers, then that changes the picture quit e a bit. \Vhen 
the "fifth column" in the ey es of vlast becomes the narod, then a revolution is underway ... Putin less and less seems to 
believe that his rating could fall as a consequence ofhis O\\>n mistakes. It ' s. not hard to see that Putin isn' t just satisfied with 
the results ofhis rule, he is proud ofthem . .i\nd it will be hard for him to believe in the reality ofpopular disappointment when 
it manifests itself ... Vlast also does not understand that "Krym nash" in the eyes ofthe gene.t:al. public means \Yhat it says
NASH- not IC!ym Putina orKrym Rotenberga, butKry,m nash, that is, Putin is seen only as the instrument ofre-establishing 
historical justic.e. Crimea should have been Russian with or without Putin. 

Putin is more vulnerable than it seems. But the main sources of a threat are not Navalniy or Western mass media. The threat 
to Putin will appear when the accusations are coming from bis own electorate . .. A.nti-Putin information will be replenished, 
ex"Pecting consumers and it is they who "'ill raise the question ofjustice, unle·ss GKChP-2 intervenes ... ] 

To recap and formnJate a picture of what's -going on..." ' ith elections approacbio,g and an economic 
crisis nodenvay, Putin' s enemies (Kbodorkovskiy, and perhaps people in the Russian elite 
discontented with the way things have gone) are stepping up the kompromat atfacks. The 
M~agnitskiy affair and the Pa.oama papers point to massive money lanoderiog and asset transfer 
operations done on the behalfof high level players, with. trusted figures like Roldngin acting as 
operators of the mechanisms involved. The money launderers may both try and create "clean" 
mon.ey for "the pool" and legitimize funds that baYe wound np there from operations like the tax 
rebate schemes connected to the J\lfagnitskiy affair. Putin is not involved in this directly or in any 
hands-onway. The lanoderers/acquisition operatives may try and clean up money for lower level 
players like the 1\1IVD and Tax Service people involved mthe J\fagnitskiy affair. They are rewarded 
for their efforts with kickbacks or shares in companies like Video International or Rosneft. ~'The 
pool" could operate, at least partly, like a mafia obshak-key players kick in fnods that are 
available for major asset acquisitions and use "the pool" as a deposit £or money that needs to be 
lanodered. 

Some of the players have ahnsed their access to " the pool"-maybe Lesin, maybe Yakunio. Perhaps 
Sbumkov was mixed np in operations that cost t he pool too much and angered key pool members. At 
the time of Yakuoin's ouster- and especially after bis warning to other elites-I thought that we 
were seeing signs of friction in the inner elite at a time of diminishing resources, a smaller corruption 
pie. and tensions over the results of sanctions (See the 13 Jaouan1 notes. for instance) . So I repeat 
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that there may be more than one ultimate source of kompromat on Putin and other players-I could 
see an angry Yak'llllin maybe retaliating with dirt he surely lmows about. 

NaYa.lniy and Browder are players in their own right, as well as channels for transmitting 
kompromat. I think NavaJniy is still with us and not in prison because he gets at least "situational" 
coyer from whicheYer Kremlin ~'tower" might be using him at a given moment. He is associated ,vith 
anti-Putin forces, but be probably gets some help from people in the elite-maybe Alfa Group 
people-who a.re also thinking that it' s time for a change (See the notes from 11 January; 17 M~ay 
2015; 29 December 2014; and 6 November 2014). 

Another way to think of the pool is a place where players lower down the corruption food c.bain may 
kick in a piece of the action for their superiors. Questions: How does all this operate in practice? 
Who all is a part of ,,,hat must be an intricate nehYork of interlocking channels for money laundering 
and asset transactions in a system that bas access to the pool? Who accounts for the money in the 
pool and where it may end up? I doubt that every pool-conneded transaction is coordinated with 
other players-there is probably a high degree of independent operation within the network, with not 
a.II of those invohred aware of aU the others. The network that bas access to the pool and includes 
elaborate money laundering channels and avenues for asset transactions probably arose 
spontaneously out of a few deals and grew from there, working out its own mode of activity and 
ground rules. The people who pulled off the scam in the l\bgnitskiy case were operating on their 
on'D, though they were connected to people higher up the food chain i:n various ways, and then they 
tapped into the channels that were linked to Roldngin a.nd the pool But how are the details worked 
out aod ,Ybo does the planning and organization? " 'e are only hearing about a very small part ofwhat 
goes on in the guts ofwhat must be an elaborate informal machine that no one player probably 
knows inside and out. 

Russia' s overlapping money laundering channels are vast and involve lots ofgames- apart from the 
Magni:tskiy affair, recall the lengthy GUEBiPK scandal, which pointed to a clash between the 1\11VD 
economic secnrity department (probably allied with elements in.the Prosecutor's office) and the FSB 
and its allies in the Investigative Committee. The battle was said to be over controlling money 
lanndering channels-see the 311\farch notes. 

To wind this op, Putin sees the Khodorkovskiy-Kasyanov-Navalniy-Browder types as a united front 
in the ,vest's war against him. He is a-ware of frictions in the elite and of the possibility of protests 
that could play into the hands ofhis enemies or dissatisfied Russian elites who might be looking for 
an alternative. One such alternative could be Sergey Shoygu (See the 8 April notes, for i:nstan.ce). 
So VVP creates the National Goard under trusted bodyguard Zolotov as his personal palace guard. 

Latynina carried on in th±s past weekend's program: http://echo.msk,ru/programs/code/1756n2-echo/ 

Why couldn' t Rnssian viast uncover the people responsible for the scam in the Magnitskiy affair? It wasn' t 
because they were so highly placed_ It was. because they were using the same money laundering "washing 
machine" that some completely diffei-ent people were also using-mduding Roldugin_ It wasn't that Roldugi:n 
was involved in the ~agnitskiy affair-it's that he and the others used the same "washing machine" .._ 

Latynina also truces some time to discredit Oleg Lure, who testified in an American court in the case involving 
Denis Katsyv and a money laundering case linked to the Magoitskiy affair-she has Lure basically repeating a 
lot ofthe claims made by Nekrasov .in his :fihn about Magnitsky (cited above). Lure daims. Browder hired 
Navalniy. She points out that Lure was in jail for defrauclin:g Senator Shrtsker-and she also notes that Lure has 
claimed that he saw documents indicating that Navruniy was a spy (the same doctm1ents shown on NTV's 
attack piece against Navalniy and Browder). 

Strelkoy: 1'0 murder charges? 
From the 25 April notes: 

[Strelkov's post on the murder-charges: http:/ /mvk.com/wall3472602~9 2127 

Strelkov says that two men who identified themselves as police officers had visited his mother' s residence and told her that 
he was being charged for two murders in St. Petersburg- they wanted to know whether she had seen her son around the time 
n~<f-1-1.o t...1 14ncrc- C:n ,.uh~t- uro.,-0,. ♦hA• r 1.1-n fn ? \_U1-,,!l-t ,u·o t-1,.a•,. +n Nna 1'n r1,,,_n a.t fflo ? ~c:t·e C:t-ro1l•nu C:,,A-n• ► !'InA rl"\ff'lnonH C'i,,.l"\,,1A nnt-
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bother-organizing these kinds ofvile actions won' t work with me. They won' t stop me from doing what I have to do-I'm 
ready for anything they can throw at me... ] 

http://m.vk.com/wall347260249 3529 

About the criminal charges supposedly made against me---maybe there is. a case and maybe not. So far I have 
no official word on that. There" s supposed to be a public meeting on Suvorov Square on 2 May, but nobody 
\vill be there--how many people will think a meeting in honor offallen countrymen is more important than 
shashlik on aholiday? 

Land to be given away in the Far East 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/russia ns-given-free-1and-in-cou ntrys-far-east./567729. htmI 

President Vladimir Putin has approved a law giving Russian citizens free plots of land in the country's Far East. 

the lnterfax news agency reported Monday. 

All c itizens will be entitled to apply for up to hectare of land in the Kamchatka, Primorye, Khabarovsk. Amur, 

Magadan and Sakhalin regions. the republic of Sakha, or the Jewish and Ghukotka autonomous districts. 

The land can be used for any lawful purpose but can only be rented, sold, or given away after an initial five-year 

waiting period, according to the bilL 

The program is one of a number of initiatives aimed at boosting the economy in Russia's Far East, including 

the construction of the new Vostochny cosmodrome. A recent deal also saw a number of Chinese companies set 

on relocating to the area. 
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Solovey on the intended audience for the “information attacks” ................................................................. 4  

Stanovaya on kompromat about Putin (Putin is more vulnerable than he seems…but Western mass media  

is not the threat; Open Russia has more on Putin’s ties to organizedcrime;  Spain puts Deputy FSKN  

Director  Aulov  on  a  wanted  list)................................................................................................................... 4  

Strelkov: No murder charges?................................................................................................................... 6  

Land to be given away in the Far East...................................................................................................... 7  

Note on notes (Zolotov and the Security Council)  

First  we  read  that  with  the  creation  of  the  National  Guard,  Zolotov  was  to  be  elevated  to  the  
status  of permanent  Security Council  member.  Gryzlov  was  en  to  be  tak  off  the  council.  Then  
we  read  that  Putin  had  issued  an  order  reversing  the  earlier  decision,  with  Zolotov  designated  an  
ordinary SovBez  member  (See  the  12  April  notes). But he’s still listed as a permanent member:  
http://www.kremlin.ru/structure/security-council/members  

Latynina circles back to  endent Oil Comp  the Indep  any, VTB, Sechin, Khudaiynatov  
(Another  “violinist”?; Shumkov/Lesin  and  “the  pool”) 

From  the  22  February  notes:  

[On  Sechin,  Khudaiynatov,  and  a  $4  billion  credit,  Latynina  refers  to  a  post  by Maksim  Blant:  

http://mblant.livejournal.com/669.html  

Eduard Khudaiynatov was general director ofRosneft when Sechin was vice premier. Khudaiynatov was Sechin’s  

shadow.  When  Sechin  came  back to  Rosneft,  Khudaiynatov  created  the  Independent  Oil  and  Gas  Company  (NNK)  

and NNK began  to  accumulate  assets  and licenses,  many  of  them  rather  small  assets.  The  main  asset  acquisition  

was M  Bazhayev’s Alliance group.  was  was  usa  The  transaction  made  in  2014,  when  Russia  already  under  

sanctions,  and  the  assumed  value  of  the  deal  was  $4  billion.  But  where  did  Khudaiynatov,  who  had  always  been  a  

hired  manager,  not  a  business  owner,  get  the  money?  And  Sechin  had  been  consolidating  oil  assets  in  Rosneft  then  

his  own  es  an  acquisition.  former  right  hand  mak  such  

Blant  tells  the  story:  Rosneft  deposited  $4  billion  in  VTB,  while  simultaneously NNK  was  given  a  $4  billion  credit.  

Making  a  bank deposit  that  instantly becomes  a  credit  is  a  common  money  laundering  method  in  Russia.  Where  did  

Rosneft  get  the  $4  billion?  Latynina  think it  was  sales  to  China.  Latynina  also  believes  the  sale  price  was  ed  s  jack  

up  and part ofthe transaction was Khudaiynatov getting a kickback for making the deal on Rosneft’s behalf.  

Comment:  I’m  not  sure  ollow  all this  osit to credit transaction illegal?  How is it money  I f  is the dep  

laundering?  Anyway,  Latynina  says  that  with  all Rosnef  inancial troubles,  Sechin  wanted VTB  to  give  its  t’s  f  

money back and VTB is not  laying along. the  story  all  p  I don’t  understand that bit  of  at  hadn’t NNK  

acquired the  company  on  t’s  behalf  Rosnef  ?  That’s  what Latynina  is  claiming here.  Blant  referred  to  protocols  

from  a  Rosneft  board  meeting  showing  that  the  transaction  was  at  a  loss  for  Rosneft  (Comment: OK, so  rice  the p  

was too high  to account for the kickback  Latynina also says that the terms  osit-to-loan deal  of the dep  were  
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a loser for Rosneft. So when she said Rosneft wanted its money back, maybe it wanted back the loss on the 

deposit-to-loan transaction). Latynina goes on sto imply that she think Sechin has been using NNK to go after oil 

assets for a while lik Bashneft. NNK made Sistema an offer, not Rosneft, on the asset. And Sistema’se 

Yevtushenkov wound up under house arrest (See, for instance, the 30 October 2014 notes)…So, regarding the NNK 

purchase of Alliance group, Rosneft was financing the purchase (at a loss) while demanding money from the 

National Welfare Fund…] 

Comment: So it a p  a Rosneft that was under sanctions was using NNK, noteared that 
under sanctions, as a vehicle for making acquisitions—but there was that money 
laundering part that I wondered about. In her program last week, Latynina asked whether 
NNK was Roldugin’s shore—another “violinist” being used to launderthe equivalent of  o f  

money acquired by dubious means. The acquisition, claimed Latynina, whose terms were 
not good for Rosneft, was really a p  up deal designed tout funnel and legalize shady money. 
The transaction fee—a kickback—was aid Khudaiynatov p  of the launderingp  to as art 
deal: 
http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/17527 0-echo/ Latynina says the deposit-to-credit transaction 

is a cover scommon for money laundering…She adds that she think the approval for the deal 
(NNK purchasing Bazhayev’s Alliance group) went all the way up to Putin at the time, 
everyone figured oil prices would go up, but they didn’t…But there’s something else there’s a 

connection between the deal and the late Dmitriy Shumkov (See the notes from 8 and 10 
December 2015 and 5 and 11 January). Latynina says that’s why she came back to the story, 
though there was also Khudaiynatov’s purchase ofa villa in Porotfino (for 25 Million Euro) in 
2015, after Putin told everybody not to buy any property abroad. The Roldugin offshore was shut 
down in 2014 after Crimea. By 2012, it became clear that the Americans were tak  aing 
negative attitude to such offshores so they were no longer safe and Putin gave the order on no 
foreign property. But Khudaiynatov bought his villa in 2015. 

She gets back to Shumk  he was close to Bazhayev, and was aov sometime business partner of 
his. He was ing big investments, involved in big deals in Moscow when he reportedlymak  was 
committed suicide. Where did he get the money for those deals? Latynina think he got thes 
money from the “strange” NNK/Bazhayev deal. Later, he supposedly committed suicide was 
he desperate because he had been caught siphoning money off from the deal? Was he killed 
because he was stealing? (Comment: She doesn’t tell us why she believes Shumkov stole 
money from the NNS/Bazhayev deal). Latynina says the Shumk  story reminds her ofov 
Lesin also found dead, but in Washington, a death she says was most lik  anely unfortunate 
incident related to Lesin’s extravagant habits. But Lesin lost his post after a deal that was similar 

to the deal Khudaiynatov made. In the Lesin case, there Kovalchuk’s Gazprom Mwas edia. Prof 

Media was purchased for Gazprom Media at a price of $600 million. The word was that the sale 
price was et value. Lesin had been loudly bragging about that. And the “violinist”above mark  
affair let us now that 20% of Video International belonged to that violinist with ak  Stradivarius. 
So maybe the Lesin story wasn’t s lainingabout the Kovalchuk (Comment: One versiya exp  

Lesin’s death was that he was killed partly because he owed Kovalchuk money. One of the 
Panama Pap  offshores connected to Lesin).ers was 

Latynina again circles back to Shumk  she goes about “the pool” (“basseiyn”). The poolov on 

is a second, informal budget, a personal part of the treasury. It existed semi-unofficially and they 
say that it provides the salaries for highly-placed officials. But it was mainly for emergency 
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expenditures, like Crimea. Latynina says she think that it became apparent that the pool dids not 
have has much money in it as was thought, and those that had their hands on the taps that fed the 
pool had their own streams. If the pool was ing lik a sieve, well, that could lead to someleak  e 
interesting re-distributions of authority in the elite. We already have the well-k  story ofnown 
Yakunin’s resignation, after it came to light that his son had acquired citizenship in the UK. 

There was the interesting story ofVEB’s bankruptcy how much did VEB hand over for the 
purchase of Sibuglement in 2014? $1.8 billion? Wasn’t that a lot for that company? 
Uralvagonzavod bought the Zarechniy mine, the Russian Coal Holding together, that was 45 
billion. Did that reflect their real value? Latynina ends by saying she thinks there will be more 
stories ofthe “leaky pool” and that Shumk  will not be the only victim…ov 

Comment: “The pool,” as Latynina casts this story, may also be something like an 
“obshak,” a ia organization’s slush fmaf  und. She’s implying here that both Lesin and 

Shumkov abused the p  as to shakeup andool and that others have well, leading some s 
maybe some murders. She is also saying that the NNK transaction and some others were 
money laundering op  a p  on ool and who haderations held, arently, behalf of the p  some 
access to it, such as Roldugin. 

Let’s backup and see what dots we can connect…In the 8 December 2015 notes, we read 
that there was a kompromat war underway and that Shumkov’s death might be associated 

with it. One ofShumkov’s patrons was an assistant ofChayka’s, Aleksandr Zvyagintsev, 
who was ollowing the scandal over kompromat on Chayka’s son (See the 11dismissed f  

January notes). Recently, there have been numerous romat s elites,komp  dump on a 
number of them involving foreign p  erty. In December, around the same time as therop  
kompromat attacks on Chayka, there were stories in the notes on Putin’s links to organized 

crime (See the 29 and 31 December 2015 notes). In November and December, we saw 
stories on “Tikhonova” and her alleged husband, Shamalov (See, for instance, the 10 and 
11 November 2015 notes and the notes from 21 December). There was an item in the 8 
February notes linking Chayka’s son to Shumkov. 

check up  Yakunin and his opRecall that Navalniy was behind a call for a on erations at 
Russian Railways and that Millennium Bank was linked to RR. RR and Artyom Chayka 
owned shares in the bank, which had its license revoked (See the 8 February notes). 
Chayka claimed Browder and Navalniy were sbehind the dump against him (See the 14 
December 2015 notes; back in the 21 December 2015 notes, Yabloko’s Sergey Mitrokhin 

said that Navalniy’s attacks on Chayka were “ordered”; This spring, Browder and 

Navalniy were attacked by Rossiya TV as foreign agents. See the 11 April notes)—so we 
circled back to ers alongthe Magnitskiy affair. Then Roldugin and the Panama Pap  came 
(4 April)—and Roldugin’s o f  was subsequently tied to the Magnitskiy affair asshore a 
money laundering p  case ril). Thelatform for the cash stolen in that (27 and 28 Ap  
Nekrasov film a p  to ly to the komp  dump that related backeared be another rep  romat s to 
the Magnitskiy affair (27 April). 

In the 4 April notes, I suggested that the attacks on Kasyanov were connected to the 

previous kompromat on Russian elites, esp  ers. Myecially the Panama Pap  comments: 
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[Looks like the Kremlin anticipated the media reaction to ap  and sought soften the impthe Panama p ers to act 

by showing that the o p  was dirty, too. And, as I wrote last week, I think Khodorkovskiy, someosition elites 

in Russia, and p  le associated with them are p  a major source or at least a major distributor ofeop  robably 

dirt like the Baevskiy material we saw last week (See the 31 April and 1 March notes), so there’s a bit of  

retaliation going on. The Kremlin is showing that it can lay that game as well. I doubt the illicit liaison in thep  

Kasyanov video will shock anybody, nor will the corruption mentioned by Kasyanov, but that’s not the 

point.] 

Baevskiy was associate of the Rotenbergs who had handled ap  pan artment urchases for 

“Putin’s women,” including Tikhonova and Kabayeva (See the notes f  31 March and 1rom 

April). 

Solovey commented on ormation attacks” Russian vlast and their likelythese “inf  on 

intended audience in the 1 Ap  notes:ril 

[Solovey on the intended audience for the “information attacks” 

http://vk.com/id244477574?w=wall244477574 16316%2Fall 

…The talk about “information attacks” follows classic theory “vaccinate” the public, that is, warn them that 

enemies intend slander. The question is, just who is being vaccinated? The Russian public? They’ll brush off 

foreign exposés. They won’t surprise anyone, or open anyone’s eyes, or, and this is the main thing, change anyone’s 

attitude to vlast. These exposés are aimed primarily at the Western elite. They are indifferent to the warnings of 

Russian officials… 

Comment: I think he’s right about the target audience for the kompromat dumps, which don’t really tell us 

anything new. I think Khodorkovskiy and some Russian elites who would like it if there was not another 

Putin term are intending to help revent any talk of lifting sanctions at ing for increasedp  this time, hop  

p  on Putin. Maybe some of the elite are willing to more now or Putin’sressure endure pain f the prospect of  

leaving the Kremlin in 2018. Belkovskiy, who I think has been working for Khodorkovskiy, has been seeming 

to (sometimes) say that an exit that would not p  him in danger is still put ossible for Putin. Pavlovskiy said 

that earlier this week (See the 30 March notes). Khodorkovskiy has been a little different, saying that those 

not imp  no reason to fear a change in regime. When komp  wars are going on,licated in crimes have romat 

though, it can get a little blurry maybe others might toss out some dirt on rivals, too. There may be more 

than one source for the material and more than one motivation.] 

But Stanovaya thought that the cumulative imp  of the komp  might be relevant inact romat 

the long run—and could turn Putin’s base against him. From the 31 March notes: 

[Stanovaya on kompromat aboutPutin (Putin is more vulnerable than he seems…butWestern mass media is not 

the threat; Open Russia has more on Putin’s ties to rime; Spain puts Deputy FSKNDirector Aulov onorganized c  

a wanted list) 

See yesterday’s notes… 

https://slon.ru/posts/66 02 

Stanovaya wonders whether Putin should be worried about the “information attacks” Peskov has mentioned…Right 

now, all the criticisms aimed at Putin are coming from channels that have an axe to grind the non systemic 

opposition and the West. But when the criticism comes ers, then thatfrom, say, the protesting long haul truck  

changes the picture quite a bit. When the “fifth column” in the eyes ofvlast becomes the narod, then a revolution is 

underway…Putin less and less seems to believe that his rating could fall as a consequence ofhis own mistakes. It’s 

not hard to see that Putin isn’t just satisfied with the results ofhis rule, he is proud of them. And it will be hard for 

him to believe in the reality ofpopular disappointment when it manifests itself…Vlast also does not understand that 
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“Krym nash” in the eyes ofthe general public means what it says NASH not Krym Putina or Krym Rotenberga, 

but Krym nash, that is, Putin is seen only as the instrument of re establishing historical justice. Crimea should have 

been Russian with or without Putin. 

Putin is more vulnerable than it seems. But the main sources of a threat are not Navalniy or Western mass 

media. The threat to Putin will appear when the accusations are coming from his own electorate…Anti Putin 

information will be replenished, expecting consumers and it is they who will raise the question of justice, unless 

GKChP 2 intervenes… ] 

To recap and f  a what’s going a p  anormulate picture of  on…With elections roaching and 

economic crisis underway, Putin’s enemies (Khodorkovskiy, and perhaps eopp  le in the 

Russian elite discontented with the way things have gone) are ing up  romatste p  the komp  

attacks. The Magnitskiy affair and the Panama p ers oint to massive money launderingap  p  

and asset transfer operations done on the behalf of high level players, with trusted figures 

like Roldugin acting as eratorsop  of the mechanisms involved. The money launderers may 

both try and create “clean” money f “the pool” and legitimize funds that have wound upor 

there from operations like the tax rebate schemes connected to the Magnitskiy affair. 

Putin is not involved in this directly or in any hands-on way. The launderers/acquisition 

operatives may try and clean up money for lower level players like the MVD and Tax 

Service p  le involved in the Magnitskiy affair. They rewarded for their efforts witheop  are 

kickbacks or shares in companies like Video International or t. “The pool” couldRosnef  

operate, at artly, like a mafia obshak—key p  are availableleast p  layers kick in funds that 

for major asset acquisitions and use “the pool” as a deposit f money that needs to beor 

laundered. 

Some of the players have abused their access to “the pool”—maybe Lesin, maybe Yakunin. 

Perhaps Shumkov was mixed up  erations that cost the p  too much and angered keyin op  ool 

p  At the time of  ecially after his warning to otherool members. Yakunin’s ouster—and esp  

elites—I thought that we were seeing signs of friction in the inner elite at a time of 

diminishing resources, a tion p  over the results of sanctionssmaller corrup  ie, and tensions 

(See the 13 January notes, for instance). So I repeat that there may be more than one 

ultimate source romat on Putin and other p  see an angry Yakuninof komp  layers—I could 

maybe retaliating with dirt he surely knows about. 

Navalniy and Browder are layers in their right, well channels for transmittingp  own as as 

kompromat. I think Navalniy is still with us and not in p  atrison because he gets least 

“situational” cover from whichever Kremlin “tower” might be using him at a given 

moment. He is associated with anti-Putin forces, but he p  some fromrobably gets help  

people in the elite—maybe Alfa Group eop  are orp  le—who also thinking that it’s time f a 

change (See the notes from 11 January; 17 May 2015; 29 December 2014; and 6 November 

2014). 

Another way to ool is p  layers lower down the corrupthink of the p  a lace where p  tion food 

chain may kick in a iece of the action for their supp  eriors. Questions: How does all this 

operate in p  a art of what must be an intricate network of interlockingractice? Who all is p  

channels for money laundering and asset transactions in a system that has access to the 
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pool? Who accounts ool and where it may end upfor the money in the p  ? I doubt that 

every p  layers—there is p  aool-connected transaction is coordinated with other p  robably 

high degree of indep  eration within the network, with all of those involvedendent op  not 

aware of all the others. The network that has access to ool and includes elaboratethe p  

money laundering channels and avenues asset robably arosefor transactions p  

spontaneously out of a few deals and grew from there, working out its own mode of activity 

and ground rules. The people who p  scam in the Magnitskiy caseulled off the were 

op  on their own, though they were connected to eop  the food chain inerating p  le higher up  

various ways, and then they ta p  wereed into the channels that linked to Roldugin and the 

p  are out and who does the planning and organization? Weool. But how the details worked 

are only hearing about a very small p  of what goes on in the guts of what must beart an 

elaborate informal machine that no p  robably knows inside and out.one layer p  

Russia’s overlapping money laundering channels are and involve lots of games—apvast art 

from the Magnitskiy affair, recall the lengthy GUEBiPK scandal, which p  to clashointed a 

between the MVD economic security department (probably allied with elements in the 

Prosecutor’s o fice) and the FSB and its allies in the Investigative Committee. The battle 

was said to be over controlling money laundering channels—see the 31 March notes. 

To wind this up, Putin sees the Khodorkovskiy-Kasyanov-Navalniy-Browder typ  ases a 

united front in the West’s war against him. He is aware rictions in the elite and ofo f  the 

p  rotests lay into the hands of his enemies or dissatisfied Russianossibility of p  that could p  

elites who might be looking for an alternative. One such alternative could be Sergey 

Shoygu (See the 8 Ap  the National Guard underril notes, for instance). So VVP creates 

trusted bodyguard Zolotov as ersonal phis p  alace guard. 

Latynina carried on in this past weekend’s program: http://echo.msk.ru/programs/code/1756772-

echo/ 

Why couldn’t Russian vlast uncover the people responsible for the scam agnitskiyin the M  

affair? It wasn’t because they were so highly placed. It was because they were using the same 

money laundering “washing machine” that some completely different people were also using 

including Roldugin. It wasn’t that Roldugin involved in the M  iy affair it’s that hewas agnitsk  

and the others used the same “washing machine” … 

Latynina also tak  some an American court in thees time to discredit Oleg Lure, who testified in 

case involving Denis Katsyv and a money laundering case link  iy affaired to the Magnitsk  she 

has Lure basically repeating a rasov ylot of the claims made by Nek  in his film about Magnitsk  

(cited above). Lure claims Browder hired Navalniy. She points out that Lure was in jail for 

defrauding Senator Slutsk  and she also notes that Lure has claimed that he documentser saw 

indicating that Navalniy was a spy (the same documents shown on NTV’s attack piece against 

Navalniy and Browder). 

Strelkov: No murder charges? 

From the 25 April notes: 
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[Strelkov’s post on  249  2127  the murder charges: http://m.vk.com/wall347260  

Strelkov says that two men who identified themselves as police officers had visited his mother’s residence and told  

her  that  he  was  they  wanted  to  k  whether  she  had  her  being  charged  for  two  murders  in  St.  Petersburg  now  seen  son  

around the time ofthe killings… So what were they up to?  What  are  they  trying  to  show  me?,  ask Strelk  Surk  s  ov.  ov  

and  company  should  not  bother  organizing these kinds ofvile actions won’t work with  me.  They won’t stop me  

from  doing  what  I  have  to  do  I’m ready for anything they can throw at me…] 

http://m.vk.com/wall347260249  3529  

About  the  criminal  charges  supposedly  made  against  me  maybe  there  is  a  case  and  maybe  not.  

So far I have no official word on that. There’s supposed to be  a  public  meeting  on  Suvorov  

Square  on  2 May,  but  nobody  will be  there  how  many people  will  think a meeting in  honor  of  

fallen  countrymen  is  more  important  than  shashlik on  a  holiday?  

Land to be given away in the Far East  
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/russians-given-free-land-in-countrys-far-

east/567729.html  

President  Vladimir  Putin  has  approved  a  law  giving  Russian  citizens  free  plots  of  land  in  the  country's  Far  

East,  the  Interfax news  agency  reported  Monday.  

All  citizens  will  be  entitled  to  apply  for  up  to  hectare  of  land  in  the  Kamchatka,  Primorye,  Khabarovsk,  

Amur,  Magadan  and  Sakhalin  regions,  the  republic  of  Sakha,  or  the  Jewish  and  Chukotka  autonomous  

districts.  

The  land  can  be  used  for  any  lawful  purpose  but  can  only  be  rented,  sold,  or  given  away  after  an  initial  

five-year  waiting  period,  according  to  the  bill.  

The  program  is  one  of  a  number  of  initiatives  aimed  at  boosting  the  economy  in  Russia's  Far  East,  

including  the  construction  of  the  new  Vostochny  cosmodrome.  A  recent  deal  also  saw  a  number  

of  Chinese  companies  set  on  relocating  to  the  area.  
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